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ABSTRACT

READING BETWEEN THE LINES

The ConceptualBasis ofReading in Knowledge Construction

By

Nalini Devi Govindsamy

Department ofCommunication Science

University of Zululand

In this dissertation the researcher examines the primary and contributing fac

tors which can be identified that affect the reading capabilities of learners in grades 3,

6, 9, and 12. This research focuses on an investigation to determine whether the inter

related factors co--detennine problems that South African learners are experiencing

with spelling and the reading of written texts of non-technical to technical levels of

complexity.

The researcher reVIews academic literature that identifies a theoretical

framework that serves as a backdrop to the interpretation of the empirical results, by

providing insight into the conceptual, cognitive and neurophysiological basis that

make the process of reading possible in humans, by examining the phonological

perspective of reading and, by investigating the common reading problems. An em

pirical survey examining the learners reading habits in correlation with factors from

the home and school environment that influence the reading skills of the learners is

presented. To this effect the factors affecting the reading skills of learners in grades 3,

6, 9, and 12 are correlated "vith factors such as the existence of a reading culture in

homes, and the learners' entertainment and extracurricular activities. The researcher

reports, analyzes, and interprets the results of the data that were obtained via the



questionnaires and that were captured using the statistical computer progrmn SPSS

11.5. The empirical results and the analysis of the fieldwork reveal that the learners'

entertainment and extracurricular activities are affecting their reading skills, and that

the role of their parents and the school involvement in promoting the culture of read

ing has contributed to the poor reading results in our learners.
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Chapter 1

STATEMENT OF PROBLEMS AND RESEARCH DESIGN

Introduction

In this chapter the researcher will state the problems regarding reading among

learners in South African schools. The researcher will also provide insight with regard to the

research design, objectives and methodology that will be implemented. Information relating

to the actual fieldwork and the protocols to follow will be stated. The questionnaire design

will also be briefly outlined.

Statemeut of problems

. Outcomes-Based Education (OBE) was launched with high expectations in 1996 as

panacea to Apartheid education. Eight years later OBE is encounteting heavy weather. A

systemic evaluation of the reading skills ofgrade 3 learners in a selected number of districts

of KwaZulu-Natal (KZN) reveals that there is a worrying lack of reading skills among

learners of this phase. This leads to the critical question ofwhether OBE methodologies are

implicated in poor reading, or whether other primary or contributing factors can be identi

fied. To this effect the reading values and skills of learners in grades 3, 6, 9, and 12 will be

examined and correlated with factors such as the existence of a reading culture in homes,

learners entertainment and extracurricular activities, and finally the impact that cross

cultural teaching and inclusive education have on educators' capacity to give the requisite

attention to individual learners that OBE requires. Identification of the specific reading

problems and their causes is a complex problem in itself that can further be decomposed

into several sub problems within the framework of the communication process since this is

part of the written cycle. This includes active and passive communication. The active com

municator produces the message, while the passive communicator constructs the meaning

of the message. Although OBE is accused for the serious reading problems that exist today,

it must be noted that the complex reading problems go way beyond the introduction of

OBE into South i\frica. Large class sizes, lack of proper updated training and resources for

educators, and the drastic changes in family structures, social and economic status, could be

contributing factors that will be considered when examining the complexities and problems

that engulf reading.
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Given the above background, the general problem to be solved with this research is

to determine:

The intem!otedfaitorr that co-determine problems that South African leamerr are ex

periencing with spelling and the wading ifwritten texts '!fnon-technical to technicalleuJls

'!fcomplexity.

This research project is first of all assessing the validity of the standard answers

against the background of empirical research that will enable one to detect the reading

problems South Africans are experiencing. This research will also determine whether other

primary or contributing factors such as the existence ofa reading culture in homes, learners

entertainment wd extracurricular activities cw be identified that affect the reading skills

Research objectives

The research objectives of this study are as follows:

1. To determine why learners at the various levels are showing a lower level of

reading skills thw is expected.

2. To examine whether present strategies employed in OBE to teach reading

skills are contributing to the incidence of low reading skills among learners.

3. To determine whether cross-eulturallearning correlates with learners' reading

skills.

4. To determine by means of test subjects self-report responses from among a

representative group of grade 3, 6, 9 and 12 learners what the culture of read

ing is in their homes, wd to correlate their responses with their levels of read

ing skills.

5. To examine by the same means the choice oflearners' extracurricular activities

wd entertainment activities, and how they impact on their reading skills.

6. To determine by means of a literature survey, including an analysis of docu

mentation from the Department of Education, what the impact is of OBE

practice on learners' reading skills.
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7. To determine by means of a literature survey, the intrapersonal and interper

sonal communication skills required within the human body to conceptualize

and construct knowledge during the reading process.

Research design

Exploratory literature survey

NEXUS: A completed and ongoing research in SA

A NEXUS search was conducted to inform the research design and to assist the researcher

in identifYing which dissertations in South Africa are completed or in progress. The search

revealed that no research was currently in progress regarding reading among learners in

South African schools. There were also no completed dissertations found regarding the

subject ofreading.

Sabinet: Books available for interlending between higher education institutions.

A Sabinet search was done to identifY books in print for interlending from the li

braries ofother South African institutions of higher education. Unfortunately the University

of Zululand was unable to provide the necessary assistance with regard to this process due

to the high financial costs involved in the interlending from the other libraries. Despite this

setback, the researcher will ernploy other creative means in conducting the literature survey

required for this study to be successful.

A Google's search facilities: Electronic search engines Google's search facilities

such as Google Alerts, Google Suggest, and Scholar Google will be utilized to inform the

research design and obtain completed and ongoing research relating to this research project,

at both National and International levels.

As a result of a lack of availability of literature on this study the researcher will

closely consider the works of Labov who examined reading from a phonological perspec

tive, as recommended by her supervisor in her investigation of reading.
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Research methodology

The research will consist of a literature survey that will be followed by an empirical

survey of respondents' reading skills by means of a questionnaire. Each respondent will be

asked to report on matters such as their personal reading habits, the culture of reading in

their homes, and their extracurricular and entertainment habits. Individual results will be

quantified in the Statistical program SPSS 11.

FieldwOlk protocols

The following protocol procedures will need to be executed in order for the field

work to be conducted successfully:

1: The researcher ",-ill formulate questionnaires for each grade of learners to be tested

and for their parents appropriately.

2. The correspondence letter from the supervisor seeking permission to conduct the

research in schools in the eThekwini region will be sent to the KZN Department of

Education.

3. The sample questionnaires for the different groups of respondents will also be sub

mitted to the KZN Department of Education for approval.

4. When a positive response is received from the KZN Department of Education, the

researcher will approach the principals of the various schools of selected respon

dents with the necessary documentation to conduct the research. Specific days,

times and proper procedures to conduct the research will be negotiated with the

principal so that normal instruction times of learners will not be disrupted.

Questionnaire design

Questionnaires will be prepared for learners in each specific grade and their parents

according to their own level of understanding. The same line of thought and reasoning will

be visible for each question asked in all the grades. Where specific responses pertaining to

only a particular grade are required to be investigated, those questions will appear at the end

of the questionnaire of that particular grade only. The parent questionnaires ",-ill be corre-
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lated with the learners' questionnaires with a similar pattern of questions, and a few added

questions relating specifically to parents. All questionnaires will have a note to the respon

dents, explaining how the questionnaire should be filled in, with the emphasis that their par

ticipation is voluntary.

Permissions to conduct research

The researcher will seek the assistance of her supervisor to facilitate correspon

dence with the KZN Department of Education to obtain pennission to conduct research

among learners at the exit levels of each phase in a number of different schools in the

eThekwini region.

Selection ofrespondents

Firstly, respondents will include learners in grades 3, 6, 9, and 12, since these are the

exit grades of each phase. Secondly the parents of these learners will also be given the op

portunity to give their responses regarding factors that impact on the reading skills of their

children. Respondents selected to participate in this research will include respondents from

the many different ethnic groups, diverse cultures, and the various socio-economic status

that presently exist.

Fieldwork

After obtaining written permission from the KZN Department of Education to

conduct research in the selected schools, the researcher will contact the principals of these

schools to make an appointment with them to discuss the research purpose and procedure.

A set of the questionnaires will also be presented to the principals. Specific dates and times

will be arranged for learners to complete the questionnaires. The parent questionnaires 'will

be handed to learners to take home so that they can be completed and brought back time

ously. The researcher will then arrange to collect all completed questionnaires from the

various schools by prior facilitated appointments.

Quantitative analysis

Quantitative analysis will be done by the researcher. The quantitative analysis will be

done after the extraction of the tables and graphs using SPSS 11.5.



Database construction

The SPSS 11.5 program will be utilized by the researcher to construct a database

with all the questions, and set up a coding system ofthe possible responses in order to cap

ture and analyze the data received.

Data processing

Each respondent will be allocated a specific respondent code, which will be used by

the researcher to capture and process the data collected from the responses to each ques

tion in the questionnaire.

Significance testing

The SPSS 11.5 program will be used to extract the tables and graphs from the data

base that will be constructed to process the data captured by the researcher from each re

sponse. Variaus sets of responses will be compared and analyzed by means of the tables

and graphs.

Summary

In this chapter the researcher stated the problems regarding reading among learners

in South African schools. The researcher also provided insight with regard to the research

design, objectives and methodology. Information relating to the actual fieldwork and the

protocols to be followed were briefly outlined. The questionnaire design was also outlined.

In the next chapter the key concepts of the study will be briefly discussed.
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Chapter 2

KEy CONCEPTS

Introduction

In the previous chapter the researcher stated the hypothesis to be tested and the

statement of the problem regarding her dissertation. The researcher highlighted the re

search methodology that will be utilized. In 1his chapter the researcher will discuss the key

concepts relating to her research regarding the conceptual basis of reading in knowledge

construction. The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the main concepts with which the

researcher will be working, and which the researcher will analyze in greater detail in subse

quent chapters.

Reading and knowledge construction

According to Wellrrum (1992), the construct of thinking, in its generic sense, is an

everyday description for cognition. He also refers to the mind as a central information

processor. The mind actively engages in the thinking process. Some of the cognitive activi

ties the mind is responsible for are, to remember, to recall, to infer, to interpret perceptions,

and to store information. The same cognitive activities are required for the reading process.

The mind is able to form a knowledge base from these very cognitive activities. It further

goes on to formulate a set ofunderstandings about oneself and the world. According to De

Bono at http://,,,",vw.bookzone.com/10000569.html "Good thinking is not a matter of

intelligence, not a gift- it is a skill that can be practiced and developed like any other. And

whether you're a student, business executive or a homemaker, the quality of the way you

think is your greatest asset." The future of individuals, society, and the whole world de

pends on thinking, the construction of knowledge, and how such knowledge is utilized.

Knowledge is actively constructed in each individual brain. The brain categorizes the in

formation received. According to Ungerer and Schmid (1999:60), there are different levels

of categorization, and "all these cognitive categories are connected with each other in a kind

of hierarchical relationship." The first category involves hierarchical relationship, for exam

ple if we look at food, it will include vegetable, grains, fruit, etc. The second category in

volves what is abstract, and includes for example dreams, such as daydreams, night dreams
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etc. Infonnation received by the various senses reach the brain. The brain then stores this

information. These two categories apply to the reading process.

Conceptual blending

According to Klopper (2000), conceptual blending accounts for a person's capacity

to interrelate and blend concepts extracted from his vast network of conceptual knowledge,

and, it is a momentary process of symbolization that selectively interrelates concepts from

two separate cognitive domains, a target space and a source space to conceptualize a new

perceived relationship known as a blended space. In order for an individual to be able to

read, slhe has to recall stored information, relating to letter-sound and word recognition,

blend this with the written symbols slhe receives via hislher visual perception abilities.

Language is an integral component of the reading process. Fauconnier & Turner

(2002:189), state that "Capacities for conceptual integration are internal processes. Lan

guage, like art, science, and religion, is an external social process that depends on communi

cation." Language becomes an external projection from humans due to the intrapersonal

communication that takes place within each individual. Reading is possible because of intra

and interpersonal communication that requires language.

The neurophysiology of reading

The brain is the control centre of the body and the pinnacle of all organs that exist

in any hurnan being. All activities, including the reading process accomplished by the hu

man body are directed from the brain. According to Reed (1998:47), "One of the most de

manding cognitive skills that face the young child is learning how to read. Learning to read

requires many component skills, ...The child must analyze the features of letters, combine

features to identifY letters, convert letters to sounds for pronouncing the words, understand

the meaning of individual words, and combine the meaning of words to comprehend the

te.'rt." The brain receives auditory and visual information through the senses, analyzes it,

and then sends out instructions to the appropriate body parts to implement the specific ac

tions. Messages are transferred via the network of neurons. Nerve impulses are transmitted

from one neuron to the other in the brain. The brain consists of two hemispheres and three

regions. The left: hemisphere controls the right hand side of the body, and the right hemi

sphere controls the left: hand side of the body. Each region of the brain is responsible for

specific control functions. The researcher will in a subsequent chapter e."amine in more de-
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tail the specific fimctions of the different parts of the brain that enable the process of read

ing to take place, and the role ofauditory and visual inputs to reading.

Phonics and reading

According to Damon (2004), "Phonics is back as key component in teaching read

ing. A recent study sponsored by the National Institute of Child Health & Human Devel

opment at the University of Houston in 2004 concludes that phonics is the best way to

teach reading. It turns out that Johnny does best when he comprehends and when he is

drilled in sounds -diphthongs and the like." http:// www.EbscoDocs Dec 2004\Back to

basics again.html

The ability to sound out letters and words, to decode and encode influences all other basic

required skills, such as listening, speaking, reading and writing. The trend noticed in the

education systems in many countries have excluded the teaching of phonics as a compul

sory strategy in teaching reading. Many are now bringing the teaching of phonic back as an

integral part of the education system. According to Stein (2004) "California's back-to-basics

swing - including a return to phonics -mirrors a nationwide trend. One way or another, the

state legislature has sounded a wake-up call to top education officials. Children must be

taught the core skills of spelling, reading, and math in the state's public schools."

G;\EbscoDocs Dec 2004\Rdng writing phonics back to calif schls.htrnl. There is a close

link between phonics that is speech sounds of the alphabets and reading. The ability to read

depends on the ability to encode and decode. The relationship between speech sounds and

the alphabets will be examined comprehensively later on in the chapter discussing speech

sounds and the alphabets.

Reading problems

According to labov, of the Universiry of Pennsylvania, research regarding reading

problems in South Harlem schools revealed that "In the 1960's, efforts to explain reading

failure concentrated upon the concept of cultural and verbal disadvantage which "'-as the

result of an impoverished home environment and lack of motivation from the familv."

http;/ h,ww. Ling. uperm.edu /phono atlas/RFRhtml. It is possible that our South i\f

rican learners today experience the same lack of motivation from their families to read. The

culture of reading in the home of our learners can be a contributing factor to the reading

problems being experienced today. The language used in the learning and teaching process
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may differ from the mother tongue of the learners, and thus the culture of speaking in the

home can affect the pronunciation ofwords in the classroom. This leads to learners experi

encing differences in pronunciation or grammar from errors in decoding the meaning of

the printed test. There are various reading problems that can be identified. There are also

many different factors that can lead to the existence of these various reading problems.

Specific reading problems and the role of scaffolding in identifYing such problems will be

discussed in greater detail in a subsequent chapter.

Summary

In this chapter the researcher stated the key concepts relating to the conceptual ba

sis of reading. Reading problems and the relationship between phonics and reading were

briefly discussed. Knowledge construction and the role of conceptual blending were briefly

outlined. The researcher also stated that short and long term memory were part of the read

ing process. The neurophysiology of reading, where the brain is the key to all kinds ofproc

essing and action control of the body was outlined. In the next chapter the cognitive basis

of readingwill be examined.
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Chapter 3

THE COGNITIVE BASIS OF READING

Introduction

In the previous chapter the key concepts were outlined. In this chapter the re

searcher will discuss the cognitive basis of reading. This will include an explanation of the

process of knowledge construction, and conceptual blending. The researcher will show how

these fonn an integral part of the reading process.

Reading and knowledge construction

According to Reed (1998:3), "Cognition is usually defined simply as the acquisition

of knowledge." Reading and knowledge acquisition ore inseporable partners. Reading is one

method by which the brain receives vast amounts of information that is processed by the

brain so that learning can take place. Klopper (2000) states that, "Humans use basic ele

ments of knowledge known as image schemas to construct knowledge in the fonn of men

tal models." Humans continually 1= by adjusting their mental models to accommodate

new experiences. As humans we use these basic elements of knowledge to construct

knowledge in the fonn of mental models that represent our understanding of the things in

the world, how things interrelate, and what interactions they ore involved in.

According to Lackney (undated) at http://www.designshmce.com/Research/ Brain

BasedLeam98.htm "Interaction of the brain with its environment suggests that the more

enriched environment, the more enriched brain." Interaction with the environment is

important because each individual constructs his/her own mental models of the environ

ment. When learning takes place l=ers give meaning to their experiences. This requires

understanding the relationship between ports and wholes. Values and beliefS also influence

the mental models formed by individuals. So an individual ha-; to communicate with his

environment for knowledge to be constructed in his mind According to Reed (1998:3),

"the acquisition ;md use of knowledge involve many mental skills." The following steps are

involved in the process ofknowledge construction in the brain:
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Sensory Input Auditive, VIsual, Olfactory, Gustltory, and Kinesthetic

Memory: recall and storage

D
Cognition

Figure 1: An illustration of the process of knowledge construction

Mental models are stored in the long- term memory of the brain. When we perceive

or think about things, then information in the long- term memory is activated and extracted

to the working or short -term memory. Concept development and understlnding are focal

points to knowledge construction. The building of conceptual structures is required. Learn

ing is a process of constructing meaningful representltions and the making of sense or

understlnding our world and our experiences. The brain stores knowledge and categorizes

it. Learning is always linked to information. Individuals have feelings, experiences, attitudes,

goals, and behaviors, which together with other factors influence the learning process and

knowledge construction. According to Shuell and Lee (1976:3) ''Learning is one of those

things we often take for granted. When thinking about learning, the focus is frequently on

some aspect of formal education. However we are continually learning, outside as well as

inside the classroom." Cognitive strategies are used when we learn. Learning is possible be

cause of various processes that include one's ability to remember, to interpret, and to solve

problems. Learning involves ffietlcognition. Reading is an important tool in the learning

process that promotes knowledge construction. Reading is also considered the basis of all

learning. Individuals select specific aspects of their environment through their senses which

they conceptualize. By interaction with the environment image schemas are developed in

the brain, and language is used as a form of communication.
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"A general abstract chanlcterization of all the meanings of a morpheme, or any

other unit is called a schema." states Dirven and Verspoor (1998:73). Morphemes are the

smallest meaningful elements in a language, such as words or affixes. There are different

kinds of image schemas. This will include, The Being schema, The Happen Schema, The

Do Schema, The Agents Dominates Patient schema, The Co-Agents Cooperate Schema,

The Counteragents Compete Schema, The Stimulus Stimulates Experiencer Schema as

stated by Klopper (2003). Schemas are considered to be a series of actions that are per

formed together in a situation to achieve an agent's goal or to take some action. Schemas

are thought to be learned through repeated experience. Schemas thus allow agents to make

predictions based on past experiences about what should be done next. Once learned, sche

mas can be applied to new situations. The action can be followed without re-thinking the

behavior. MaineSAIL (1994, the Maine Software Agent and .Artificial Intelligence Labo

ratory' of the University of Maine) at http://bronte.umcs.maine.edu/Papers/19911

oceans!subsectionstar3 1 l.html states with regard to the concept "schema", "Two fa

miliar kinds of schemas in neuroscience and psychology are the motor schema and the

script, the former postulated to occur at the level of motor skills and the latter at a more

cognitive leveL" Such schemas are developed when a person repeats an action several times.

For example, a person learning to ride a bicycle builds a schema for pedaling. Once built,

the person can rely on using this schema and does not need to reason about how to peclal

each time he or she begins to cycle. Although this schema consists of many simpler actions,

the agent riding a bicycle usually can perform the entire schema automatically. The agent

can also take this as one action that can succeed. When a schema does fail, the agent has to

reason about what went wrong and how to correct the problem. All schemas are not carried

out in the same way all the time. Schemas can be adapted according to a specific situation

and the information available at that time. Research suggests that schemas have been bene

ficial in two areas of artificial intelligence (AI). They include problem solving and natural

language processing. Problem solving is able to benefit by adapting, previous successful so

lutions to problems instead of creating completely new solutions in similar situations. In

natural language processing, schemas are shared between the language users and reflect the

rules of the language. Therefore, the schemas must guide language if it is to be understood

by others. Language is part of the reading process, and the reader has to build image sche

mas when reading. Ross (2004) reports that the linguist Paul Kay has researched language

vocabulary used to express the different colors in several languages, and states that, linguis-
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tic relativists may be correct that the languages people speak mould their thoughts. But it is

unlikely that the various languages of the world are so different from one another, in under

lying of conceptual structure, that the ways their speakers think are incommensurable.

ht:t;p:IIW',vw.sciam.com. So regardless of the language spoken the processes of the brain

when it comes to the formation of schernas and conceptualization is consistent. Language

does not affect the brain processes ofinput, recall, and cognition. All individuals experience

the same processes no matter what language they speak.

"A motor schema is a long term memory structure capable of being retrieved as a

whole, and then executed in parts" Smith (2003). This schema represents what will happen

or take place in the immediate future. This is similar to the Happen and Do Schernas men

tioned by Klopper, where some form of process or action is the outcome. According to

Klopper (2003), "Image schernas are considered cognitive structures that arise from univer

sal aspects of human morphology. Image schernas arise from how the human body inter

acts with our three-dimensional environment." So there is some form of interaction by the

human body in order for these schemas to be formulated. The visual, auditory, olfactory

and kinetic senses of the human body make it possible for the human body to interact with

our environment. Such interaction provides the brain with inputs that are interpreted so

that mental images are formulated in the mind. Image schemas are thus basic elements of

knowledge that humans use to construct knowledge in mental models. These mental mod

els represent our understanding of the things in the world, how they interrelate and the in

teractions that they are involved in. Mental models are stored in the long-term memory of

the brain that is activated and information is then extracted to the short -term memory

when we perceive and think about things. Each individual constructs his own mental model

of the environment, depending on mental rules of how we think those particular aspects of

reality works. We use such models and rules to make sense of our experiences. Individuals

continually adjust their mental models to accommodate new experiences. The mental mod

eling system automatically engages in certain basic strategies that are vital to its operation.

According to Lamb, (undated) these basic modeling strategies result in the unconscious

formation of four kinds of assumptions about the world. These assumptions will include

the existence of boundaries, the existence of enduring objects, a basic difference between

objects and processes, and the existence of categories of objects and processes and relation

ships. The mental system makes these assumptions by nature, because these assumptions
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are consequences of the built-in properties of our perceptual and conceptual systems. They

are essential in all our efforts to understand anything.

Understanding and the conception oflearning is a central point of knowledge con

struction. Learning requires the building of conceptual structures. Concept development

and understanding are focal points to knowledge construction. So it is not just the product,

but also rather the process that is ofutmost importance to acquiring knowledge. Construct

ing knowledge is a process of constructing meaningful representations in the mind and the

making ofsense or understanding ofit so that our world and our experiences are a reality.

Learning facilitates the process of collecting information. This is done by the brain

and is called perception. Fedenneier (1997) defines perception as the extraction of the per

ceptual features of a stimulus. Perception precedes categorization to provide the input for

the actual process of categorization. Categorization occurs at every level of the cognitive

processing. The neurons group together, to respond to specific inputs from the sensory

system to create perceptual categories which fonn the basis of human experiences. We

categorize to make all human activities possible. Some of these activities include speech,

understanding, and remembering. The brain then stores the information. It integrates the

information and language is developed, and knowledge is accumulated. The brain stores

knowledge and categorizes it. Knowledge construction is always linked to information.

Learners have feelings, experiences, attitudes, goals, and behaviors, which they bring into

the classroom with them. These and other factors influence the learning process and

knowledge construction.

Conceptualization and conceptual categories

According to Fauconnier and Turner, (2002:18) "conceptual blending, is another

basic mental operation, highly imaginative but crucial even to the simplest kinds of

thought." They also refer to conceptual blending as, "conceptual integration" and state that

"blending is an invisible, unconscious activity involved in every aspect of human life." Dur

ing this mental process of conceptualization, two or more separate ideas, thoughts or ac

tions are merged to fonn new mental images or structures. Every reader must therefore ex

perience the process of conceptual blending when engaged in reading. Categorization of the

objects, processes, and relationships is essential for conceptualization to occur.
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"Conceptual categories are concepts of a set as a whole. Whenever we perceive

something, we automatically tend to categorize i4" states Dirven and Verspoor (1998:14).

They also state that conceptual categories are ultimately based on a human conceptualizer

and his experience of the world. We process the infonnation that we have received from

our world through our senses, namely, vision, smell, hearing, touch and taste. The ideal

learner processes the infonnation that s/he has received from all the senses. Cognitive

learners use all their senses to learn. Visual learners learn by looking at things. Auditory

learners learn by listening and hearing things. Tactile learners learn by handling and touch

ing things. When the brain engages in the process of collecting infonnation via the senses,

perception takes place. The brain integrates and blends this new infonnation with the in

fonnation that has already been stored in the long term memory, and thus further knowl

edge is constructed or developed.

According to Lamb, (undated) "In general, whether it is within space or time or in

more abstract conceptual dimensions, our mental systems impose boundaries on a world

which does not itself have boundaries. Why? If they did not do so, it would not be possible

to talk to one another about the world or to think about the things of the world. Although

everything is connected in various ways to other things, hence ultimately to everything else,

we can't talk or think about the whole world at once. Thus we have to cut up the kaleido

scopic flux, to segment it by imposing boundaries; and since those boundaries are imposed

by our minds and are not really there, they can be regarded as illusory." He then goes on to

use words as an example to show that, in ordinary speech they do not occur in isolation;

rather, we get phonological phrases with no gaps corresponding to word boundaries. Yet

our perceptual systems, seemingly without effort, extract words as units and treat them as

separate units in the process of comprehension, just as if there were boundaries there. The

boundaries are supplied by our mental systems. The mental boundaries that we fonnulate

assist in the communication process. It allows us as individuals to experience intrapersonal

communication, and interpersonal communication. Through intrapersonal communication

One is able to perfonn actions, speak and listen. Interpersonal communication can be

achieved because these mental boundaries allow us to convey and receive messages that

have meaning to us and to those with whom we communicate. We can make sense of a

message because we unconsciously select the appropriate words mentally due to the invisi

ble boundaries to associate with the object, action, or relationship concerned.
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Lamb further states that categorization goes hand-in-hand with segmentation. We

live in an infinitely complex world where there are no natural boundaries and no two things

are completely identical or alike. Segmentation is achieved by mentally imposing bounda

ries in the mind. These segments are then classified into categories on the basis of shared

properties. The shared properties do not include all the properties of the items, objects or

actions being categorized. only some ofthem are included. It would be impossible to use all

of the shared properties because everything in the world is indefinitely complex, and by

recognizing all or even too many of them would not make categorization possible. Classifi

cation takes place by selecting the most common similarities to categorize the object, action

or relationship, and placing the differences in the background. Fauconnier and Turner

speak of mental spaces that are small conceptual packets that are constructed as we speak

and think. Mental spaces are connected to the long tenn memory. In order to categorize the

input received through the senses, the long tenn memory is activated. Klopper refers to the

first input space as the target space, which is the poorly understood information, and the

second input space as the source space, which is the well understood information. The

source space is superimposed onto the target space to form a blended space of new in

sights. In figure 2 below the central features of conceptual integration are illustrated in the

diagram by Klopper (2003:294).

r:::::\ ~\
\
' Poorly und~ 11+-1 Well understood !

information f \ information !

Blended Space
f New inferences ~

about the f
information of I

the target
space

Figure 2: Diagram illustration the foregrounding of taget space
insights by superimposing source space knowledge m ariving at
new insights during analogical reasoning, from Klopper 2003: 294.

Fauconnier and Turner on the other hand when explaining the process of blending

mentions two input spaces, and a generic space. The generic mental space contains ",,>hat is
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common or similar to both inputs. Conceptual integration takes place between the two in

puts to fonn a fourth mental space which is known as the blend, and thus new concepts or

knowledge is conceived. Klopper on the other hand refers to the first input space as the

target space, which is the poorly understood information, and the second input space as the

source space, which is the well understood infonnation. The target space is superimposed

onto the target space to fonn a blended space ofnew insights. In figure 3 below the central

features of conceptual integration are depicted in the basic diagram by Faucconnier and

Turner (2002:46).

Input I,

F"IGURE 3 6 THE E!ASIC DIAGRAM

Generic Space

Inpm I,

FllIure 3: Diagram rellecling central feab.res of conceptual integration by
Faueconnier and Tumer 2002:46

The circles in the diagram above represent mental spaces, while the dotted lines in

dicate the connections between the inputs and the generic or the blended spaces. The

square in the blended space represents the n=-!y fonnulated concepts that have emerged.

There are four mental spaces illustrated above, namely, the generic space, two input spaces,
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and the blended space. This is a very complex process that involves both the activation and

deactivating of several connections in the brain. The diagram indicates a basic or minimaI

network. Conceptual integration networks can have multiple inputs and many blended

spaces that develop as a result.

The illustration in figure 4 below has been developed to show how the above prin

ciples ofblending can be applied to the reading process.

Target Space Source Space

Knowledge

Pictures or Text
Stored in

Long Term
Memory

~ /
Short Term ShortTenn

Memory Memory

~~
Blended Information as

New Knowledge
(New Understanding)

Figure 4: Diagram illustrating conceptual blending in the reading process

The pictures or texts that individuals read form the target space, and is the informa

tion received by the senses. The source space is the well understood information that is

stored in the long tenn memory. The information from the pictures or text read goes into

the short tenn or working memory. Information or knowledge from the long tenn memory

is also activated to the short tenn memory temporarily. Integration of the two mental

spaces occurs to form a blended space 'where new insights are gained. Cognitive strategies

are used when we read. Reading is possible because of various processes. They include

one's ability to perceive, to remember, to recognize, to interpret, and to solve problems.
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Reading involves metaeognition. Metacognition is a higher order of cognition, where an

individual is able to use the constructed knowledge in the mind to evaluate and categorize

the new information, because information enters the mind in a random order. For the act

of reading to be accomplished the brain must recall stored information from the long term

memory and correlate or blend it to the new information received via the various senses

from the individual's environment or even the printed text.

Conceptual structures are constructed by adjusting mental models to accommodate

new information. Reading takes place when an individual recalls or recognizes letters,

sounds and words. Mental skills are required to blend different letters of the alphabets and

their unique sounds to form words which in turn assist to provide meaning to what we read

and our experiences. Fauconnier and Turner (2002) states that "blending imaginatively

forms our most fundamental human realities, the parts of our lives most deeply felt and

most dearly consequential. Meaning goes far beyond word play. Meaning matters, in ways

that have relevance for the individual, the social group, and the descent of the species." The

reading process activates and evokes both the human senses and human emotions. \Vhen

reading, mental pictures are formulated in the mind from the target space and blended with

the source space to construct further knowledge that is categorized and stored. In a subse

quent chapter, the researcher will discuss phonological categories, and show how the letters

of the alphabet can also be categorized, indicating that there is a difference between the

spoken and written language as part of the reading process.

Summary

In this chapter the researcher discussed the cognitive basis of reading. The process

of reading in relation to knowledge construction and conceptualization was explained. Cog

nition is prevalent during the reading process. Concept formation and conceptual blending

opens the door to the construction of knowledge in the minds of all humans. Knowledge

construction and conceptualization cannot be eliminated from the reading process. In the

next chapter the researcher will examine the neurophysiology of reading.
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Figure 5: Diagram of the left and right hemispheres from K10pper
1999

Each hemisphere is responsible for specific activities as indicated in figure 6 below.
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Art
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~~
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Figure 6: Diagram of the functions of left and right hemispheres, from Klopper 1999

Some of the functions that are related to the reading process mentioned in the

above figure will include written language, number skills, logical reasoning, spoken lan-
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guage, right hand control, in the left hemisphere, and insight, 3-D forms, imagination and

left hand control in the right hemisphere. The language function of the left hemisphere will

include speaking, reading, writing and comprehension. The right hemisphere is considered

more adept at visual-spatial relations and processing of metaphors and the emotional quali

ties of speech.

The brain can be divided into three main regions, namely the forebrain, the mid

brain and the hindbrain. Figure 7 below shows the main structures of the brain as illustrated

by instructor Ely (2005).

Figure 7: Diagram of the structures of the brain, from Sly, (2005)

The forebrain is made up of the cerebral corte.x, thalamus, hypothalamus, pituitary

gland, optic nerve, corpus callosum, and the limbic system. The functions of each compo

nent of the forebrain are as follows:

• Thalamus: This is the critical relay station to the higher brain centers where infor

mation from the sensory pathways is transmitted to the cerebral corte.x

• Hypothalamus: Controls appetites and homeostasis
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• Pituitary gland: This is part of the endocrine system which connects to

the hypothalamus, and is responsible for the release of critical hormones

• Optic "Jerre: Extends the brain into the retina in each eye

• Corpus Callosum: Connects hemispheres of the cortex

• Lmbic System: Controls ffiO\-ement

• The hippocampus: This is responsible for memory

• The amygdala: Emotional ,,",,-pression is controlled by Lheamygdala

The midbrain is a relay station. It is responsible for the coordinanon of signals be

tween hindbraln & forebrain. The hindbrain consists of the medulla, pons, cerebellum, and

reticular formation which are found deep inside the brain. The functions of each compo

nent of the hindbrain are as follows:

• :\ledulla: Regulates heart rate and breathing

• Pons: Links to cerebenum~ ;].J.'ld affects arousal and dreaJning

• Cerebellum: This controls balance, coordination, and mo,ement

• Reticular Formation: Controls arousal, ~-ak.irlg and sleeping

The brain further consists of four different lobes. Figure 8 belou~ illusrrates the dif

ferem lobes as depicted by Bly (2005'.



• Pituitary gland: This is part of the endocrine system which connects to

the hypothaiamus, and is responsible for the release of erirical hormones

• Optic Nerve: Extends the brain into the retina in each eye

• Corpus Calloswn: Connects hemispheres of the cortex

• Limbic System: Controls movement

• The hippocampus: This is responsible for memory

• The amygdala: Emotional expression is controlled by th=ygdala

The midbrain is a relay station. It is responsible for the coordination of signals be

tween hindbrain & forebrain. The hindbrain consists of the medulla, pons, cerebellum, and

reticular formation which are found deep inside the brain. The functions of each compo

nent of the hindbrain are as follows:

• Medulla: Regulates heart rate and breathing

• Pons: Links to cerebellwn, and affects arousal and dreaming

• Cerebellwn: 1bis controls balance, coordination, and movement

• Reticular Formation: Controls arousal., waking and sleeping

The brain further consists of four different lobes. Figure 8 below illustrates the dif

ferent lobes as depicted by Bly (2005).
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Figure 8: Diagram of the lobes of the brain, from Sly (2005)

In the above figure the four lobes of the brain are clearly identified. They are

the frontal, parietal, temporal, and occipital lobes. The functions of the different

lobes are as follows:

Frontal Lobes: This lobes controls speech production, thinking, planning, reason

ing, impulse contro~ and motivation

• Parietal Lobes: This parr contains the somatosensory corte:" the associations re

lated to spatial orientation

• Temporal Lobes: This section has the auditory corte:", \'Vemicke's area, which con

trols the auditory stimuli

• Occipital Lobes: the ,isual cortex is found here and all the associations related to

visual stimuli are controlled from this section

.-\ccording to Hole, (1993) the brain "is composed of about one hundred bil

lion multipolar neurons and innumerable nerve fibers, bv which these neurons communi

cate with one another and ,vith neurons in other partS of the system." '\."eurons are key

brain cells that are the basic working unit of the neITOUS system which are separated by syn

apses. _",- synapse is the site of communication between nen-e cells. \\nen a neurOn fires,



neurotransmitter molecules are released from its axon terminal and diffuses across the small

gap between cells, which is the synaptic cleft. The binding of the neurotransmitter to the

appropriate receptor molecules on the surface of the post-synaptic cell causes that cell ei

ther to be excited or to be inbibited.

The neuron consists of dendrites, cell body, myelin, a nucleus axon, and axon ter

minals. An axon is the main, fiber like extension of a neuron by which it sends information

to target cells. Axon terminals release neurotransmitters. This is a chemical released by a

neuron at a synapse to relay information to an adjacent cell. These chemical signals are re

ceived at one end of the neuron by tiny filaments called dendrites. The signals are then

transmitted at the other end of the neuron by a nerve fiber called axon. The signals in the

neurons are electrical, while the signals across the gaps are chemical. So the transmission of

the signals is electrochemical in nature. Each impulse is of the same strength, but the inten

sity of the signal depends on the frequency of the impulse. Myelin insulates neurons from

eacb other, and assists in the speed and efficiency ofneurotransmission.

The synapse is the tiny gap between an axon terminal & another neuron or cell.

Synapses are the link between neurons, glial (gIia) cells and other specialized cells. Firing

neurons release neurotransmitters that cross the synapse. Synaptic Vesicles hold the neuro

transmitter, and when neural firing occurs, it drives them to the synapse, where they release

their chemicals. The neurotransmitter binds to the receptor site on the target cell, and ion

channels open. When more of the chemicals bridging the gaps between the neurons are

released, more pathways that are a set of nerve connections through which information can

travel from one brain region to another are formed or activated, thus linking inputs from

the various senses to the existing stored information and promoting further knowledge

construction.

According to Fields (2004) one of the scientists who posthumously examined sec

tions of the brain of Albert Einstein, namely j\farian C. Diamond of the University of Cali

fornia at Berkeley, found nothing unusual about the number or size of its neurons or nerve

cells. But in the association cortex, responsible for high-level cognition, she discovered a

surprisingly large number of nonneuronal cells known as glia. Field states that a growing

body af evidence suggests that glial cells play a far more important role than historically

presumed For years physiologists focused on neurons as the brain's prime communicators.
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Research shows that glial cells outnumber nerve cells nine to one, and were thought to have

only a maintenance role of bringing nutrients from blood vessels to neurons, thus maintain

ing a healthy balance of ions in the brain, and warding off pathogens that evaded the im

mune system. Propped up by glial cells, neurons are free to communicate across tiny con

tact points called synapses and establish a web of connections that allow humans to think,

remember and react.

Growing evidence such as the unusually high number of glial cells found in the

brain regions responsible for higher thought in Einstein's brain suggests that glial cells

which have been overlooked for years may be just as important as or even more important

to the thinking and learning process than neurons are. Field also explains that in the past

several years, sensitive imaging tests have shown that neurons and glia engage in a two-way

communication process from the embryonic development through to old age. Glia influ

ences the formation of synapses and help to determine which neural connections get

stronger or weaker over time; such changes are essential to learning and to storing long

term memories. And the most recent work shows that glia also communicate among them

selves, in a separate but parallel network to the neural network, influencing how well the

brain performs. According to the Scientific American Mind volume 14, Number 5, Kebs et

aL (2004), "glia directly influences information transfer in the brain. Astroeytes affect the

signaling between adjacent neurons along a chain and, using their own network also affect

how neurons are triggered in distant parts of the brain. Researchers now think astroeytes

coordinate the activity of nerve cells in various brain regions at the same time, through the

propagation of calcium ion waves." \Vw\v.sciam.com Neuroscientists have a lot more learn

about the brain, and how the mind works. New explorations can change present under

standing of the brain and the various fi.mctions of its many components.

Visual inputs to reading

Auditory and visual inputs are essential for the reading process. It is easier to recog

nize pictures than to recognize words, according to Reed., According to Werblin (2001)

"new research from scientists at the University of California at Berkeley has revealed that

the eyes transmit only sketches of the scenes before them to the brain--making it all the

more remarkable that we perceive our surroundings in such rich detail." So what we see is

just p,eces of the whole which is transmitted along different paths to the brain," W'hat we
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see is hardly what the brnin gets in terms of information from your eyes. Werblin explains

that "The brnin then interprets the 12 sketches and probably merges them with images

from memory." www.scientificamerican.com He also states that the 12 pictures of the

world constitute all the information we will ever have about what's out there in the world,

and thus we reconstruct the richness of the visual world from these 12 pictures. The ques

tion that needs to be answered is 'What visual input is perceived by the brnin for the reading

process to be possible?' The neurological activity where letters, words and symbols per

ceived by the eye are vocalized to create meaningful sound that is interpreted and heard by

our auditory system that leads to reading.

Different parts of the brain are activated in order for an individual to read. The

motor, somatosensory, auditory, and visual sections are all activated simultaneously to make

the process of reading possible. Let's see what takes place when the human brain processes

information that has to be read. The written text is held in front of the individual. This is

possible because of the activation of the motor sensory and somatosensory abilities of the

individual. The eyes focus on the letters or words and sends these images to the brain were

neurotransmitters are activated. The visual area of the brain processes light signals received

by viewing the text to be read. The brnin then identifies the letters and words of the text by

means of classification and categorization. The frontal lobe then processes your thoughts

and the motor speech area in the frontal lobe of the left hemisphere of the brain is activated

and speech is initiated. The letters and words are vocalized with the appropriate speech

sounds of the vowels and consonants identified. Cochlea is a snail-shaped, fluid-filled organ

of the inner ear that contains the basilar membrane. The Basilar membrane in the cochlea,

an organ of the inner ear, contains hair cells that respond to the vibrations produced by

sound. It is responsible for translating the motion of the basilar membrane into nerve sig

nals that lead to the perception of sound. The auditory area in the temporal lobe processes

the signals from the sound receptors, and thus the reader is able to hear him or herself read.

According to Meadows (1993), "connections run into the cerebral corte-'< from the

sensory receptors and the lower parts of the brain, and between two hemispheres, and be

tween different areas of each hemisphere, and to the midbrain, cerebellum and the brnin

stem." The brnin receives a large amount of stimulation from the world, and it selects the

inputs it wants to emphasize by linking it to prior experiences. The stimulation that be

comes conscious goes to the thalamus in the midbrnin, and then to the appropriate area in
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the corte-x, where each sense has its own sensory area. The different areas are intercon

nected and connected to the thalamus and other parts of the cerebral cortex. Different ar

eas in the cortex are specialized for different senses such as hearing, vision, smelI, taste and

touch. The Lateral Geniculate Nucleus (LGl'-.'), a part of the thalamus relays signals from

the eye to the visual cortex. It also receives signals back from the cortex. So visual inputs,

and the auditory system work hand in hand to make the reading process possible.

According to MiJner and Goodale (1998) to when the level of visual processing

occurs, the visuomotor modules in the primate parietal lobe function quite independendy

from the occipitotemporal mechanisms generating perception-based knowledge of the

world Thus only this latter perceptual system can provide suitable raw materials for our

thought processes to act upon. The following diagram shows the different parts of the

brain that are activated when the visual senses are stimulated, as pictured by Bly (2005).

Superior collirulus

Optic radiation

Rightvisual field
/

Rgure 9: Diagram reflecting visual activation, from Sly 2005
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In the diagram above, the optic chiasm can be identified. This is the site on the

base of the brain where roughly half the nerve fibers from each eye cross over to the oppo

site side of the brain and the other half remain on the same side. The right visual field sterns

from the left hemisphere of the primary visual cortex and is indicated in red, while the left

visual field is indicated in green sterns from the right hemisphere of the primary visual cor

tex. Lateral Geniculation Nucleus, is a part of the thalamus that relays signals from the eye

to the visual corte..x. It also receives signals back from the carte:". At the level ofvisual proc

essing, the visuomotor modules in the primate parietal lobe function quite independently

from the occipitoternporal mechanisms generating perception-based knowledge of the

world Only this latter, perceptual, system can provide suitable raw materials for our

thought processes to act upon. Many different parts of the body work together so that an

individual can read. As mentioned earlier, the motor and somatosensory senses are also ac

tivated. The diagram below indicates the specific parts of the brain that are activated when

the different organs of the human body are stimulated. Bly (2005).

Electrical stimulation

Jaw

Motorcortex:
mo""""ent

Motor cortex

Somatosensory conex:
somatic sensation

Somatosensory corteX

Figure 10 Diagram reflecting slirrulation of the motor and somatosensory cortioes, from Sly
2005
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The motor cortex and somatosensory cortex are responsible for the activation of

many different parts of the body upon stimulation caused by the transmission of electrical

activity as seen in figure 10 above. The brain retains its plasticity throughout life. This

means that the brain is flexible. It adapts and adjusts to compensate for obstacles and the

loss of any particular function at any time. Research provides evidence that the brain can

adapt in order to overcome a number of barriers and aid in language processing and read

ing. Brain networks reroute to overcome and help those with reading, speech or hearing

disabilities. In this way second-language learners can also be assisted to recognize new lan

guage sounds and to eliminate accents. This is evident when an individual becomes blind

and thus learns to read Braille. The brain naturally reorganizes to overcome language and

reading obstacles revealing its ability to retain its plasticity.

Initially the learner has to listen to the different speech sounds iterated by the

teacher, so that slhe can get to know the accurate pronunciation of the specific vowels and

consonants. When the written te>.1: of the alphabets is presented to the learner, slhe is able

to recall the speech sounds learnt, and apply them appropriately when reading. This in

volves activation of both the short and long term memory. The brain stores information

and then retrieves it. When information is stored during verbal working tasks, the Broca's

area which is involved ",'ith speech production is activated together with the premotor areas

in the frontal lobe which is concerned ",'ith movement.

Auditory inputs to reading

The temporal lobes in the brain contain the auditorv cortex and 'X'emicke's area

which are related to auditory stimuli. The auditory corttc,< consists of the primary auditory

cortex and the secondary auditory cortex, which are seen in the figure below.
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Primary auditory cortex

Secondary auditory cortex

Figure 11: Diagram reflecting the primary and secondary auditory cortices, from Sly 2005

Sound is produced when vibrations are transmitted in the form of sound waves.

The auricle of the ear aids in collecting the sound waves traveling through air and directs it

to the auditory meatus, where the sound waves pass to the end of the tube and cause pres

sure changes on the eardrum. The eardrum moves back and forth in response and produces

the vibrations of the sound wave source. In the middle ear the vibrations move along the

three auditory ossicles, namely, the malleus, the incus, and the stapes. When the vibrations

reach the stapes which are held by ligaments to an opening in the wall of the oval window,

it causes motion of the fluid within the inner ear. These vibrations of the fluid are responsi

ble for stimulating the hearing receptors. The auditory ossicles assist in the increasing or

amplification of the force of the vibrations as they pass from the eardrum ro the oval win

dow. The auditory tube connects each middle ear to the throat, and the sounds of voice are

caused by vibrating vocal folds in the larynx. The cochlea is part of the inner ear and is

shaped like the coiled shell of a snail. The vib.-ations from the oval window pass through

the cochlear duct where they cause movement in the basilar membrane. The receptor cell

has a neurotransmitter that contains vesicles near its base that releases neurotransmitters in

the presence of calcium ions. The neurotransmitter stimulates the sensory nerve fibers

which transmit the nerve impulses along the cochlear branch to the vesstibulocohlear nerve

to the brain. The cochlear branches of the vesstibulocohlear nerves enter the auditory nerve

pathways that extend into the medulla oblongata and go to the midbrain to the thalamic
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region and to the auditory cortices of the temporal lobes of the cerebrum where the im

pulses are interpreted.

Listening to the sounds of letters and the pronunciation of words is an integral

part of learning to read correctly. By sounding out the letters or words of a written text

learners can engage in the process of encoding and decoding to assist them in both pronun

ciation and spelling. When presented with the written text to read, the l=er has to recall

stored information in relation to the sounds of the letters and words which are in his or her

short or long term memory which will be discussed next.

Short tenn memory (STM) and long tenn memory (LTM)

According to Reed (1998:55) "STh! can hold only a limited number of items, hav

ing a profound effect on many tasks that require to use 5Th!." Short term memory is the

working memory which gathers information from the environment for processing for im

mediate use. Short term memory is where information is stored only temporarily, and this

takes place everyday of our lives, forming a fundarnental pa-rt of our experiences of the real

world. Long term memory is where information is transferred from a temporary status to

be stored permanently. All the skills just mentioned by Reed involve various cognitive

processes that require both short and long term memory. Short and long term memory [s

possible because of specific neural activity in the brain, and these processes plav an acti,"e

role in the reading process.

The input of information by the senses immediately activates the short term mem

ory. This information is processed by the brain. The eleetrochemical signals are released by

the neurons. This creates more pathways by conceptualizmg these inputs with stored

information. Thus the long term memory is activated. '-[any physiological changes take

place in the brain when we learn and thus corstruet knowledge. Research shows that the

brain is strengthened by use just like a muscle. The cerebral cortex of the brain is where all

the higher mental processes take place. The brain has the capacity to store endless amounts

of information received by the various senses. "'otess (2004) m a summary of de Bono's

1991 book, "I am Right-You are wrong" refers to "our bram as a self-organizing svstem"at

_. \\Y·-'.\-·2T~C-:t· c;_.~ ~;::"':. -~cr>,,.ts~ r:." Ul:-rn.. The bram organizes itself in such a

wav, that when informanon is stored, the bram allows one to recall a.!1d remember the in

formation as if it is an automatic process. "otess (2000) uses the example of plaving balL
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dancing or playing a musical instrument, and states that "we develop the connections in our

brain and strengthen their connectivity so that we perform many of the movements auto

matically by depending on what we have practiced until we could do them so well without

having to think about each movement ahead of time." The same will apply to the reading

process. Once the learner has learned to recognize the alphahets and words with their

speech sounds s/he ",-ill always be able to recall them for the purpose of reading. This

process eventually becomes automatic.

Summary

In this chapter the researcher examined the neurophysiology aspect of reading. The

different components of the reading brain and their functions that make the process of

reading possible were e.xplained. The importlnce and the role of the visionary and auditory

systems were discussed in detail. Finally short and long term memory was discussed in rela

tion to the process of reading. At this stage it is now clear that the intrapersonal communi

cation skills displayed within the various organs such as the brain, eyes, and ears, of the

human body contribute to and make the process of reading a reality.
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Chapter 5

SPEECH SoUNDS AND TIlE ALPHABETS

Introduction

The previous chapter provided an in depth insight into the neurophysiology of

reading, where the role of the human brain together with the various other parts of the

body was explained in relation to the reading process. In this chapter the researcher will

discuss the relationship between speech sounds and the alphabets as they are perceived by

the brain and how they impact on reading. Both the spoken and the written language are

integral components of the reading process.

Reading and writing

The manner or the specific positioning of the alphabets in the written form has a

direct influence on word formation, its sound and the meaning. Although reading and \vrit

ing are neurologically two completely different processes, they are dependant on one an

other, and they reinforce each other. Learning to read is the focus, but writing cannot be

left out. Writing forms the background when an individual reads. Unlike reading, where

more mental and cognitive skills are required, 'writing also requires a series of fme motor

skills. To be able to read an individual must develop successful decoding and mcabulary

skills, and one must understand the many different properties of a \vritten word. This re

quires understanding of the follo,,-ing with regard to the written word:

• Conceptual relationships that is how the specific letter or word relate to another let

terorword

• Semantics, which inmh-e knO\\-ing the meaning of the word

• SYTItax, which is concerned ,,~th the grammatical function, which is to understand

the pan of speech of the word

• Phonological aspects which in,oh-e the knO\\-ing the different sounds ,,~thin the

word
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• Morphological aspects which involve knowing the word elements that combine to

form words, and that which can change the meaning of words such as the root

word, the suffix, and the prefix.

Reading is a complex process. It demands the ability to recognize shapes, and the

ability to blend these shapes together. Written language consists of alphabets that are made

up of shapes and lines. When blending at a phonological level, a particular letter or alphabet

in a specific phonological context can represent a number of speech sounds. Once the

blending of the phonological representations with the letter shapes is complete, then a

number of meanings have to be associated with the different sequence of letters. Wben tak

ing into account the physical shape of the alphabet, or when also including its sound repre

sentation in order for them to be considered as symbols, the individual letter must be iden

tified with all the other letters in the sequence. Let's take the sound of the letter fas an e.x

ample. It can be represented in the beginning of a word as, f as in fut, or as ph in phone,

or as gh as in rough, and as Fe as in safe at the end of a word. So an individual, who is

learning to read, must initially know all the representations of the letter f at the beginning

and end of the words before attempting to read. Thus the process of reading requires that

the area in the brain that interprets visual representations must be acti,ated, and at the same

time the area in the brain that processes speech sounds must be co-acti'ated.."u the begin

ning the phonological representations act as scaffolding for actiHting the other mental rep·

resentations of the sound. The area of the brain that is responsible for semantic representa

tions are also actinted, so that different meanings can be contemplated. As the reader's

ability to read improves, phonological scaffolding is processed sub-consciously m the mind.

Wbile the reader concentrates on the semantic aspects, s/he has to simultaneously consider

se,eral other aspects associated ",-ith the letters. It can be likened to the individual leaming

to ride a bicycle mentioned in a previous chapter. He has to focus on how to pedal in or to

ride, but at the same time s/he needs to take into consideration several other aspects, such

as balancing, steering, and the road ahead that reqwre motor skills..-\ll of this can be

summed up as one action of riding or cycling. Similarly reading can be "iewed as one activ

ity, but it requires many different stages and actions performed by different parts of the

body in order to materialize. Reading too is an act that invokes an ag<:<"1t, who apphes

learned e:>:periences t,) new intormatJon to read. Problems arise when the letter shapes are

not associated ,,-ith the sound sequences.
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The speech organs

According to Lamb (1998) "Language may be viewed as a system which relates

meanings to sounds." Lamb also refers to the basis of language as a mental system or cogni

tive system. The mind can be observed by what it produces, and by the way humans react

when they perceive things from the world via different organs in our bodies. Speech organs

are the means by which the linguistic system becomes alive, by various movements of such

organs which produces sound waves that we today call speech. Thus it is the mental system,

with its ability to process information, think, reason and comprehend that makes it possible

for the individual to use language. Sounds are produced by speech organs when they receive

specific signals from the brain. Sounds or the speech productions that are understood sup

ply meaning to what is being spoken or heard. Sound production begins when the air ex

pelled from the lungs pass through the glottis and the larynx which consists of two folds or

flaps or flesh, also called vocal cords that can be held apart or brought together. When air

passes through these membranes, it causes a vibration, and thus sound is produced. Ac

cording to Peccei (200S) the membranes "are controlled by a set of muscles and cartilage

which allows them to change their shape, and consequently the quality of sound they pro

duce, including changes in pitch. The vocal folds can also be kept from vibrating by keeping

them completely open or completely shut." The air stream is modulated in the glottis. The

vocal folds and the opening between them are called the glottis. Figure 12 below shows the

larynx seen from above with the vocal cords or folds and their associated cartilages, namely

the thyroaryrenoid, arytenoid and cricoid and muscles.

thyroarytenoid
uscle

4>ikricoid

Figure 12: Diagram of the larynx feaIuring the vocal cords, from Peccei 2005
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Once the vibrating air flow passes through the larynx, its shape can be molded into

different sounds as it passes through the vocal tract. The manner in which the vocal tract is

shaped influences the numerous speech sounds that humans make. Below is an illustration

of the vocal tract airflow as depicted by Peccei (2005).

Figure 13: Diagram of the vocal tract, from Peccei 2005

\'i;'hen air flows freely through the glottis, the air stream has minimal restriction, so

that voiceless stops are articulated. \'i;'hen the two folds in the glottis are brought together,

they vibrate to produce voiced stops. If the air stream flows with relatively little pediment

or interference the vowel sounds of the alphabets a, e, i, 0 and u are produced. \'i;'hen the

air stream is constricted slightly, then the sounds for the alphabets rand J which are oral

sounds are produced, and the sounds of the alphabets n and ngwhich are nasal sounds are

also produced. Stops can be divided into voiced and voiceless stops. This occurs when the

air stream is stopped in the oral cavity. The sounds of the alphabets b, d g, and vare e.xam

pIes of voiced stops, and p, t, k and fare voiceless stops. Some examples of semi- vowels

are w; j, and b. The post vocalic r is often not pronounced in certain words such as far and
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sharp. All the letters at the begirming of the clusters are pronounced. To account for the

absence of the post vocalic r educators often talk of the silent r in the classroom.

Phonology, phonetics and speech

According to Lass, (1991) "phonology proper is concerned with the function, be

havior, and organization of sounds as LINGUISTIC items; as opposed to phonetics, which

is a rather more neutral study of the sounds themselves as phenomena in the physical

world, and the physiological, anatomical, neurological, and psychological properties of hu

man beings that make them." Phonology is thus concerned with the sounds of a given lan

guage, and every aspect that is related to the production of the sounds. Dirven and Ver

spoor, (1998:108) states that, "Phonetics studies speech sounds as sounds, in all their com

plexity and diversity, independent of their role in a given language." In order to process the

identity and the speech sounds of the alphabets three stages or levels of processing must

occur. These levels begin at the struetural and then to the phonemic and to the semantic.

The depth of the processing intensifies as it moves from the one level to the next. The main

types of speech sounds are consonants, vowels and diphthongs. A. speech sound on its own

does not have meaning, but when it is combined with other speech sounds meaning is de

rived. When sounds are grouped together, they form a syllable. Syllables are combined to

gether to formulate words. Grammatical morphemes are used to link words together in a

grammatical unit. \\ben words are grouped together in specified patterns they form sen

tences.

Phonemes are human speech sounds that distinguish words from one another.

Every time you change a phoneme in a particular word position, you get a new word ",;th

its own individual meaning. For example, in the words bat, car. fat, hat, mat, rat and sat the

marked letters represent consonant phonemes because one changes the meaning of a word

by substituting such an onset sound. The same principle holds true for final consonants

such as bad, bag, ban and bat, or the mwels bat. bet and bit.

Phonemes that distinguish speech sounds are divided into three categones, nameh

consonants, vowels and semi vowels. Consonants can be further sub diVIded into fricati\-es,

stops and sonorants. Sonnorants are further diVIded into oral and nasal sonnorants. Vowels

are divded into monophthongs and diphthongs. _\ monophthong has one ,0weI, and a
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diphthong is a sequence of two vowels in one syllable. All the sub categories can be catego

rized by the air released by the lung to produce the variety of sounds.

Each language has its own unique set of distinctive phonemes that are used to dis

tinguish its words. The languages vary by the number of distinct phonemes they use. Ac

cording to Peccei (2005) the English language has about 44 phonemes, depending on the

accent. When linguists analyze and describe sound systems of a language, they use the In

ternational Phonetic }Jphabet or IPA, where each sound is given a unique symbol which

allows us to capture similarities and differences that are obscured by the written form.

English Consonants

The IPA symbols for the consonants of the standard British English accent are

listed below.

Consonants
p QIP 3 meaJ:!ure
b Qib h hen
t !en If church
U Qen u3 jUQge
k ~t ill man

9 get n D-OW

f fish IJ si!!9
e thigh J let
a this r ride
s ~t w wet
z ?;OO }let

f ship

Figure 14: Consonalts cha1, from Peccei 2005

English Vowels

The IPA. svmbols for the "owels of the standard British English accent are lrsted

below.
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Vowels
it ;): bornp-

e pgt u: boon
re ~t al b!te
D PQt el bait
A but ;)1 bQY

U book <IV toe
a mother au house
1: bean ua poor
3: bum la ear
a: bgm ea air

Figure 15: Chart of vowel sounds, from Peccei 2005

Vowel sounds are produced when there is no obstruction to the air flowing from

the lungs. Vowels take on their different sound qualities by subtle changes of the shape in

the vocal tract as they are being produced. Below is the IPA vowel chart as illustrated by

Peccei (2005) from the International Phonetic Association, Department of Linguistics, Cni

versity ofVictoria, Victoria, British Columbia, Canada.
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u

Bac:l:

u
--ill U

o

o9-Y

J

re-3\a-A
re 'B

(E~(l

IY

--1

Open.mid

VOWELS

fronl

Clo5e 1

Figure 16: IPA vowel chart reflecting how vowel sounds are affected by the air flow
in the fron~ middle and back of the oral cavity, from Peccei 2005

In the above chart, the vowels are shoWTI in a quadrant. "\5 you move down verti

cally, the vowels have a greater degree of ja'w opening. As you move horizontally from left

to right, the part of the tongue which is raised moves from the front of the tongue to the

back.

Complex processes have to be performed in the brain for such systems of pho

nemes to be vocalized and decoded by a hwnan. The visual process invoked in the sym

bolic representation of consonants and vowels, as sho"'" in the last 3 figures ( 14 to 16), is

even more complex, because the brain has to neurologically associate auditory symbols

(phonemes) and their written equivalents (IP-\ symbols). Once the visual representations

are received, the brain must first sort or categorize these representations. Then the bram

has to pr0\"1de visual representations for the speech sounds that could be represented bv

the written letters in the specific contexts. Finally, visual representation by means of an or

dinary alphabet is even more complex because alphabetic s)1Tlbols do not ha,'e one-on-one
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equivalent representations with speech sounds like phonetic symbols have, but in practice

can use multiple written representations for the same sound, like in f and ph in fish and

phantom, or a combination of alphabetical symbols like rh that can represent two different

single sounds like the voiceless fricative in thing [eir:J], or the voiced fricative this in [0:15].

According to Reed (1988), each letter of the alphabet "is one kind of pattern." Pat

tern recognition assists people to identifY objects in the environment. Patterns are analyzed

into features. Reed further states that structural theories show how features of a pattern are

joined together, thus providing a more complete description of a pattern, especially patterns

consisting of intersecting lines. 'When the brain processes the alphabets, it categorizes the

letters by distinguishing letters ",-ith straight lines only, letters with straight lines and

rounded shapes, and those with curves or rounded shapes only. Specific compilation of

shapes and lines produce specific letters. Upper case letters consists mainly of straight lines

such as H, L, .\1, and N. Lower case letters possesses more curves or rounded shapes.

Some examples of this are, a, e, b, c and g. certain receptors in the human eye are activated

only when the letters perceived are at a specific slant or form a diagonal line. Independent

pathways are created to carry specific sections or patterns of a letter in the brain. Eventually

all these different pathways come together to constitute a single whole letter of the alpha

bet. So a whole range of eye receptors are activated to send information to the visual cortex

in the brain so that an indi,-idual can recognize, identify or read a letter or word. The eye

registers the shapes by means of the rods and cones of the eye. The activation of the spe

cific components of the eye also depends on the teatures, such as the slant of the image or

the letter structure.

The purpose of reading is to <:-'{tract meaning from the actual text. Pattern recogni

tion assists in the e,.-traction of meaning, and the attainment of meaning in turn plays an

important role in pattern recognition. Initially the brain processes the physical features of

the letters, such as lines and angles. This is followed by pattern recognition and the identiE

cation of meaning. The structural stage forms the basis for how the specifications of how

the features fit together. For example the upper case for the letter T consists of twO lines,

one being vertical, and the other horizontal. The vertical and horizontal lines could be

joined together in many different ways to form several kinds of patterns. To denw at the

letter T accurate specifications are required. The letter T consists of a honzonulline that 15

joined at its midpoint bv a little longer ,'erticalline. Furthermore by adding a similar feature



to a pair of patterns it is easier to distinguish between the two patterns because of the dif

fering relation between the patterns. Reed (1988), states that all these different stages of

processing and analyzing results in a different memory trace. Each memory trace varies in

length and its decay rate. The memory code and its persistence are by-products of percep

tual processing. The memory trace decays only after the physical features of the stimulus are

analyzed. The memory trace becomes stronger when the stimulus has been identified and

named. This slows the decay rate of the memory trace. When an individual understands and

elaborates the meaning of the stimulus, then the memory trace is at its best level. From this

we can deduce that after letters and words are analyzed, identified, named and their mean

ing understood, and elaborated on then they will be remembered without difficulty.

Sound, meaning and visual representation

.Phonemes are distinct sounds. For example b in the word bat is a phoneme. The

sound and the meaning of the word change when the phoneme is changed. Some pho

nemes that are included in the formation of a word produce sounds, but provide meaning

less words. An e-xample of this is the word 'dai. The word can be phonetically sounded

out, but has no meaning. Letters with both voiced and voiceless stops can be included to

form words. Stops can be identified by the termination of the outgoing air flow from the

vocal tract Thus the speech sounds are terminated immediately, and the air flow IS re

stricted at specific points in the oral cavity as indicated below.

Labial (Front) Dental (Middle) Alveolar (Back)

Voiced Stops b d g

Voiceless Stops p t k

I

Figure 17: Table indicating sound termination in oral cavity

Fricatives can be identified when the air stream is compressed, but not terminated.

It "rill include alphabets such as V, f, z and s. The air stream passes through a wry narrow

gap in the oral canty, causing friction as the air IS released because of the high pressure.

_VfriCdtives are comple-x sounds where the arr stream is severely compressed, but not ter

rnmated, such as dz <L'ld if. As stated earlier. a sonorant is di,-ided into oral and nasal sound



productions. They include the consonants m, n, ng, 1, r, j and w. The consonants rand J

have an oral dental sound production, while the letters rn, n and ng are nasal where the air

stream is blocked by lowering the velurn by allowing air to escape through the nasal cavity.

The letters wand jare semi- vowels. In the words writeand wrong, the wis silent. When

pronouncing the vowels, the air stream flm:vs freely out of the oral cavity. All vowels are

continuous. They are voiced 3lld articulated with an ongoing air flow. Vowels C311 appear at

the beginning, in the middle, or at the end of a word, while phonemes appear as conson311ts

at the beginning or end ofwords only.

Wben reading is taught, the primary vowel sounds are taught simultaneously so that

the phonological information to the letters of the alphabet is attached. Reading cannot be

taught without grammar and syntax. According to Dirven and Verspoor (1998) "Morphol

ogy is the study of building elements used to form composite words or grammatical units.

The smallest m=ingful elements in a language, whether they are words or affLxes, are

called morphemes." So morphology involves the process of word formation. Dirven and

Verspoor, (1998) also state that "From a cognitive point of view, the sentence is also under

stood to combine conceptual and linguistic completeness. Conceptually, a sentence e-x

presses a complete event as seen by a speaker. Linguistically, a typical sentence names at

least one partiCip311t and the action or the state it is involved in. By means of verb mor

phemes, it indicates how this action or state is related to the speaker's here and now in time

and space." From this we can conclude that word formation and word grouping or sen

tence construction as it is more commonly knoum in the classroom requires both cognitive

and linguistic skills at the same time. The elements of a sentence are arranged together by

syntax which involves regular patterns. So simply put a sentence consists of words put to

gether by means of regular patterns. Every natural language has a limited set of basic sen

tence patterns, and sentence patterns are the structural frames of the basic types of sentence

in a language. Sentences contain a communicative function. \\ben reading a sentence the

reader acquires information or knowledge about the writer, and the message conveyed in

the te-x!, and beyond the re-x"t. The role of understanding the context is important to under

standing speech and the reading of the written teen. The phonological information supplied

by the morpholOgical a-nd syntactic intormation is essential to the teaching of reading..\t

tention must therefore be given to all the different aspectS when teaching reading.
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Initially the learner will have to learn the sound of each alphabet. Then words are

developed by bringing together vowels and consonants. Figures 18 to 22 below have been

developed by the researcher to illustrate how the vowel sounds can be blended with the

various consonants to formulate meaningful words.

Words formulated with the vowel e.

Blends with e [ el ending on a final ooosonam
VlOIIlsloP'" 1 FDl3l sonocmts

Voad"''' Voal=_ Sonocmts (all voiced)- Mid<Ie Ilod< Frout MOll< Ilod< Front Mddle &ck
b d 2 P t k m n "2

[ob] [<d] [eg] (et] [ek] [em] (l"n] [9J
ebb bed beg bet

s "i
hem B<n

Dd> /Od <= I!« K= den
s "i, 0 ,

0

~b led ke2 "or g-:s. hen
0._ i?-o •

NOO I", let 5--~g Ken §- .. n,
rt~g., ,,- -<Cd M", met ~ c-~ men ~ &- ~

Too I'Cl': ne' ::;:- ~ 0 pen
_. ll' OQ

n n , ;; ~ g
~ Pet ' 0._ ten '0._

<T n n er"'::." 1i"" ~2!: - .. -n ~ _

ve' ~ ~ ~
5..:§ ii

wet
!'" s-: ~

yet
:: :;;- : ~-

Rgure 18: Table of words with 'e' [e] blends

Words formulated with the vowel a.

BIeods with a [,.,1 ending on a final consonant
F... ClXdD.......o I FimJ. SOOO£20.ts

Voad", Voal="" Sonoants (al.l. voK:ed)
Froot Mid<Ie Ilod< Froot Mid<Ie Froot Fron' Mdl)"

b d 2 m n p , •
[ob hodl 1"21 [=1 "'I [",1 2t 1""1
oob .dd bog = '" cap b2t ""doh bad 1= d= bon = "" ""nob <bd "'" b= => "'" Ut ~

t>b f>d "" """ llin m2p b2t
bad "" = r.n = m2t

bd "" s.m """ l2p D2t

=d ~ wm """ "" ot
pod non "'P . ut
ud laD ""v", V2t

Figure 19: Table of words with a [",J blends
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Words fonnulated with the vowel i.

Blends with i ( • I ending 00 a fiDaI consonant...... FmaJ ...........v...,.,._.. v........_ .. Sonoran1S (aB voiced)
Front - Ilooi - - Front Front Middle

b d " m 0 P t x

lib! ["'I r'ld "" ml 1",1 r-] ID<!
bib b<l bilt dHo bin oIio b< fix
rib did m., r"" fin !Up fu =
fib b<l "" Km ... lip b< 'N
nib kid "'" om nin ... kit

IKl "" y"" 'm PO> ~t

rid pO!: tin rip 0<
rig won .it> ,<
wit< rip

Rgure 20: Table of words with a [.,J blends

·Words fanned with the vowel o.

Blends with 0 (D I ending 00 a fiDaI consooant--, Fma.lsooonntsv...,.,._ .. v........ _ .. Soooraats (aB voiced)

Front - Ilooi Front - Front Front MMk
b d " m 0 p t X

[ob] fodI 1001 load ronl [op] [Od loxl
Bob cod dol< Tom ton coo cot box
cob God f"" won hop dot fox
rob nod 00.. mop "'"pod "'" POO hot

rod "'" top jot
Tod tot< lot

not

Pot
mt

Rgure 21 : Table of words with 0 [nJ blends

Words fonnulated ,,~th the vowel u.

Blends with u (AI endine: 00 a fiDaI consonant.... FioaI~ ..v...,.,._.. v........_ .. Sonorams (aD voiced)
Front - Ilooi - - Front Front Middle

b d " m 0 p t x
[ubl ludl fuId [uml lun 1001 uti luxl
cub bud bolt gum bun cup but
pub cud - hum fun POP cut
rub mud """ """ .... out
rub "'" rum run hut

mu£ ""' nut

tU£

FJgUre 22. Table of words With U [11 Jblends
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In figures 18 to 22 above the final stop consonants and the final sononmts are in

dicated. The voiced and voiceless stops are also identified. The sonnonmts are all voiced

sounds. In the next line the position of articulation of the consonant in the oral cavity is

indicated. This method ofword building develops the learners reading vocabuIary. By add

ing the basic core words to the above words that ere phonetically pronounced, simple, and

then complex sentences can be developed. This will provide meaningful reading material in

the classroom. Learners can also construct sentences that relate to the environment and

experiences that involve them personally. The reading of such stories will have greater

meaning to the learners, and make reading a pleasurable activity. Once this basic reading

process is mastered, then educators can assist learners to the next levels of working with

double blended sounds such as the ngand ck.

Sounds are a part of a symbiotic system that allows individuals to distinguish one

meaningful word from another. For example'am'. is a word on its own. It has a specific

meaning, and is used in a specific way to convey a message in language. When a preceding

consonant is grouped with am., then a different word is formulated with a completely dif

ferent meaning. An example of this is ;am~ Each time the preceding consonant is re

placed with another consonant the word and its meaning changes. As a result words such

as ham, dam, ram., bam and Jam can be formed. All sound sequences will allow one to

formulate words in syntas or phonetically, but not all formulated words will have mean

ing. The words bam and lam are words, but they are meaningless. So the written letters of

the alphabet stand in for the sound sequences. By reading or vocalizing the sounds and

words individuals can engage in intrapersonal and interpersonal communication to con

vey messages and interpret meaning.

The Contribution ofWjlJiam Labov to Reading Reform

Background

_As mentioned earlier in this dissertation the works of Labov will be closely e-xam

inOO so that further insight and knowledge in assisting learners develop skills in phonic

awareness which in turn will address the development and improvement of reading skills.

Labov and Baker developed the Individualized Reading Manual: A Textbook for Tutors

and Children as part of the Urban :Minorities Reading Project (UMRP), which is a continu

ous program to assist the children in inner city schools in developing their reading skilllev-
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els. It is important to firstly gain some knowledge ofthe background and cultural influences

that impacted on the African American language that was spoken by these children which

led to the research and development of such a reading manual to address the reading failure

that existed.

Labov (1992), at htt;p:llwww.ling.upenn.edu/phono states that for decades lin

guists have carried out extensive studies of the dialect that is now known as Afro-American

Vemacular English (AAYE) where the failure to teach reading in inner city schools was in

vestigated. The original reason for the research on AAYE was to find out whether differ

ences between this dialect and classroom English could be partly responsible for the read

ing problems of the inner city. In the 19605 the Black children of South Harlem were found

to be on the average 2 years behind grade in reading, and it was discovered that the majority

of Harlem youth were part of a cultural system that opposed the values of the school

system, because they saw the school system as an expression of the dominant white society.

According to Labov, the majority of the inner city youth would remain at a flat level of

functional illiteracy, in spite of various efforts to reinforce or reform the curriculum. Then

10 years later in 1976 he said that the situation in District 7 of North Philadelphia was con

siderably worse than it was in South Harlem when it came to teaching of reading. The na

tional average in both reading and mathematics were declining indicating educational fail

ure. In the next the 10 years, in the 1980's, the same pattern was apparent where a decline

was seen in the reading performance of African-American students throughout the school

process.

In order to explain the reading failure the researchers concentrated upon the con

cept of a cultural and verbal disadvantage which was the result of an impoverished home

environment and lack of motivation from the farnily. It was also found that learners came

to school at kindergarten filled with enthusiasm to learn with total motivation and support

from their parents to succeed. The pattern of reading and educational failure that follows

was as a result of events and interactions that took place during the subsequent years at

school. Linguists studied AA.vc., and their analysis showed repeatedly that A.A.VE was or

had become closely aligned to other dialects of English. No matter how poor their reading

levels were, all of the AA.VE speakers that were studied in South Harlem had mastered the

alphabet, as fur as the beginnings of words was concerned. There were hardly any mistakes

in the identifying the first letter of the woros. 'vlistakes became apparent and rose from the
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first letter to the next letter and to the last letter. Effort was applied to identifying the first

letter and then that effort seems to have disappeared from the second letter onward. Labov

in the article 'Can reading failure be reversed 'says that a ''loss of confidence in the alpha

bet" resulted. This loss of confidence in the alphabet was a direct result of the very abstract

relationship between the alphabet and the surface realizations ofwords in AAVE.

The conclusions of these studies showed that the semantic and structural differ

ences between AAVE and other dialects were not great enough to be the primary causes of

reading failure. The dialect was used to attack education because of social conflicts that ex

isted. As a result learners used the dialect to affect the teachers' attitudes towards the child

negatively. The reading failure was associated with membership in groups that opposed the

school culture, rather than with verbal skills. Teachers were given in-service training on the

nature and history of AAVE, in order to correct these negative attitudes, but there were no

changes in the actual reading curriculum to improve the teaching of reading. Later surveys

show that the teachers who had undergone such training did display more positive attitudes

towards the African-American language and culture, but there was no evidence that reading

scores of the AAVE Black learners had improved in any way.

The Bridge reading program

The Bridge reading program for teaching reading in the inner city schools was in

troduced. This was a curriculum written by two Black psychologists, Gary and Charlesetta

Simpkins, and Grace Holt an educator from the Chicago Black community. This program

consisted of series of graded readings and cassette recordings that made use of the tradi

tional folklore of African-American culture in three stages from the vernacular to Standard

English. The Bridge reading program was tested in five areas of the United States and im

plemented in the classrooms. The problems that were addressed to develop reading skills by

means of the Bridge reading program became worse. The cognitive problems created by

linguistic divergence made it more difficult to acquire the necessary reading skills, and the

gap between the cultures increased. Thus the parents and teachers objected to the use of

AAVE in the classroom so the use of Bridge as a curriculum ceased in the inner city

schools.

Then the development of language arts in the integrated classroom was lffiple

mented. The only way to achieve the reduction of the basic causes of linguistic divergence
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was d by a re-organization of the residential patterns of the Iarge cities, or a re-organization

of the school system that brings speakers ofAAVE into contact with speakers of other dia

lects. This would mean an integration of Black lower class youth with Black middle class

youth as well as integration ofBlack and wbite youth.

Suggested principles to reverse reading failure

Labov's findings show that almost all reading and phonics programs utilized were

based on the assumption that all students have the same underlying forms for words and

the same grammar. The reading programs were designed for the functioning on the ex

pected grade level or above, and who needed the least assistance in reading development. A

reading progrnm that would give assistance to those who displayed the greatest need for

help in developing reading skills "'<15 required. Such a reading progrnm will also assist those

who are not suffering reading failure. The following principles are suggested by Labov for

application to linguistic knowledge within the reading program that will give the maximum

assistance to AAVE as well as other learners. Labov suggests that the application of these

principles can reverse reading failure. The principles are summarized as follows:

• Principle 1: Teachers should distinguish between mistakes in reading and dif

ferences in pronunciation. For this principle to be successful teachers must

know the patterns ofA.i\YE and the pronunciations of the dialect.

• Principle 2: Give more attention to the ends of words. The great majority of

the phonics programs concentrate on the initial consonants and not on the fi

nal consonants in words.

• Principle 3: Words must be presented to students in those phonological con

texts that preserve underlying forms. To help A.A.VE learners grasp the correct

relationship between words and their spellings, they should be presented in the

most favorable environment when they are first introduced into the reading

process.

• Words with final clusters like test should be presented as test ofor

testingrather than This is a test. Words like old should not be pre

sented in the conte:<t He is old but rather in phrases like old eggs.
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The same principle can also be applied to words like badwith single

final consonants: it is heard more clearly in bad idea than He is bad.

• The past tense ed is best introduced in reading after words ending in t

or d. It is fur easier for speakers of AAVE to recognize the past tense

in started, ended, and expet:redthan in passedor roBed.

• The third singular s, one of the most difficult concepts for AAVE

speakers to grasp, is best introduced after verbs that end in a vowe~

where it is realized most clearly as z Thus John goes home is to be

preferred to John walks home. The application of this principle will

reduce the number of cases where the AAVE speaking student per

ceives "silent letters" while the teacher does not.

• Principle 4: Use the full forms ofwords and avoid contractions. Young AAVE

speakers have great difficulty in recognizing the relationship between con

tracted and full forms, though both may be present in their speech. Full forms

like I willhavegone and He is my brotherare quite natural, and indeed the

most common form used by A"-VE speakers, but contracted forms of will

and is in I'D be there and He's here are often not perceived in speech or

recognized in writing.

• Principle 5: Grammar should be tayght explicitly. Though AAVE and SCE

share most rules ofgrammar, there are a number of areas where young speak

ers of AA."E find no support in their underlying grammar that will help them

interpret elements that appear in printed texts. Subject-verb agreement

through third singular -s is the most striking example: it not only affects the

regular verb, but affects the irregular verbs have, do and be. The possessive -s

in John's idea must be introduced ",;th equal explicitness. Even the pl~

which is securely in place for most A.AVE noun phrases, must be taught ex

plicitly with nouns of measure like ten cents and Jive miles. Direct instruc

tion on such elements ofgrammar cannot harm speakers of other clialects, and

may serve many useful purposes in their later education. It is however essential
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ifwe are to reduce the mismatch between the printed page and the underlying

knowledge of the AAVE speaker.

_Although the above principles have not yet been implemented in any fully -fledged

reading curriculum, they should form an important element in any reading program. These

principles can also be implemented in the design of a reading program especially for South

African learners to cater for the diverse cultures and dialects in our South African class

rooms. Majority of the learners who are in the schooling system today are second language

learners, and it is therefore important to take into consideration the structure of, and the

impact of the mother tongue in teaching reading in South African classrooms .

The individualized reading program

According to Iabov and Baker at ,,",vw.ling.upenn.edu a research program was de

signed to discover whether knowledge of the home dialect of African American VemacuIar

English would assist in improving the reading levels of African American learners who were

struggling to read. The Urban Minorities Reading Project (UMRP), a continuing program

from 1998 to 2000 for raising reading levels of minority children in inner city schools was

implemented where the students from the University of Pennsylvania participated in devel

oping educational programmes. Thus the 'Individualized Reading Manual: A Textbook for

Tutors and Children' by Iabov and Baker became the main instrument of instruction that

was used in the Urban l\;linorities Reading Project to raise the reading levels of minority

children in inner city schools. The Individualized Reading Manual (Ifu'vf) consisted of the

following features which are included with examples of the aetuaI R.X program below:
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Diagnostic readings for analysis by the RX computer program

5tooent' _
Tutor _

Teacher· _

Date' _

Grade__ Age __

SChool

Ray and His Cat Come Back - Diagnostic

I told you all about Ray and his bad cat. I didn't

know that they were going to come back. On Friday, I

was in Aunt Brenda's store, and Ray was with the same

old cat that I saw before. Ray and his cat were a pain in

the rear. Ray sneaked up on Matt and put the cat in his

ear. Matt flew about a mile in the air. Then Ray said,

"Matt, my cat wants a treat!" Ray grabbed Matt's chips

and let his cat eat. The cat took a small bite of the

chips, and that was it. Ray said, "Those chips are stale!

I see that you bought them on sale. Those chips taste

like food that's served in a jail: The cat spit out the

1-9

FlQUre 23: AA ex<mple of a page of the diagnostic reading for analysis of the RX
Program, from Labov



Organizational frameworks and reporting instruments for tutors

The RX Program Individual
Diagnostic Stories

Instructions for Use With Children

This section of the manual is designed to help you learn about your students
individual reading abilities. To do this, you must follow these steps;

{I} Read RavaIld I lis Bad Cat aloud to the child, pointing to each line with your
finger so th~t he or she can follow it with you.

{2} Have the child read the diagnostic st0l)', Ray and His Car Come Back. which
contains a wide range of the word and syllable structures that create difficulty
for beginning readers.

{3} Record the child's reading errors on the diagnostic sheet following RayaIld
the Rat Come Back.

{4} From the information on your studem's reading errors. the RX program
will help you to plan your reading instruction. You'lI be able to see which
decoding skills each child has mastered or has trouble with. and you'lI know
how to focus the majority of your time on helping him/her with any trouble
spots.

Figure 24: Ni example of aset of Instructions to tutors from the RX Program, from
Labov

Throughout the IR.M tutors are given specific instructions on what needs to be

taught, and also what specific assessment and reporting requirements need to be

implemented for each individual learner. This provided the teacher the neces

sary tools to get to know every learner's capabilities and to thus provide the ap

propriate assis=ce on an individual basis.
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An introduction to the basic sound-to-letter correspondences of the Eng

lish alphabet for consonants, vowels, and t letters which are sometimes

consonants and sometimes members of the vowel nucleus

KNOW THE SOUND EACH LETTER MAKES!

In the alphabet listed below, the vowels are green and
the consonants are red or blue.. The red consonants are
always consonants. The blue consonants W, Y, G, Hare
consonants at the beginning of the word but can go after
a vowel to make a vowel team like OW, AY, and GH. The
letter Y can be a vowel all by itself, as in MY.

p
H

Q R

A
I
5

B
;r
T

C
K
U

D
L
V

E
M
W

F
N

X

G
o
y z

Every vowel has a long and a short sound. The long sound
is the same as the name of the letter. Here are the short
sounds:

[Tutors: Have the kids say these along with you.]

The letter Ais short in t and cat and rat

The letter E is short in t and bet and wet

The letter I is short in pit and bit and sit

The letter Ois short in pot and not and hot

The letter Uis short in and c and"

2-3

FigUre 25: AA exanple of rBOOing COI1SOI1alt vowel consonant (eve) words from
section 2 of the RX program, from L<ilov

From figure above it can be seen that color is used in direct instruction to focus at

tention on the letters that are involved in the correspondences being taught. AlmOSt all

pages of the IR.M include four-<:olor illustrations for both direct instruction in sound to let

ter correspondences and the narrative te:us with graphic representations.
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Routines for focusing children's attention on the elements of word stmc

tures with complex onsets, nuclei and codas

The Silent-e Rule:

Vowels and Rules You Need to Know

Kids: Here are the vowels and the sounds that they make:

A, E, I. O. and U
The Vowel A:

The vowel A can make 2 sounds: a and a, as in pan and pane.

The Vowel E:

The vowel E can make 2sounds: e and e, as in pet and Pete.

The Vowel I:

The vowel I can make 2 sounds: i and i as in bit and bite.

The Vowel 0 :

The vowel 0 can make 2 sounds: 0 and 0, as in hop and hope.

The Vowel U:

The vowel Ucan make 2 sounds: u and u, as in hug and huge.

Kids: Think of a word for each vowel that has the sound of the
vowel's own name. Then think of another word for each vowel
that has the short vowel sound:

A E I o U

Tutors: Have your students write these words in their journals.
4-3

FigUre 26: Ni exanple of rules for'MJrd structures with COfllllex onsels using
the silent e, from section 4of the RX program, from labov
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Direct instructions on the English word structures that involve relations

of sounds to letters that are not 1-t0-1

Let's read these words:

Add n to sack and make it snack
Add s to nip and make it snip
Add n to suck and make it snuck
Add s to nag and make it snag
Add s to nob and make it snob
Add n to sore and make it snore

Here are some more sn cluster words to read:

snub snug snuff snare sneak

Now, read these sentences:

Sam sneaked into Steve's sack and got out a snack. He ate
stuff like cake, cookies, and coke. He got sick from too
many snacks.

6-7

FlgUfe 27: An eJGll11)le of English word structures that involve relations of sounds to letters that
are not 1·fo.1from section 6 of the RX program, from L<tJov.

The above example shows how direct instruction is given where English word

structures change by attlching additional or different sounds to the original English words.

For example when one follows the instruction Add n to sack and make
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it snack n is added to the word sack, and the original English word changes com-

pletely to snack.

Narrative texts written with a controlled vocabulary on themes that en

gage the interests and concerns of inner city cbildren

Ray and His Bad Cat
by Michael LeeYow and Bill Labov

This kid Ray had a big, bad cat.
The cat was bigger than the mat where it sat.
One day, I met Ray.
He had the cat with him that day.
Ray had the cat in a sack that he had on his back.
He and his cat went in back of me.
Ray put the cat in my sack, but I did not see.

He said, "Do you have a pencil?"
I said, "No, I have a pen."
Ray said, "Give me that then!"
I put my hand in my bag and said, "Dogl
What's in my bag?"
The cat fell out, and it made me mad.
I was mad, but Ray was madder
The cat bit Ray and went up a ladder.

1-3

Rgure 28: A page of section I of The RX Program Individual Diagnostic Story, from
Labov
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The narratives included themes wd situations that were familiar to the inner city

children, so that they could relate to the written texts. The vocabulary of the texts is con

trolled so that the most frequent wd the most complex structures were those just taught.

The narratives are also preceded by an introduction that introduces the theme wd wy

words outside of that vocabulary.

Comprehension questions on the motivations and reasoning of the char

acters in the narrative

Comprehension Questions for
Ray and His Bad Cat

1. Who was badder, Ray or his cat?

2. What did Ray get mad about?

3. If Ray asked you for a pencil, what
would you do?

Rgure 29: AA eXlITlple of aset of corrprehension Questions on the na-rative Ray and
His Ba:f Ca~ from Labov

Comprehension questions at the end of each story provided an excellent tool so

that the Childs' understanding of the narrati,e and skills could be enlwted.
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A page asking students to state how much they liked the story

Student Date _
Tutor Grade _

El ':J ~'I ,.", i cl .:/ CJ u 1 i J-: ~
8lJg~ [..d 5cfl00J?

Circle the right answer

5
"Da Bomb"

4
"Hype"

3-14

1
"Wack"

3
"Decent"

2
... IIjI"Aiight"

Rgure JJ: /vi eXa1lple of a page from the RX Program asking students how much they
liked the s!OIy, from Lctlov

The above example provided training in self assessment for me children. This

has become an integral part of assessments in me Outcomes-based Education

here in Soum Africa.
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Diagnostic tests for each section to measure children's achievement

Know Your Consonants and
Vowels Progress Assessment

Put a "v· next to the following words when the tricky letters w,
Y, 9, or h act as vowels. Put a "c· next to the following words
when the tricky letters act as consonants. And put a "t" when
the tricky letters are members of vowel teams.

1. silly 6. yarn

2. ghost 7. night

3. boat 8. oh

4. try 9. hop

5. sew 10. out

Tutors: Make sure the students score at least 90% on this as
sessment before they move on. This means that they must get
at least 9 out of 10 questions right!

Student's score: ,out of 10 questions right, '0
Tutors: Record times for "Time Yourself" exercises here:

Before _
After~ _
Total _

3-22

FIgUre 31: An exanple ofan ass D55IlllJ(ll page ITom the RX Progr~ 10 measure the
studenfs progress, ITom Labov
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A final diagnostic reading with the same range of orthographic structures

as the initial reading

Student _
Tutor _

Teacher' _

Date, _

Grode_ Age_

School

Ray and His Cot Come Back - Diagnostic

I told you all about Ray and his bad cat. I didn't

know that they were going to come back. On Friday, I

. was in Aunt Brenda's store, and Ray was with the same

old cat that r saw before. Ray and his cat were a pain in

the rear. Ray sneaked up on Matt and put the cat in his

ear. Matt flew about a mile in the air. Then Ray said,

"Matt, my cat wants a treat'" Ray grabbed Matt's chips

and let his cat eat. The cat took a small bite of the

chipS, and that was it. Ray said, "Those chips are stale!

I see that you bought them on sale. Those chips taste

like food that's served in a jail." The cat spit out the

1-9

Figure 32: AA eXa"Tlple of a page of a final diagnostic reading from the RX Program, from Labov

The texts of the Individualized Reading "'fanuaI (IR.\oiJ were based on the culturaI

conte..xt: and themes that revoked around the African American children. Earlier research

showed that African American children in the 2nd to 5th grades had a profound and persis-
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tent interest in the hip-hop culture and the lyrics of rap songs, and thus the children pre

ferred to read materials associated with this cultural complex more than any other type of

reading. The children memorized the most popular lyrics, and were comfortlble reading

copies of lyrics. Although much of the content of these lyrics was not acceptable in the

classroom, the reading texts developed by the linguistic component included the style and

rhythm of hip-hop lyrics so that the children would want to read the narratives. The

themes, settings and scenarios of the narratives took into consideration issues that were

universally relevant to children, and also included those unique to the African American

learners.

The !R..M was designed for use by tutors and the school staff as a supplementary in

structional program that would complement the existing school district curricula. The se

quence of instruction was based on the individual reading abilities of each child. Tutors re

ceive a copy of the reading error profile for each student. The reading error profile and a

plan of instruction indicating which sections of the manual are most important for each

child is presented to the tutor by the tutor coordinator so that individual assistance is pro

vided to every child to progress at his own pace and level. Orthographic development as

well as comprehension ability of each child is assessed when learners complete the compre

hension questions based on the stories that they have read. The child's knowledge of the

decoding principles presented in the IRe"! lessons is also assessed. Learners have to read

90% of the words correctly in each section before moving on to the next section. If the

learner fuiIs to achieve the 90 % in a section, repeated instruction in the sound to letter cor

respondence in that section is provided until the learner has mastered the skills.

The program using the IRe"! and R.X programs has had considerable success in

raising reading levels in Philadelphia schools. It has been implemented with over 300 chil

dren in grades 1 through 5 who were 1 to 2 years behind in reading grade levels. The aim

of this program is to increase children's ability to decode the words in their active vocabu

lary, and after about 20 half hours of instruction, errors on most of the orthographic struc

tures concerned have practically disappeared. In the standardized tests that were conducted

73% of the children in the program showed increased improvement in mastering the read

ing skiJls. Although the program was originally written for African American children in

West Philadelphia, it is also being adapted to cater for the Latino children and other minor

ity groups. In the IRM and R.X programs Labov follows a specific pattern in teaching learn-
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ers the 26 letters and their sounds. He begins from the simplest and progresses to the com

plex sound combination to construct words and sentences for reading. The different levels

will now be discussed as it is found in each section ofthe IRM and RX programs.

In section one of the reading manual tutors and teachers are assisted to learn

about their students' individual reading capabilities. The teacher reads the story of Ray

and His Bad Cat aloud to the child, pointing to each line with their finger so that the stu

dent can follow. Then the student reads the diagnostic story, Ray and His Cat Come

Back, and the teacher records the student's reading errors on the diagnostic sheet follow

ing Ray and the Rat Come Back. From this information the R..X program helps the

teacher to plan reading instruction that will assist that individual student. The teacher will

also be able to see which decoding skills each child has mastered or has trouble with, and

thus know how to focus the majority of the time on helping the individual student with

his or her reading difficulties.

In section two of the reading manual attention is given to reading consonant

vowel-consonant (Cvq words. The student has to recognize the basic sound values of all

of the consonants and vowels in the alphabet so that the student can read simple conso

nant- vowel-consonant combinations in words such as cat, dip, pot, and mud. The strat

egy for teaching these simple short vowel letter combinations according to Labov is as

follows:

• Review and ensure that the student knows the sounds each short vowel

makes and how consonants combine with it.

• Help the student read the combinations of vowels and consonants ",-ith

similar patterns such as, at, cat, mat, rat, sat, etc.

• Apply the above knowledge of sound-to-Ietter correspondences in order

to read CVC words placed in sentences and paragraphs that contain com

mon sight words such as, and, of, that, is, etc.

It is important for the student to understand this basic structure of C:VC words and

the roles that consonants and vowels play in words so that they can add other sound to let

ter correspondences to build their knowledge base. It is also very important for the student
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to learn all the most common sight words thoroughly to be able to read properly. In figure

25 above it can be seen how the sound of each letter of the alphabet is taught Different

colors are used to identifY the mous vowels and consonants. The consonants are red or

blue, and the vowels are green as shown below.

AB CD E F GH IJ KLMN OP Q R
STUVWXYZ

The red consonants are always consonants. The blue consonants W, Y, G, and H

are consonants at the beginning of the word but can go after a vowel to make a vowel tearn

like OW, AY, and GH. The letter Y can be a vowel all by itself, as in "!Y. Every vowel has a

long and a short sound, for example the letter 'd in cat, mat and rat are a short sounds. The

long sound is the same as the name of the letter. The letters C and G have two sounds.

When C comes before i or e, it always sounds like S as in city or cent. When C comes be

fore a, 0 or U, it sounds like K as in, cat, can and cut. When G comes before i or e, most

of the time it sounds likeJ as in giraffe and gentle. At times it's a regular G, such as in, girl

or give, but a G before a, 0 Or u is always a regular G such as, game, gum and got.

The student is then taught to put the letters together and read the words that are

formulated. For example a and t are put together to form at. Then other consonants are

added such as c; b, ID, s, and f, to at and we get the words cat, hat, mat, sat and fat. Stu

dents then read sentences that are constructed with these words, for example: The fat cat

sat in the hat on the maL The same pattern is followed to extend the learners vocabu

lary, which is by bringing together each vowel sound with a consonant, and reading the

words that thyme, and then the sentences, which are eventually pur into stories. In order

to assist the students in this learning process, they were encouraged to "LEAR..'-: TO

RHYME IT, READ IT, i\.."\1]) R..f\P IT!" );ot all the words that rhyme are meaningful.

The words 'dat' and '!at' rhyme with cat, fat, mat and rat, but are meaningless. Students

love to rap, and this was used in a positive manner to develop reading vocabulary.

In section three of the Indindualized reading program, the focus is on developing

the students decoding skills which are of utmost importance to reading. Decoding letters is

a skill that involves the ability to identifY and distinguish consonants and vowels accurately

and rapidly, which forms the basic foundation on which reading skills are developed. In
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order to accomplish this, the student must know all the five vowels 31ld the 21 consonants

well. The child must also know that the letters W, H, 31ld Y C31l either be vowels or conso

n31lts, such as in words saw 31ld day. These three letters are part of the vowel team where

the vowel sound is long. Y is different because it can be a vowel all by itself. Labov calls

the Y a "tricky letter" and the W 31ld H "crafty conson31lts" in the IRM. Le=ers are given

numerous activities to help them identify the 26 letters accurately.

Learners are taught that vowels are sometimes at the beginning of a word, as in

'in', and are at most times in the middle of words, as in 'fat', and they are sometimes at

the end of words, as in 'free'. All the variation with the letters W, H, and Y are taught.

Labov refers to the letters GH as the "Ghost Consonant Team", where G by itself is

never a vowe~ but when it is put together with H it fonns a big vowel team. The ghost

letters GH are never pronounced by themselves, but they tell us that the vowel is long

and what kind of a vowel it is, such as the words, fight, rough, and through.

In section four the learners are taught the silent-e rule and how to apply it. The si

lent-e rule is used to indicate which vowels are long and which are short..!\.lthough chil

dren can understand and appreciate the transformation from a short vowel to a long

vowel sound, they are not familiar with the silent-e rule, and this confuses the child when

identifying to which vowels make which sounds. Thus each vowel sound must be taught

independently. The manual contains a silent-e rule lesson for each vowel that is Cl, i, 0,

and u. Learners must also remember at this stage that a vowel name makes the same

sound as the long vowel sound. Each vowel makes 2 sounds. Examples of this are given

below:

The Vowel A: a and a, as in rat and rate.

The Vowel E: e and e, as in pet and Pete.

The Vowel I: i and i, as in bit and bite.

The Vowel 0: 0 and 0, as in hop and hope.

The Vowel C: u and u, as in cub and cube.
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When a siIent-e is added to the end of a word that has just one consonant as the

last letter the vowel in the middle of the word changes its sound. This happens only if the

word ends with just one consonant. Ifa word ends with more than one consonant, then

the vowel in the middle does not change its sound. The siIent-e is never added after two

consonants, but always after one, such as in @e, bake, and space. There is an exception to

the siIent-e rule, that is, whenever the vowel a comes before se, the silent-e rule works, as

in taste, waste, and haste. When a single vowel, a single consonant is followed by an e, the

e is silent, as in the word ate. There are various exceptions to the e- rule that are dealt

with individually and in detail in section five of the reading program.

In section six of the RX program the teaching of consonant clusters is imple

mented Before actually teaching the consonant clusters, revision of the sound to letter cor

respondences done in the previous lessons has to be done. The singular and combined

sounds that se, sp, et, and other clusters make are taught orally and read by the learners

and the teacher. The two -letter consonant clusters will include some of the following: nk

as in tank, nt as in rent, sp as in spin, st as in star, sn as in snap, sk as in skip, tr as in

trap, and sc as in scar. The strategy used to help learners to recognize the sounds of the

consonant clusters is to teach them clusters at the beginning and the ends of words simul

taneously. After the two -letter consonant clusters are mastered the learners are intro

duced to the three -letter consonant clusters. Some of the three -letter consonant clusters

include: stras in strip, rstas in first, stsas in roasts, spras in spray, and scras in scream .

In our South African classrooms, learners come from diverse cultures and back

grounds and they bring with them the various fuetors that influence the sounds of the let

ters and the pronunciation ofwords which impact on the reading skills. The Individualized

Reading Manual: A Textbook for Tutors and Children as part of the Urban Minorities

Reading Project (UMRP), developed by Labov to assist the children in inner city schools in

developing their reading skill levels was discussed in detail above because it has relevance to

what is taking place in South African classrooms when it comes to reading. By applying

similar strategies in teaching phonics and reading to South African learners ·will open up a

channel to improve their reading levels. The language spoken and understood by the pre

sent generation, together with their current interests and surroundings need to be taken into

account in developing a suitable and successful reading program to teach reading today in
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South African classrooms. The above contribution of Labov to reading refonn also pro

vides a sound empirical basis for synthetic phonics which will be discussed next.

Synthetic phonics

According to the Concise Oxford dictionary, (1990) the adjective 'synthetic' refers

to "using combinations of simple words or elements in compounded or complex words."

Learners are thus taught to build or put together letters or words to achieve pronuncia

tions by translating letters into sounds and blending the sounds together. Simply put, this is

blending of sounds or synthesizing. Synthetic phonics involves teaching letter-sound cor

respondences. Synthetic phonics allows beginners to start learning words containing only

the simplest letter-sound correspondences and teaches the children to read at every point

by translating letters into sounds and blending the sounds throughout the word. The new

correspondences are introduced rapidly, including the complex ones, so that all or most of

the sound correspondences are taught in a matter of weeks. Only one strategy, that is

blending, is used in teaching. Analytic phonics, on the other hand focuses more on the

analysis ofwords after they have been identified in some way. This can include words given

by the teacher, such as sight-words.

According to Hopkins, (1998) "Synthetic Phonics is a system of teaching reading

which accents the "sounds" of the letters and refers to those sounds in words as "spell

ings" An example of this is : The sound ofi is spelled dge as in ledge, ge as in age and

i as in jump. The word judge has two i spellings in it." hopkmgw([iJmediaone.ner. The

vowels are taught in a similar way. Hopkins further states that this approach is combined

with kinesthetic, sound cassettes teaching the vowel and consonant sounds and identify

ing them with picture cards and linking them with a sound and story. Writing skills and

classic literature are included along with higher level thinking skills, organizational skills

and vocabulary acquisition, oral reading and group reading. Since the teaching of phonics

was left out for a while, Farr, (undated) the founder of Which Phonics? supports the VK

government's decision to set up an independent review into the role of synthetic phonics

in teaching reading. She says that "It is fantastic news that the synthetic phonics approach

is finally being taken more seriously. The alphabet is a code that is ",-ithin anyone's ability

to deconstruct. Identifying, blending and segmenting sounds prm-ide an invaluable plat

fonn for decoding, which I believe benefits children of all abilities."
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jaz@whichphonics.co.uk Teachers need to be made aware of the difference between syn

thetic and analytic phonics and also be able ID identifY the many different sounds of the

English language.

According to the article, The Government must learn from phonics fiasco' in the

opinion telegraph synthetic phonics is the reading technique that teaches children the al

phabet first, and then to build up words from their constituent sounds. In 1996 this still

included the 'whole-word' teaching approach. Then in 1998 the whole word method was

adopted by schools to overcome the mass illiteracy. The article also states that, "well over a

million children have failed to achieve basic standards of literacy. A quarter ofa million 11

year-olds are unable to read and write properly." \V\vw.opinion.telegmph.co.uk If schools

had been allowed to employ the phonics method, illiteracy at age 11 might have been eradi

cated altogether. Judging by tests in C1ackmannanshire, where synthetic phonics have been

taught since 1998, the method reduces the rate of reading failure to near zero. The evidence

suggests that pupils taught using phonics are over three years ahead of their peers taught by

other techniques.

The Clackmannanshire synthetic phonics programme is where reading is taught by

using synthetic phonics. According to the report by the National Literacy Trust on this

programme, "the researchers found the beneficial effects of the synthetic programme to be

long lasting: for word reading, the gains increased from a seven-month advantage in Pri

mary 1 to a 26-month advantage in Primary 5. The likely reason for this, they say, is that in

learning ID recognize and blend sounds early on, children are given a procedure that they

can apply for themselves whenever they meet an unEuniliar word."

",\w.scotland.gp,.uk i insight. According to the latest results from a project that now takes

in all 19 of the authority's primary school children have made significant progress in reading

and the rate of success has increased in both the fast and slow learners. The Clackmannan

shire synthetic phonics programme has also indicated that this method of teaching reading

has long lasting effects on the learners reading abilities.

According to the Times, of 6 ","ovember 1998 at

\\,vw.lireracnrust.org.uk a radical way of teaching children to read has out performed the

Government's preferred literacy strategy where a literacy hour is taught every day in pri

mary schools in England. The one year pilot study of 300 schoolchildren in Scotland
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showed that those taught using "synthetic phonics" were seven months ahead with their

reading and nine months ahead with their spelling compared to the Government's strat

egy. The method was pioneered by Dr Rhona Johnston, and consists of boosting chil

dren's reading, spelling and phonemic awareness through learning just six letters a day.

Children are taught the 42 letter sounds at about six a day over eight days. At the same

time, they are taught to identify letters in the initial, middle, and final position in words

and to sound and blend words using magnetic letters. The children on the programme

were a year ahead of their chronological age. They had completed two years of work in

one year. One of the most deprived school's, Park Primary School in Clackmannanshire

reported to now achieving levels above pupils from well to do areas, thus showing that

poverty does not hinder learning. The value of including synthetic phonics in educational

programmes to teach reading can now not be overlooked.

Nissen, (2005) states that, "learning involves perception, comprehension, reten

tion and recall. There are various effects we can employ to increase the retention and re

call processes." \V\vw.curriculum.gQv.uk He discusses the different effects from a paper

by Sharifian in relation to memory and synthetic phonics. Many of the effects are em

ployed by teachers, either instinctively or by training, and it is interesting to know their

cognitive research basis. The research results can be applied to improve teaching tech

niques in reading. These valuable suggestions can be applied very effectively in our South

African classrooms, regardless of the socio--economic status of the school. The researcher

will therefore now discuss all these effects and indicate how they can be directly applied

to the learning and teaching situation in South ">\fucan classrooms, especially in relation to

the teaching ofphonics.

The effects are as follows: Firstly, we get the generation effect where learners are

most likely to remember things they have generated in some way or another and any ac

tivity included with the learning process is likely to enhance memory. ~issen (2005) says

that the "synthetic aspect of synthetic phonics actually refers to a generation process,

which helps to explain why the approach is so effective. Thus the pupil is taught to gen

erate 'cat' from 'c', 'a' and'!'. This generation Can be by sound, by typing letters, or by se

lecting objects (such as magnetic letters) and putting them together." The research indi

cates that spelling out a word helps one to remember the word, and that "'Titing cues or

drawing pictures is also helpful in remembering the meaning of a word. "ben remember-
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ing individual letters, it is useful to have some fonn of action that the learner can perfonn

to promote memory. For example when the s, is being taught the learners can wriggle like

a snake.

The second is the isolation effect where there is increased memory retention for

anything which stands out from other items, when it is included among them. This effect

occurs when an item or word is placed among others which have similar attributes, such

as shape, size, attributes, etc. For example, if the word pen is put into a vocabulary list

about transport, such as car, bus, train, ship, etc. the memory for the word pen is en

hanced. The third effect is the time-of-day effect Research has shown that the efficiency

of mental processing depends on the time of day when they are carried out. "There are

differences in efficiency of recall of comprehension and memory of a text at different

times of day. During the morning the surface linguistic forms were remembered better,

but during the afternoon, semantic features were likely to be remembered better. Re

search also suggests that memorizing is best done before a period of tranquility, such as

sleep" states Nissen (2005). It is therefore important to read to a child at bedtime as it can

be of great benefit, as this will assist in the memory process. One could also teach a new

phoneme sound and letter shape each evening, illustrated from a storybook. Then see if

the child remembers the new phoneme sound and letter shape in the morning, by pre

senting the child with the appropriate illustration. It is also useful to do a warm-up activ

ity, to get the brain ready for learning, and for this purpose the recollection or revision of

previously learnt information is valuable.

The fourth effect is the serial-position effect is where memorizing a list of items or

events takes place, the first few items are remembered best, the last few the next best, and

the items in the centre are the most difficult to recall. The serial position effects can be util

ized in various tasks. Teachers can apply this memory eftect ",ilen organizing the learning

content and resources. They can for instance, present the most complex items at the begin

ning of a lesson or list and the next most complicated at the end of the lesson or the list.

More attention can then be directed to the middle items. When teaching phonics the most

complex sounds and rules can be taught at the beginning ofa lesson, and provision must be

made for revision of the same sound at the end of the lesson.
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The fifth effect is the spacing effect, where the recall of the letters is better when

the items that need to be repeated are spaced out, instead of being placed together. This

effect can be observed in practically any learning situation with any kind of learning mate

rial, espeeia1ly in the teaching of phonics where a lot of repetition of the letters and their

sounds is required regularly. This effect can be applied to the learning of the shapes of let

ters, the mapping of phonemes to graphemes, and the rules and exceptions of pronuncia

tion and spelling.

The sixth effect is the modality effect. This is where information presented orally is

remembered better than the information presented visually. Researchers who tested mem

ory for the order of items in a list found that there was a higher accuracy for items which

were heard rather than those which were seen because of the prosodic features of spoken

language.. Memorization became easier when information is presented in both the auditory

and visual modalities. The modality effect can be employed very effectively to synthetic

phonics because the auditory aspects play an important role right from the beginning to

build phonemic awareness by listening to sounds and by showing how the spoken words

are composed of phonemes. The letters of the alphabet and their specific sounds, and later

the words and their proper pronunciations must appear simultaneously for effective learn

mg.

The seventh effect is the self reliance effect. Here the recall language is improved

when the learner refers to him/herself that is language is used in the frrst person, such as

'my home'. Nissen suggests that the words l' and 'my' must be introduced early to the child

in teaching phonics. In South l>.frican schools these two words are often introduced early to

the child, but not as part ofphonic teaching, instead they are introduced to the child as core

words or as sight vocabulary.

The eighth effect is the bizarreness effect where memory is improved with things

that are bizarre or out of the ordinary. This occurs because of the increased mental effort

required in extracting the meaning. For example when one is presented with the sentence,

'The babycarried the mountain in his left band. ' Much mental effort is needed to imag

ine this, and the increased effort creates longer retention of the visual interpretation and the

language involved. This effect can be of great benefit in the teaching of phonics, by making
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learning fun. Learners can construct or read humorous sentences such as 'The mtrat sat

ontbeeat.'

The ninth effect is the encoding-context effect Memory is improved if learning and

testing happens in the same place or in a similar environment. The information about the

context is stored with the encoded memories, and by reviving the situation or the context,

recall is improved. This helps to activate those memories. In the teaching of phonics pic

tures or concrete objects are utilized to facilitate the learning of the content. Nissen (2ooS),

states that when testing the recall, the picture should be shown without the letter, the word,

or the passage, which it was illustrating. But educators today find that it is more accurate to

leave out the pictures and show the learner the letter or word when testing the child's ability

to recall. The child's ability to associate the letters to the appropriate speech sounds is

tested, or when words are presented to the child s/he must be able to use the various

speech sounds represented by the set of letters to pronounce the word in order to produce

the spoken language. The use of objects and pictures enhances the child's understanding of

the content being learned. Educators can provide the same place and a similar environment

to assist the child in the recall process.

The last effect is the processing-difficulty effect. When mental effort is used to en

code or learn information there is less difficulty in recalling. Research shows that the greater

the difficulty experienced in the process of memorizing, the better the memorization or

ability to retain the learned information. Learners must therefore be actively involved in the

learning process. The child must be helped to acquire the skills involved in both encoding

and decoding words, so that s/he can perform this process by themselves. The letters or

words must be sounded out verbally, and where possible the child can perform some form

of action to illustrate the meaning or understanding of the learning content. In this way the

child will be using his different senses at the same time. By processing information, a new

letter sound or a new word in this manner, memorization and recall becomes less difficult.

The effects just discussed can be applied in a very practical manner on a day to day

basis when teaching phonics in the classroom. With education now being more learner ori

entated, and parental involvement being stressed, even parents can benefit by using these

effects to assist their children at home to improve in letter-sound and word recognition so

that reading can become an enjoyable e."perience and the reading levels can be elevated
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When teaching phonics the ability to encode and decode is a process that has to be stressed.

Once children master these basic skills the foundation for reading is laid.

In synthetic phonics the sound correspondences including the complex ones are

taught rapidly, and in most instances involve whole class teaching. From her personal ex

perience as an educator, the researcher has noted that teaching second language learners the

26 sounds of the alphabets rapidly is not always successful, especially for the slow learners.

A large number of the SA learners are exposed to the alphabets and their sounds for the

first time in a language that is totally new to them, and therefore need time and constant

repetition to comprehend and remember what they are learning. On the other hand in

Labov's reading program learners were taught the sound correspondences systematically,

from the simple to the complex, and learners are tested to ensure that they have mastered

the specific sounds before progressing to the next level The Individualized Reading Pro

gram was designed to assist learners individually by assessing and identifying their weak ar

eas and then providing assistance at the appropriate stage of intervention to eradicate read

ing failure.

The R..X reading program provides specific instructions to teachers to pronounce or

read the words or stories so that learners can first listen, and then to permit the learners to

read. Synthetic phonics teaches children to blend in order to arrive independently at a pro

nunciation for a printed woni The teacher does not pronounce the word for them because

the purpose of this method is to allow learners to blend sounds to derive the words by

themselves. In order for the S~'\. learner to be successful with blending independently to

arrive at the correct word or pronunciation, slhe will have to know all the alphabets, their

sounds, and the rules that apply to the combination of the sounds thoroughly.

Synthetic phonics does not incorporate grammatical patterns which is an integral

part of the reading process. It is therefore important to include grammatical patterns when

synthetic phonics is utilized to teach reading in the classroom. The reading program devel

oped by Labov to assist inner city learners that "vas discussed above, emphasized the lin

guistic and grammatical aspects that had to be included in the teaching of reading. The im

portance of vocabulary construction and recognition also, cannot be rnininlized Vocabu

lary deYelopment and the ability to recognize lexical and grammatical patterns are extremely

relevant when teaching second language learners to read. The techniques utilized in Labov's
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reading prog=n to improve the reading and spelling skills can be successfully implemented

to assist SA learners today, with the proper technological resources, a workable learner 

teacher ratio, and trained facilitators in the field of teaching phonics in every classroom. Al

though all aspects of teaching synthetic phonics may not be of practical benefit in SA

classrooms, the numerous effects in relation to memory and synthetic phonics that were

disOlSsed most certainly can be incorporated the strategies implemented to encode and

decode when teaching phonics in SA. classrooms.

Summary

In this chapter the researcher discussed the relationship between speech sounds and

the alphabets, and how they relate to reading. Both the spoken and the written language of

the reading process were discussed. Voice articulation and the production of the various

speech sounds were emphasized. The importance of including all the different aspects such

as grammar, and syntax when teaching reading were also disOlSsed. The researcher demon

strated how the vowels sounds can be developed into words by combining them with the

various consonants to assist in the reading process. A discussion ofLabovs' contribution to

improve reading fuilure in American inner city schools was done in depth to examine how

vernacular learners can be assisted in improving their reading skills today. Synthetic phonics

and its valuable contribution to accelerate the teaching of phonics and reading in British

schools were also disOlSsed. Here the different ways to improve memorization with regard

to the teaching of phonics were highlighted with practical examples involving intrapersonal

and interpersonal communication skills that can he applied in our South African classrooms

today.
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Chapter 6

READING PROBLEMS

Introduction

In the previous chapter the researcher highlighted the role of speech sounds and the

alphabets in the reading process. In this chapter the researcher wiJllist the various reading

problems, give an explanation of exactly what these problems are, and point out the possi

ble causes of such reading problems. Reading problems can be a result from different spe

cific issues or from a combination of physical weakness experienced by an individual. Read

ing problems can be attributed to poor speech, poor vision, hearing difficulties, attention

deficit disorders, ineffective reading instructions and methodology, language processing dif

ficulties.

Identifying reading problems

To identify reading problems in children, it is important to understand what a read

ing error really is. Children make different kinds of errors that can be attributed to varied

factors when they are reading. According to Labov (2003) "A reading error can be defmed

as the selection of the wrong word in a printed text that is, not the word intended by the

\vriter of the text. A question of some importance is how broadly such incorrect selections

affect the over-all interpretation of the text." www.ling.upenn.edu/-wLibrA/Papers Labov

uses the example of the word SOli for Jl/1I in a text. When the word SUlI is replaced with SOli

the meaning of the text is completely changed. Teachers must allow learners to read a text

aloud orally so that the errors can be identified and recorded by the teacher. The determina

tion ofwhat is a reading error is an essential step in measuring child's progress in compre

hension skills, and in mastering alphabetic relations. Errors with regard to pronunciation

must be examined in correlation with the home language and dialect of the children.

Reading errors can arise when children experience difficulty in decoding skills. Re

search and investigation into the impact of phonological and grammatical patterns utilized

in speech by the different dialects spoken by children is essential to identifying reading er

rors when these children are required to read a text in English. Children that possess learn-
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ing disabilities related to neurological or physical attributes are prone to experience difficul

ties in reading.

Dyslexia

According to the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (2006) at

"""w.ninds.nih.g;ov /disorders/dyslexia/dvslexia. "Dyslexia is a brain-based type of learning

disability that specifically impairs a person's ability to read. These individuals typically read

at levels significantly lower than expected despite having normal intelligence. Although the

disorder varies from person to person, conunon characteristics among people with dyslexia

include difficulty with phonological processing (the manipulation of sounds) and/or rapid

visual-verbal responding." Dyslexia is a condition related to poor reading, and it is one of

the most common reading problems today. Dyslexic individuals have a problem with verbal

and written codes or symbols. They experience difficulty in translating written symbols and

spoken words into written symbols. So dyslexia is an information processing difficulty. The

disability affects a wide range of people, producing different symptoms and varying degrees

of severity. Dyslexia is prevalent in all age groups, and can affect individuals regardless of

their level of intelligence. However research has shown that more boys than girls are dys

lexic.

Children with dyslexia have difficulty learning to read due to one or more informa

tion processing problems such as visual perceptual or auditory perceptual deficits. Some

children with dyslexia have difficulty with reversals of numbers, letters or words. Dyslexic

individuals, not only experience reading problems, they also have difficulty in spelling and

writing tasks assigned to them. According to Science Daily (2006), researchers have found

that humans code words in three forms while learning how to read and spell. These codes

draw on common and unique brain circuits. The three forms in which the brain codes

words are, by their sound which is phonology, by the parts of words that signal meaning

and grammar that is morphology, and by their visual or written form which is orthography.

Learning how to read, cannot be done in isolation because spelling and writing capabilities

will also become part of the process oflearning to read.

Dyslexia is a learning disability that is difficult to recognize because you can't See it

when you look at a child, or hear it when you talk to him. As a result, many children "'rith

reading difficulties never know 'W-by they have learning problems, and never get the neces-
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sary help they desperately need to overcome the problem. However there are various symp

toms that can be identified in an individual who is dyslexic. Some ofthese symptoms are as

follows:

• Letter or word reversals when reading, such as in, was/saw, bid, or p/q.

• Letter or word reversals in writing exercises.

• Experience difficulty when repeating what is said to them.

• Poor handwriting where legibility is an issue.

• Drawing ability is a challenge.

• Reversing letters or words when spellingwords that are presented orally.

• Experiences difficulty in comprehending the written or spoken instructions.

• Has difficulty with right to left directions.

• Have difficulty in understanding or remembering what is said to them.

• Have difficulty in understanding or remembering what they have just read.

• Have difficulty in putting their thoughts on paper.

• Has a low concentration level, and is easily distracted

• Confuses words and symbols.

• Experiences difficulty in copying texts correetly from the chalk board and

other sources.

• Has difficulty in spelling words correctly and as a result s/he spells the same
word in different ways.
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The above symptoms are experienced because of brain dysfunction. The lower cen

ters of the brain scramble the images or sounds before they reach the higher processing

centers of the brain. This causes confusion as well as frustration for the learner. A problem

with hearing; vision, neurological development, coordination, visual perception, or auditory

perception can lead to a learner experiencing the above symptoms. Learners who experi

ence auditory discrimination problems can be assisted with educational exercises that in

volve training the brain in discrimination and to repeatedly teach the formation of the

sounds used in speaking and reading. Learners who have visual perception problems may

reverse letters or words. They have difficulty matching the word image on the page with

previously stored images of the word in their brain. Exercises that train the brain to apply

instructions with the phonics approach can assist to overcome this problem. Difficulty in

language processing can contribute to poor reading and listening comprehension together

with difficulty in verbal and written expression. By learning appropriate word attack skills

through phonics and by developing basic language usage will contribute to overcoming lan

guage processing difficulties. Much can be done within the regular classroom to assist learn

ers to overcome dyslexia when the symptoms are recognized early. Patience, creativity and a

positive outlook with the determination to genuinely conquer the problem of dyslexia will

drive both teachers and parents of dyslexic learners to provide the necessary help and direc

tion to the dyslexic learners.

According to Science Daily (2006) the brain images of children with dyslexia taken

before they received spelling instruction show that they have different patterns of neural

activity than do good spellers when doing language tasks related to spelling. But after spe

cialized treatment emphasizing the letters in words, they showed similar patterns of brain

activity. These findings are important because they show that the human brain can change

and normalize in response to spelling instruction, even in dyslexia, the most common learn

ing disability. So with specialized assistance dyslexic children can overcome this disability,

and in turn improve their ability to read and spell. When a learner has developed the abiliry

to read and spell, then slhe will also be capable to express thoughts in the written form

more easily.

According to Temple et al. (2003) a study was conducted e.xaminingwhether behav

ioral remediation ameliorates the dysfunctional neural mechanisms in children with dysle.xia.

Functional MRl was performed on 20 children ",ith dyslexia of 8 to 12 years of age during
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phonological processing before and after a remediation program focused on auditory proc

essing and oral language training. Behaviorally, training improved oral language and reading

perfonnance. Physiologically, the children with dyslexia showed increased activity in multi

ple brain areas. Black circles in the two figures that follow each other below highlight the

left temporal-parietal region, which is disrupted in children with dyslexia and affected by

remediation. Purple circles highlight the left frontal region that is active in normal reading

children and is affected by remediation in children with dyslexia. In figure 33 below a MR1

scan reveals the brain activity with no remediation in normal reading children and dyslexic

children while rhyming.

Children with no rernediation

Normal reading children
while rhyming

Dyslexic reading children
while rhyming

before remediation

Rgure 33: Functional MRI scan indicating left hemisphere aclivalions in the brain of normal
reading children and dyslexic reading children while rhyming before remediation, from Tam
ple et al, 2003

The figure below indicates the neural effects of remediation in children with de

velopmental dyslexia during phonological processing.
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Dyslexic children
increases after remediation

Right Left

Figure 34: Functional MRI SC31 of brain aeas that showed increased activity during
phonologicai processing in the dyslexic children after remediation, from TeJlllle et ai,
2003

An increase in brain activity occurred in left temporal-parietal cortex and left infe

rior frontal gyrus, bringing brain activation in these regions closer to that seen in normal

reading children. Increased activity was also observed in the right-hemisphere frontal and

temporal regions and in the anterior cingulated gyrus. Children with dyslexia showed a cor

relation between the magnitude of increased activation in left temporal-parietal cortex and

improvement in oral language ability. The results above suggest that a partial remediation of

language-processing deficits, resulting in improved reading, ameliorates disrupted function

in brain regions associated with phonological processing and produces additional compen

satory activation in other brain regions. The changes in the neural activity observed in the

Functional MRI scan above in dyslexic children indicates that through remediation dyslexic

children and adults can be assisted in improving their reading skills. With appropriate as

sessment and correct remediation, however, most children with reading difficulties can thus

learn to overcome this reading problem.

Dyscalculia

Dyscalculia is a type of specific learning disability where the indindual experiences

difficulties relating to mathematics. According to Ramaa and Gowramaa (2002) a fac"tor
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analysis of mathematical abilities and detailed psychological analysis of disorders of mathe

matical functions of the brain in adults showed clearly that mathematical ability itself is not

simple 2nd compact, and if any ofits component abilities are unevenly developed and some

areas are severely impaired, then there will be a disorder in calculation ability and that is

dyscalculia. So dyscalcuJia is a learning disability where an individual has difficulty in per

forming calculations.

The mathematical calculations C2n be linked with both a reading disorder and

spelling disorder, these disorders may often overlap. DyscalcuJia may have a genetic origin

or it could be acquired in prenatal development. Ramaa 2nd Gowramaa (2002) describe two

independent studies in India for identifYing 2nd classifYing children with dyscalcuJia in pri

mary schools, the "primary factors responsible for difficulty in mathematics were cognitive

deficient development, poor linguistic competence; neuropsychiatric problems, minimal

brain damage (MBD), Asperger's Tourettet's syndrome 2nd dyscalculia." The paper also

mentions dyslexic difficulties, reading difficulties, 2nd inappropriate teaching methods as

secondary factors for poor mathematics performance. The research revealed that children

who were identified with dyscalcuJia also e>:perienced reading 2nd writing problems. The

ability to read well is of utmost impottance because it influences all other areas of learning,

including mathematics.

Ramaa and Gowr.unaa (2002) state some of the following important observations

made by the earlier investigators with regard to the factors associated with dyscalculia.

Some of these factors are as follows:

• There may be difficulty in the retrieval of number facts and the ability to

solve story problems, thus indicating a deficiency in two areas of mathe

matical cognition.

• Individuals may use preliminary calculation strategies such as counting

",-ith fingers, and counting errors, which may last for a longer period of

time.

• There may be a persistence of fact-retrieval deficits throughout the pri

mary school stage.
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• Fact-retrieval deficits may be apparent in children attributed to general de

ficiencies in the speed of processing infonnation.

• The mathematically disabled children continued to have difficulty across

different grades at the primary school stage in story-problem-solving skills

involving change, equalizing, combining and comparing ofnumbers.

• Individuals that experience difficulty in mathematical calculations may

have problem in information-processing skills such as attention deficits,

visual spatial deficits, auditory processing difficulties, memory problems

and motor disabilities.

• Individuals experience difficulty or delay in conservation, seriation and

classification aspects of cognitive development among dyscalculics.

• Mathematically disabled children experience extra stress, an.xiety and de-

presslon.

• ","ot all individuals who experience reading disorders necessarily have seri

ous arithmetic disability.

• Dyscalculia frequently occurs concurrently with reading and spelling dis

orders.

• Subtle cognitive defiats in symbolic or representational thinking, tempo

ral-sequential organization, verbal memory, and the rate of verbal proc

essing may underlie language deficits in children. Some of these verbal

cognitive deficits also have been implicated as possible causes of certain

arithmetic difficulties.

When identif)mg learners with dyscalculia, it is also necessary to take into consid

eration additional difficulties in reading or writing for the purpose of diagnosis of neuro

psychological factors, specific to mathematical difficulties and remediation. When assisting

learners with dyscalculia in the classroom situation all the related factors should be taken

into consideration, and a systematic procedure of recognizing dyscalculia can be applied.
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Weaknesses associated with problem conceptualization and the execution of calculation

strategies is usually detected. So the application of mathematical rules in solving a problem

or performing calculations becomes a hurdle to a dyslexic learner. Regardless of the cul

tures, traditions, location or language spoken mathematics is everywhere, and is known as n

universal symbolic language that unites people globally, enabling humans to communicate

and relate quantity in all aspects of life. The application ofnwnber skills to solve daily prob

lems is essential. Mathematical conceptualization, logic, reason and analysis are all part of

the process. Thus it is clear that the universal problem of dyscalculia cannot be ignored for

our learners to succeed.

Apraxia

According to Lewis et aL (2004) apraxia is a general linguistic disorder where indi

viduals have difficulty in syllable sequencing and nonsense word repetition. Childhood

apraxia of speech, speech-sound disorder, and language disorder are linked. Children with

apraxia also experience articulation, and spelling difficulties, and language problems. Lewis

et al. (2004) also states that "speech - motor programming difficulties may also contribute

to reading, writing and spelling difficulties. Children lacking the motor control to pro

nounce a word, either aloud or covertly; may have difficulty ",.jth segmentation task."

Children with apraxia have difficulty with speech-sound discrimination and analysis Speech

delays associated with apraxia are related to expressive language delays which in turn can be

part of a language processing delay that put these children at risk for language-based social

and academic problems. Thus these children e.xperience difficulties with reading, spelling

and writing.

Children ",~th childhood apraxia may have deficits in phonological representation

that are demonstrated by their inability to rhyme and to identifY syllables. There is a varia

tion in the symptoms that can be identified in learners with apraxia. The variation in the

symptoms is due to the age of the learner. Apraxia begins early in the speech-sound devel

opment of the indi.-idual. Some children have only speech-sound disorders, which can im

prove with speech therapy and remediation. Children with combined speech-sound and

language disorders also have later reading and writIng difficulties. Often the articulation

problems improve, but the language disorder persists as they grow older. These findings

were e.-ident according to Lew-is et aL (2004) in a studv of ten children who were clinicallv. ~
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diagnosed with childhood apraxia of speech, and were observed from the age of four to ten

years. Assessments included measures of articulation, diadochokinetic rates, language, read

ing, and spelling. The study also indicated that it is difficult to differentiate from childhood

apraxia of speech and other fonns of speech-language impainnent in preschool children; it

is possible to distinguish children with childhood apraxia of speech from children with iso

lated speech-sound disorders. Diagnosis should therefore be based on analysis of conversa

tional speech-sound error patterns and observations of motor speech production. Caution

is required to avoid a premature diagnosis of apraxia because apraxia becomes more appar

ent with age since the child's speech becomes more defined, and the errors can be easily

identified. To assist learners with apraxia the therapy should include phonic awareness,

spelling and pre-reading skills development exercises. Learners with apraxia have a weak

ness in syllable segmentation and sequeneing skills; therefore the teaching of spelling skills

is very important. The diagnoses and symptoms of childhood apraxia of speech in learners

is a challenge because there is insufficient research available on this disorder.

Scaffolding

Scaffolding refers to the identification of early reading behavior that can predict

later reading success. Reading abilities can be correlated with scaffolding errors identified at

an early age. According to Savage et aL (2001) "Identification of patterns of early reading

behavior that predict later reading success is clearly important. Reading errors of6-year-olds

represent a source of such early assessment information, but their significance as predictors

of later reading is unkno"m." A study of 6 and 8 year old children investigated the relation

ship between word reading errors at the age of 6 and accurate word reading at the age of 8,

and concluded that "Scaffolding errors represent a significant qualitative indicator of later

word reading success." Analyzing errors made in reading continuous text in tenns ofpossi

ble syntactic, semantic and orthographic inHuences have become common tools of literacy

assessment. Phonological awareness and the skill of decoding and recoding of words are

essential for Huent reading.

According to Savage et al. (2001), some longitudinal studies ofword reading errors

have attempted to investigate which kinds of reading errors are most strongly correlated

","ith the success of reading development. Twenry-three 4-year-olds were followed over 18

months into their early school careers. Scaffolding errors which accurately represented the
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initial and final letters but not the vowels of words, such as 'bat' for 'boat' were positively

correlated with accurate word reading ability, whereas other responses such as non

phonological errors such as 'milk' for 'lorry' were not correlated witch accurate word reading

ability in the study. Single word reading errors can thus be related to both phonological er

rors and non-phonological errors. _<\nalyses of the study revealed that even when measured

reading ability at the age 6 was entered in the first step of analyses, scaffolding errors still

accounted for significant variance in word reading, suggesting that such errors are good

predictors of subsequent reading ability. The study also confirmed that scaffolding errors

were not simply an alternative measure of serial decoding skills. Scaffolding errors were

found to explain unique variance in word reading even after a measure of decoding skills

was first entered into. Early use of scaffolding errors might therefore be expected to play a

necessary role in later accurate word reading ability.

Scaffolding can be used in identifYing reading errors early and qualitatively to evalu

ate the existence of productive word recognition processes and thus provide direction to

remedy, and intervention exercises to assist the learners to read both fluently and with accu

racy as they progress each year to a higher level in their school career.

Summary

In this chapter the researcher discussed reading problems such as dysle.xia, dyscalcu

lia, and apraxia, and the identification of the symptoms of these specific reading problems.

Scaffolding was also explained indicating how it can assist in identifYing reading errors at an

early age, so that learners can be helped to overcome identified reading errors. Scaffolding

reveals that errors in reading identified early can predict later reading success. The main rea

sons for reading problems are related to auditory perception difficulties, visual perception

difficulties and ineffective reading instruction.•<\n intensive phonic driven program can im

prove reading achievements, comprehension levels and language processing difficulties

tremendously.
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Chapter 7

REsEARCH ME1HODOWGY AND FIELD WORK

Introduction

In the previous chapter reading problems and their possible causes and symptoms

were explained. In this chapter the researcher will outline the procedure that was adopted to

conduct the research and how the fieldwork was conducted among learners from all exit

phase levels, that is grades 3, 6, 9, and 12, and their parents in the eThekwini region. The

rationale behind the organization of the questionnaire that was used, and how access to re

spondents at particular schools was gained and how, the actual fieldwork was conducted

with the learners by allowing the management and educators at the various schools to act as

fieldwork facilitators. This chapter will begin by listing some critical questions that this re

search will attempt to answer.

Critical questions

The critical questions that need to be addressed by this research study are as fol-

lows:

• Does a reading culture exist in the homes of the learners?

• What kind of entertainment and e,,:tracurricular activities are the

learners involved in?

• What impact does the entertainment and estracurrieular activities

chosen by the learners have On their reading skills?

• Is Outcomes-based Education the cause of the serious reading

problems that exist today?

• What role does intrapersonal and interpersonal communication play

in the reading process?
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• What major factors contribute to South African learners experienc

ing problems with spelling and the reading ofnon technical to tech

nieal levels of complexity?

Research methodology and Selection ofrespondents

The research consisted of an empirical survey of the respondents' reading skills by

means of a questionnaire. Each respondent was asked to report on matters such as their

personal reading habits, the culture of reading in their homes, and their extracurricular and

entertainment habits. Individual results were quantified in the Statistical program SPSS 11.5.

The researcher constructed a database with all the questions, and set up a coding system of

the possible responses in order to capture and anaiyze the data received. In order to process

the data received, each respondent was allocated a specific respondent code, which was

used by the researcher to capture and process the data collected from the responses to each

question in the questionnaire. Various sets of responses will be compared and anaiyzed by

means of the tables and graphs. The quantitative analysis was done after the extraction of

the tables and graphs using SPSS 11.5.

The schools were selected randomly to include respondents who were learners in

grades 3, 6, 9, and 12, since these are the exit grades of each phase. The parents of these

learners were also given the opportunity to give their responses regarding factors that im

pacted on the reading skills of their children. Respondents that were selected to participate

in this research included respondents from the many different ethnic groups, diverse cul

tures, and the various socio-economic statuses that presently exist in the region.

Fieldwork protocols and the actual fieldwork

The researcher sought the assistance of her supervisor to facilitate correspondence

","ith the KZN Department of Education to obtain permission to conduct research among

learners at the exit levels of each phase in a number of different schools in the eThebmi

region. This letter is presented in Addendum 3.

The follo"'mg protocol procedures were e..xecuted which ensured the success of the

fieldwork thar was conducted.
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• The researcher designed and formuIated questionnaires for each grade of

learners that were tested. Questionnaires for these learners' parents were

also appropriately formulated.

• A correspondence letter from my supervisor seeking permission to conduct

the research in schools in the eThekwini region was sent to the KZN De

partment ofEducation.

• The sample questionnaires for the different groups of respondents were

also submitted to the KZN Department of Education for approval.

• W'hen a positive response was received from the KZN Department of

Education Oetter of approval from KZN Department of Education is at

tached in addendum 4), the researcher made specific appointments to meet

personally with the principals of the chosen schools. The researcher ap

proached the principals of the various schools of the selected respondents

with the necessary documentation from the KZ"'! Department of Educa

tion to conduct the research, and also discussed the research purpose and

procedure.

Specific days, times and proper procedures to conduct the research were negoti

ated with the principals so that normal instruction times of learners was not disrupted.

They were also assured of complete confidentiality. The appropriate number of ques

tionnaires for both the learners and their parents were given to the principals or their

designated management member of staff. The researcher esplained the procedure of

how the questionnaires needed to be filled in so .that valid and accurate statistics could

be maintained. The learners completed the questionnaires under the direct supervision

of the educators in the classroom Educators were asked not to assist or influence the

response of the learners in any way. Completed questionnaires were collected by the

educators as soon as the learners had completed filling in their individual responses.

Learners were then given the parent questionnaires to hand over to their parents, and

they were asked to return the completed questionnaires to the educators the neA1: day.

Some principals voluntariIy sent their Q';.vn covering letters to the parents ",-ith the ques

tionnaires, encouraging their participation. The researcher then collected the com-
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pleted questionnaires from the schools by appointment. The researcher sent a written

note of thanks to the principals, staff, leamers and their parents for their participation,

support and assistance in complering the questionnaires.

The questionnaires

Questionnaires were prepared for learners in each specific grade and their parents

according to their own level of understanding. The same line of thought and reasoning

were utilized for each question asked in all the grades. Where specific responses pertaining

to only a particular grade were required to be investigated, and then those questions ap

peared at the end of the questionnaire of that particular grade only. The parent question

naires were correlated with the learners' questionnaires with a similar pattern of questions,

and a few added questions relating specifically to parents were included. All questionnaires

began with a note to the respondents, explaining how the questionnaire should be filled in,

and emphasized that their participation was voluntary, and that all responses were confiden

tial.

To set the appropriate frame of mind for the voluntary completion of the question

naire under relaxed conditions, a naive graphic of a happy educator surrounded by equally

happy learners (-©©©@©©©-) end the orientation notes. This graphic psychologically

restores the self-esteem, and helps the respondent to feel at ease, acknowledged, and em

powered to assist. The graphic suggests an unforgettable bond that exists among them, an

environment, and an educator e,ery educator desires and strives to achieve in his or her

classroom. The graphic also appears at the conclusion if the questionnaire to end with a

sense of fulfillment and a contentment.

The first page of the grades 3, 6, and 9 questionnaires followed the same format,

with the grade only being changed. On the second page the learners were given two prac

tice questions, which were followed by request for permission to use the research. The

practice questions set the tone and procedure that needed to be followed for the responses

to the questions that followed. The content of the practice questions were not related to the

actual research. Participants were again assured of confidentiality ,-"l1en their permission to

USe their answers in the research was sought. Questions 1 to 7 required personal informa

tion regarding the respondent such as their grade, age, and gender.
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The purpose of questions 1 to 7 was to fucilitate responses to assist in analyzing the

demographic pro@e ofthe respondents. The researcher was able to collect information re

g.rrding the grade, the age, and the gender of the respondent from responses to questions 2

to 5. Question 6 informed the researcher of the number of siblings in each respondent's

family. Question 7 indicated who the respondent lived with. The purpose of question 6 and

7 was to assist in providing information about the family, since the £unily is a focal compo

nent of the social structure of humanity that plays an important part in impacting on the

readi.l.g culture in the home of the respondents. Questions 8 to 12 that followed gave in

sight into the socio-economic status of the respondents, the type of reading material that

was available at home, and how often they read such available material. Questions 13 to 15

revealed information about the reading habits of the respondents, and also included ques

tions regarding how often the respondents had borrowed and read books from the school

and public libraries.

It is important for this study to note the type of entertainment that the respondent

engaged in and how often the respondents were involved in such entertainment, so that this

can later be correlated to his/her reading habits. Questions 16 to 18 made provision for

such responses. The questions posed here investigated the habits of respondents with re

gard to television viewing and other extracurricular activities that they were involved in

throughout the week. Questions 19 to 22 were intended to provide the respondents prefer

ence of a book as a gift compared to other items. Responses to these questions viill indicate

to the researcher how important reading is to the respondent, and whether s/he valued

reading. Question 23 \vas a direct question related to reading which appeared as follows:

'Do you like to read?' Respondents were required to respond with either 'Yes' or 'No'.

The questions that followed provided the researcher ",-ith insight with regard to

the reading culture in the home of the learners. The reading habits and preferences of the

learners and their parents were required to closely exan"line whether any reading trends

were practiced in the homes. Children often follow the examples set by their parents, and

therefore specific questions were concerned with the reading habits of the parents. The pur

pose of these questions was to investigate the reading culture in the home, and how it

int1uenced the learners reading abilities. Responses to question 34 ",-ill indicate the int1u

ence of the grandparents in encouraging reading. Question 30 says ~~th whom do you

mostly watch television; The purpose of this question is to find out ",-ith whom the re-
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spondent spends his or her time, and whether slhe is supervised by family members

while watching television.

Question 37 allowed the respondent to assess his own reading ability. Self assess

ment plays a crucial role in the leamiog and teaching process. The responses to this ques

tion will also indicate the level of confidence the respondent has in his or her own reading

ability. This question the respondents could choose from good, satisfactory or poor. In the

grade 3 questionnaire these responses were accompanied with rubrics of happy to sad faces

to assist these younger learners with their responses.

Question 38 in the grade 12 questionnaire is as follows: 'Have you read all your set

works for this year?' The responses to this question is relevant since grade 12 is the final

year of schooling and reading of the set works will have a direct impact on the learners' re

sults to succeed in securing a good pass rate at the end of the year. Question 38 was

adapted in the grades 3, 6, and 9 questionnaires to correspond with their specific levels of

perfonnance. Question 38 appeared as follow in these questionnaires: 'How many books

have you read on your own for this year?' Respondents were required to pick one of the

followiogresponses: More than 20 books; 16 - 20 books; 11- 15 books; 6 - 10 books; 1 - 5

books; and None.

The purpose of questions 39 and 40 was to reveal the work status of the parents.

This is important because it will indicate the amount of time parents have available to assist

and promote reading in the home. The questionnaires for the grades 3, 6, and 9 learners

included two additional questions to identify the reading culture in the learning and teaching

situation at school. These questions (41 and 42), addressed the issue of how often teachers

read to the children, and how often the children read to their teacher in the classroom. The

respondents were once again thanked for their participation after the last question.

The parent questionnaires began with a note to the parents informing them of the

purpose and relevance of the survey, and how their responses would benefit both the edu

cation system and their children in the future. Parents were also infonned that this was a

voluntary survey, and that their participation was voluntary and the personal infonnation

derived via the questionnaires will be kept confidential. The parent questionnaire included

the request for permission to use their responses at the end of that questionnaire. This
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questionnaire also included 6 additional questions (41 to 46) to provide further insight into

the background of the respondents.

The responses were excellent. A total of 1600 completed questionnaires were re

ceived. Learners from six different schools participated in the survey. The names of the

schools are not revealed because confidentiality was assured to all participants, and is there

fore also not included in this dissertation. A personal record of this information was essen

tial to facilitate the retrieval of completed questionnaires. Samples of the Grades 3, 6, 9, 12

and the parent questionnaires are included in the addendum 1.

The information received via the questionnaires was captured to form a database

using the computer programme SPSS 11.5. This is how the data base was constructed.

SPSSIL5

SPSS 11.5 is a statistical analysis database programme. By pressing the AIt and

Print screen buttons at the same time, snap shots of particular functions of SPSS 11.5 were

taken and placed in Word, to help the reader better envisage how SPSS 11.5 was set up to

code the results.

Rows, columns and cells

SPSS 11.5 is a statistical analysis database organized in vertical columns and hori

zontal rows. Each colurrm contains the data for a particular question of the questionnaire.

Each row contains the total number of responses of a particular respondent as shown in

the SPSS 11 screen shot below. The rows and columns attribute what the researcher has

been testing for. The data is entered in the numeric codes 1 to 9, including O. The first col

umn is the respondent number, which represents the respondent in an anonymous way.

This was done because respondents were assured of confidentiality, and thus they were not

identified. The sum total of a respondent's responses makes up the total number of attrib

utes that reflect the respondent's overall response about the aspect that is being surveyed.

The point where a row and colurrm intercept is identified as a cell. Data is entered in a cell.

The data fur each respondent is entered one cell at a time, proceeding from left

to right. Each cell in the respondent row contains the respondent's particular response to

the attribute which is being tested in that particular column of the database.
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In the above image one can see the coding parameters for permission, grade,

schoo~ age gender, and so on. Responses were entered in numeric format that is 0 to 9. The

researcher used 0 as default places because they are not sum able.

Variable view and data view

The researcher set up the coding parameters for each survey item of the question

naire by right clicking on the column banner at the head of each colurrm, by then selecting

the Define Variable option, inclicating whether the question relates to a scalar, an ordinal or

a nominal measurement set of variables. One first fills in the Age label on the pane~ and

then Scale is clicked as the measurement unit before clicking on the Labels tab, as shown in

the image below:

Figure 36 below

indicates the variable view

11:1 11:1 3 1 :J

19 19 4 1 5
20 20 3 1 3
21 21 ' 1, 1 4,
~

• I ~ l\DiIla View " Variable View I
SPSS Proce5'sor is read)

of the database. Coding

parameters such as the

respondent ID number

for each respondent, age,

gender, school and for the

possible responses to questions are set up in the variable view mode.

Figure 35: The Data VieW in SPSS 11.5

'" Govindsdllly N Datdbdse - SPSS Ddtd Editor

- - - - - - -

~!!J.:J~~~~~~
Name I Type I Width IDecirrl Label r

1 rasp Numeric B 0 Respondent number r
2 age Numeric B 0 Your age {
3 gender Numeric B 0 Your gender I
4 reqv Numeric B 0 Your REQV revel {
5 quali Numeric B 0 Do you have foundation phase qualifi {
6 texpfp Numeric B 0 Teaching experience in foundation p {
7 texpop Numeric B 0 Teaching experience in any other ph {
8 retrain Numeric B 0 Attended workshop conducted by KZ {
9 facilij Numeric B 0 Trained as facil~ator 10 conduct work {

10 ethn Numeric B 0 Your ethnic group. {
11 nogr Numeric B 0 Total no. of grades in your school. (

Figure ;}): The variable view in SPSS 11.5
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ill Govindsamy N Database· S

- - - - -

~~~g.!d
Name I Type

1 resp INumeric

2 age 'Numeric
3 gender Numeric
4 reqv Numeric

5 quali Numeric

6 texpfp 'Numeric

7 texpop 'Numeric

8 retrain Numeric

9 facilit Numeric,
10 ethn Numeric
11 nogr Numeric

coding symbols that will

be used to encode each

The type cohunn in variable mode

The Type col-

umn ID Figure 38 indi- Fie E<i: View Data Transfonn •

cates the nature of the

3 Govindsamy N

- - - -

l2?lliiIleil~ ~
Name

1 resp

2 age

3 gender

4 reqv

5 quali

6 texpfp

7 texpop

8 retrain

9 facilit

10 ethn

11 nogr

FIgure 31: The Name
column

respondent's responses

in SPSS. As can be seen

from this figure the re

searcher used numeric codes (numbers 0-9, or combi

nations of them) to represent the responses that re

spondents indicated on their questionnaire. When one

The name cohunn in variable model

The name colunm gives the short hand name for each of the

Fie BM: View Data question elements to be coded into SPSS 11.5. It appears in

the abbreviated form, and gives an indication ofwhich ques

tions or statements appear in the questionnaire. For example,

'resp' represents the colunm for the respondent nwnber.

clicks on any cell under the Type column, the Vari

able Type selection box opens up, allowing one to se

lect most appropriate type of variable to translate the

response to data.

Figure 38: The type column in vai
able mode
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spaces, then 1 will be represented by 1. If

one selects 1 decimal space, then 1 will

be represented by a number foUowed by

a fraction, for example, '1.0'. If two deci

mal spaces are chosen, then it will appear

as '1.00'. If for e.xample when one is

working with currency, then the whole

number will be foUowed by 2 decimals,

as in 10 doUars, $10.00

Numeric B D

Numeric B 0
Numeric 8 0

Numeric a 0
Numeric a 0
Numeric a 0
Numeric la 0
Numeric B- 0
Nume;;C- -a- 0
Numeric---a 0

'Numeric a 0

Name

4 re'!'"

3 gender

1 resp

2 age

5 quali

10 ethn

~!!J.::::.I ~~~m J
T Type I Width 10ecirr

§ GovindSilmy N Database - SPSS Data Editor

L_~11~nogr

1-_...:6::1texpfp
1-_...:7:..jtexpop

1---_...:8~ retrain
9 facilrt

The width and decimals columns in variable mode

The width column defaults to eight

spaces. Decimals relate to how many

decimal spaces there will be after the

numeraL If one selects '0' decimal

FlQUre 39: Selling up the column width and nurroer of
decimal spaces

The label column in variable mode

In the Label column, the questionnaire elements are typed in exactly as they ap

pear in the questionnaire. So the text will appear e.xactly as it appears in the database.

~ GOVilldsdllly 1'1 DatdbdSe SPSS Odtd [dilur

-
~~.:J =.J.!dJ!j.!!J~ CI;I;I~~

>= Name T Type -I WodIhloec~ ~bel I
1 resp Numeric 8 0 Respondent number I
2 age Numeric 8 0 Your age {
3 gender Numeric 8 ~D-

Your gender {
4 re'!'" Numeric 8 0 Your REQV '".,,1 {
5 quali Numeric 8 0 Do you have fo'Jndation phase qualifi {
6 texpfp Numeric a 0 Teaching experience in foundation p {
7 texpop Numeric 8 0 Teaching experience in any other ph {
8 retrain Numeric 8 0 Attended workshop conducted by KZ {
9 facilrt Numeric 8 0 Tramed as facilitator to conduct work: {

10 ethn Numeric 8 0 Your ethnic group {
11 nogr Numeric 8 0 Total no. of grades in your school. {

Figure 40: The label column in vaiable mode
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Figure 41: Setting up the values colurm

~~
3 label Values [

Respondent number None J

I Your age {I. 20-31 yearsI
Your gender {I, Female}... I
Your REOV 1...,1 {I, REOV 11 8,1
Do you have foundation phase qualifi {I, Yes}... I
Teaching experience in foundation p lO, O=Oyears}.. J

Teaching experience in any other ph IO,O=O Years}. I
Attended workshop conducted by KZ{I, Yes}... I
Trained as facilitator to conduct work {1, Yes}.. I
Your ethnic group. {I, Black}... I
Total no. of grades in your school. {I, 1-2 Classe 1

The values column in variable mode

For every response tested, a cod-
Ities ....- tloi>ing parameter has to be set up in the val-

ues column. It can include a simple re

sponse such as YES/NO, or a scale or it

can take the fonn of categories such as the

racial group or the gender of the respon

dent. One fills in the age coding parame

ters by typing "Your age" in the Variable

Label slot and then one bv one stipulating

the age variables. One for instance defines

the "1 = 8 -10" years variable by first typ-

ing "1" into the Value slot, and then typ

ing "8 - 10 years" in the Value Label slot.

After clicking on the Add tab the coding parameter 1 = 8-10 years appears as the fIrSt item

on the coding parameter list. A sample of this is provided in Figure 42 below.

Value Labels ?~
-VoIue lllbels,------------

Valye:

VoIul' lllbet

OK

[--J I
~ '0;" I

'::.e : e I

1·"8-10yeers'
2="11 -13years"
3 ="14-16yems"
4· l jJ••

5., ·spoilt response-

Help

FlQure 42: Value labels

One follows the same procedure, by setting up the coding parameters for each at

tribute item on the quesrionnaire as a column in the database. The SPSS database contains

52 columns; the first column for the numeral identifies each respondent anonymously. The

52"" column was added to idenrify the responses of learners from those of the parents.
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Selecting the appropriate measure for the type ofdata

There are only three types of measures. They are Nominal, Ordinal and Scale. The

scale of measurement will dictate the statistical procedures that will be used in processing

the data. According to Leedy (1997) when nominal measurement is used data is usually re

stricted or limited. For example when we measure gender, we divide into two groups,

namely, male or female. Ordinal measurement is used where various pieces of data are

brought together and ranked in either higher or lower values than each other. A scale is

used to achieve inferential analysis. A scale has equal units of measurement, where a mean

can be determined. The figure below indicates the three types of measurement.

_S-j-="'7.,-_--+~_,M,.ce--a--s-u-re-~JNominal
Scale

Rgure 43: The three types of measurement

Tables and graphs

To export tables and graphs from SPSS 11.5 to Microsoft word the researcher had

to go to Analysis, click on tables, and then go to general tables. Click on the selected vari

able to be analyzed. The gender variable is used to illustrate the procedure as an example.

Once the variable is chosen, click On the arrow to place in space designated foe rows, it

then says define cell, and then, click on Insert total, click edit statistics. Click on Table per

centage, then click on add, click on continue, and finally click on OK There are two tables

below. The first table in Figure 44 is a complete table I;\lith the count figures and table per

centages. The second table that is represented in Figure 45 is the edited version of the first

table in Figure x. There are two tables below. The first table, figure 44 is a complete table

with the count figures and the table percentages as shown below. The second table below is

an edited version of the first table.
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Count Table %
gender of female 873 54.6%
learner male 724 45.3%

spoilt response 1 .1%
no response 2 .1%

Total 1600 100.0%

Figure 44: AA exanple of acomplete table

To derive at the second table, the researcher had to delete the words 'gender of

learner' in the first column. The second table was used to construct the bar graph in figure

46.

Count Table %
female 873 54.6%
male 724 45.3%
spoilt response 1 .1%
no response 2 .1%

Total 1600 100.0%

FlQUre 45: AA example of an edited table

To create the graph below the researcher selected the percentages for the responses

in the edited table by highlighting the first four rows in the percentage column and right

clicked, a dialogue box then appears where the researcher selected and clicked on 'create

graph' to produce the graph in figure 46 which follows:
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54....

Figure 46: Exanple of Bar graph

Summary

In this chapter the researcher stated the research methods that were employed to

conduct the empirical research regarding factors relating to and influencing reading among

learners in South African schools. The researcher also provided insight with regard to the

respondent selection. The protocols that were followed regarding the fieldwork were out

lined, and how the actual fieldwork was conducted. The designs of the questionnaires were

also outlined. The statistical program SPSS 11.5 was explained and how it was implemented

to capture the data received by means of the questionnaires. In the next chapter the re

searcher will report and interpret the results of the research that were obtained using the

statistical program SPSS 11.5.
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Chapter 8

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Introduction

In the last chapter the researcher discussed the research methodology, the proce

dures for the field work, and the actual field work for disseminating and retrieval of the

questionnaires. The use of the computer prognunme SPSS 11.5, which was utilized to cap

ture, analyze and interpret the data., was also explained. In this chapter the researcher will

report, analyze, and interpret the results of the research that were obtained via the ques

tionnaires using the statistical program SPSS 11.5.

Demographic profile

The survey included learners from all four phases at the exit grade levels. The age

of the 1== in the different grades that were surveyed is as follows: Grade 3, 8 to 10

years, grade 6, 11 to 13 years, grade 9, 14 to 16 years, and grade 12, 17 to 19 years. Provision

was also made for learners who were 20 years and older. The number of respondents that

participated in the survey in each ofthese age groups is shown in the table below.

Count Col %
age of 8 10 years 562 35.1%
learner 11-13years 416 26-0%

14 -16 years 402 25.1%
17 -19 years 213 13.3%
20 years and more 4 .3%
no response 3 .2%

Total 1600 100.0%

Figure 47: Table reflecting the age of the learners

The table above indicates that a total of 1600 respondents willingly participated in

the survey. This further indicates the high level of confidence displayed by the respondents

in participating in the survey. There is also a good balance of 1== from the different

grades that participated in the survey. The questionnaire allowed the researcher to gain

knowledge of the gender of the participants which is provided in the graph below.
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The nwnber of males compared to the nwnber of females that partook in the research is

clearly shown in the graph that follows.

54.6%

Rgure 48: Grap/l reffecting the percentage of gender responses

There are a slightly lower percentage of males compared to the nwnber of females

that participated in the survey. However the slight difference in the nwnber of male partici

pants compared to the nwnber of female participants does not impact on the overall results

of the survey, and therefore this disparity will be overlooked in this study.

Participants were included from the various socio-economic groups to provide a

fair assessment of the many fuctors that were being researched. These socio-economic

groups included the lower class, the lower middle class, the middle class, the upper middle

class, and the upper class. This table below indicates the nwnber and the percentage of par

ticipants in the various socio- economic groups.
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Count Col %
type of lower class 340 21.3%
school lower middle class 716 44.8%

middle class 130 8.1%
upper middle class 219 13.7%
upper class 195 122%

Total 1600 100.0%

FlQUre 49: Table reffecting !he type of schools paticipated in !he
survey

The socio-economic status was detennined by the neighbourhood, in which the

school was situated, and by taking into consideration the economic and social factors that

influenced the community surrounding the school and its learners. The participants also

included learners from all the various racial groups. The respondents also indicated who

took care of them and their physical needs, by stating with whom they lived, as shown in

the table below.

Count Col %
caretaker mother and father 924 57.8%

mother 396 24.8%
father 69 4.3%
grandparents 96 6.0%
sisterl brother 31 1.9%
aunt 41 2.6%
neighbours 1 .1%
spoilt response 32 2.0%
no response 10 .6%

Total 1600 100.0%

Figure 50: Table reflecting !he C<l"etakers of !he learners

Almost 58% (924) of the learners came from two parent families. About 25%

(396) of the learners live with their mothers only. In total about 29 % that is 465 of the

learners come from single parent families. 96 learners live with their grandparents. While 41

learners live with their aunt, and 31 of the learners were taken care ofby either their brother

or sister. There were 32 spoilt responses. This could be an indication that these learners

were either confused as to whom really took care of them either because of the large num

ber of members in the household or that they were taken care of by different members of

the family due to the changes of the family structures in today's families, because of the
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change of the maritill status of the parents or because of the death ofboth the learners par

ents. In many homes both parents need to seek employment because of the economic and

financial strains on families. Respondents indicated in the next two figures below whether

their mum or dads were employed. Figure 51 tells US how many of the mothers go to work.

Count Col %
does your yes 703 43.9%
mum go to no 370 23.1%
work? spoilt response 5 .3%

no response 5 .3%
not applicable 517 32.3%

Total 1600 100.0%

Rgure 51: Table reflecting !he how many murns go to work

Figure 52 below states how many fathers go to work.

Count Col %
does yes 855 53.4%
your dad no 196 12.3%
go to spoilt response 6 .4%work?

no response 23 1.4%
not applicable 520 32.5%

Total 1600 100.0%

Rgure 52: Table reflecting how many fathers go to work

From figures 51 and 52 it can be noted that a large number of parents are em

ployed. _AJrnost 44% (703) of the mothers have to go to work and just over 53% (855) of

the fathers go to work. Just over 12% (196) of the fathers are not at work and just over

23% (370) of the mothers do not go to work. From the next table the researcher is able to

identify how many of the respondents have a radio at home.

Count Col %
do you have yes 1513 94.6%
a radio at no 81 5.1%
home? spoilt response 5 .3%

no response 1 .1%
Total 1600 1000%

Figure 53: Table reffecting the number of Je<mers that have a
radio at home.
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The figure above shows that almost 95 % (1513) of the learners have a radio at

home. The table below indicates the number ofrespondents that have a computer at home.

Count Col %
do you have yes 618 38.6%
a computer no 976 61.0%
at home? spoilt response 4 .3%

no response 2 .1%
Total 1600 100.0%

Rgure 54:Tlille rellecting the number of Ie::rners that have ac0m

puter at home

There are a large number of respondents who do not have access to a computer at

home. The statistics reveal that 61 % (976) of the respondents do not have computers,

while almost 39 % (618) have computers at home. The learners were asked the question,

"Do you read hooks at home?" Their responses are revealed in the next table.

Count Col %
do you read yes 1339 83.7%
books at no 255 15.9%
home? spoilt response 4 .3%

no response 2 .1%
Total 1600 100.0%

Rgure 55: Table reflecting the whether Ieaners read books at
home

The table above indicates that ma;ority that is almost 84 % (1339) of the respon

dents has access to and read hooks at home. Almost 16 % (255) do not read books at

home. From figures 53 to 55 it is dear that radios and books are more accessible to the re

spondents at home than computers. The use of computers, radios, hooks and the television

involve listening, viewing and reading skills. These skills are also essential in the reading

process to develop successful and fluent readers.
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Perceptual profile

In order to gain insight into understanding of the levels of the reading skills of the

learners at the different grade levels, it is important to examine whether they read at home,

and from what source reading material is available to them. From figure 55 above it has

been noted that most of the respondents have books at home. Learners generally obtain

books from either the school or public libraries. The figures that follow enlighten us in this

regard. Respondents indicated how often they borrowed and read books from the school

library in figure 56 below.

Ihow often do you borroW and read books from the school ~brary?
often

• sometimes

never

Figure 56: Pie~h retlecting the perrentage of Iea-ners that borrow books from the school
libraries

It is ahmning to note that just over 50 % (826) of the learners never borrow and

read books from the school libraries. About 29 % (466) sometimes borrow books from the

school libraries, and only just over 20 % (325) of the learners often borrow and read books

from the school libraries. There could be various reasons why these Statistics are so shock-
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ing. It is possible that the learners do not have access to the school libraries, or that the

school envirorunent oflearning and teaching does not uphold the view that reading is a pri

ority in our education system any more. The school libraries should be the driving instru

ment in the promotion of the culture ofreading in every schoo~ and in each learner.

The next figure shows how often the learners borrow and read books from the

public libraries.

how often do vou borrow and read books from the Ol b1ic librarY?
often sometimes never Isooilt resoonse no resoonse

grade 3fp Count 150 233 180 3 3
level Col % 26.4% 40.9% 31.6% .5% .5%

6ip Count 96 224 81 8
Col % 23.5% 54.8% 19.8% 2.0%

9sp Count 65 228 122 1
Col % 15.6% 54.8% 29.3% .2%

12 fet Count 42 132 32
Col % 20.4% 64.1% 15.5%

Total Count 353 817 415 12 3
Col % 22.1% 51.1% 25.9% .8% .2%

Rgure '51: Table rellecling how oflen Ieaners borrow ood read books from the public libraries

In to~ only about 22 % (353) of the learners often borrow and read books from

the public libraries, while about 51 % (817) sometimes borrow and read books from the

public libraries, and about 25 %(415) of the learners never borrow and read books from the

public libraries. The highest percentage, just over 2fj percent (150) of learners that often

borrow and read books from the public libraries is found in the Foundation Phase. They

are closely followed by the Intermediate Phase (IP) with about 23 % (96) of learners who

often borrow and read books from the public libraries. Senior Phase (SP) has the lowest

percentage of learners that utilize books from the public libraries. Just over 20 % (42) of

learners in the Further Education and Training (FE1) Phase often borrow and read books

from public libraries. The public libraries are the focal centers that can promote and en

courage reading, not only among learners, but in the community as a whole. With regard to

the learners' usage of this facility, much depends on the role played by the parents or care

givers in encouraging and inculcating good reading habits in the learners at home.
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Grade 12 learners have to read the prescribed books for the year in order to be

able to answer questions at the end of the year to achieve a good to average result in Eng

lish to secure a pass in that grade. When the grade 12 learners were asked whether they had

read the prescribed literature they responded in the following manner.

Have you read your setworks for the year?

161

Figure 58: Ba gr~ reflecting the number of grOOe 12 learners that reOO the
prescribed books for the yea

There were 206 grade 12 learners that participated in the survey. According to the

graph above, 161 of the learners stated that they read the prescribed set books for the year,

while 41 learners stated that they did not read the prescribed books, and 4 of the learners

indicated that they were not sure whether they had read the prescribed books for the year.

Almost 22% of these grade 12 learners indicated that they had not read the prescribed

books on which they were going to be shordy tested upon. It must be noted that this ques

tionnaire was completed by respondents just before the final metric examinations. So a

large number of learners had written their literature papet in the trial examinations without
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reading the prescribed books for the year. It is thus clear from the statistics above that a

large number of learners have not developed the love of reading or the culture of reading

after going through 12 years of the schooling system. This is a matter ofgreat concern be

cause it raises serious questions with regard to the education system, especially since these

learners are to become our future parents and teachers for the generations ahead.

One way in which parents or caregivers can motivate and encourage their children

is to read is by setting the example by reading to the child regularly, or even daily ifpossible.

The table below helps us to note how active parents are in this regard.

Count Col %
how often does everyday 165 10.3%
your mum or on some days 843 52.7%
dad read a never 582 36.4%
story to you?

spoilt response 7 .4%
no response 3 .2%

Total 1600 100.0%

Figure 59: Table reflecting how often paents read to the~ chidren

The above table clearly indicates that very few parents, only about 10 % (165), are

reading to their children on a daily basis. About 53 % (843) are reading to their children on

some days and over 36 % (582) of the parents never read to their children at alL Wben the

learners were asked 'How often would you like your mum or dad to read to you?' this is

how they responded below:

Count Col %
how often would everyday 543 33.9%
you like your mum on50medays 705 44.1%
or dad to read a never 343 21.4%story to you?

spoilt response 5 .3%
no response 4 .3%

Total 1600 100.0%

Figure 60: Table reflecting the how often children lMJuld like their par
ents to read to them

Almost 34 % (543) of the learners responded positively by indicating that they

would like their parents to read to them every day. About 44 % (705) of the learners wanted

their parents to read to them on some days, while just over 21 % of the learners did not
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want their parents to read to them at all. So a total of78 % (33.9% plus 44.1%) 1248 of the

learners indicated that they wanted their parents to read to them. By having others reading

to them, can be of great benefit to the learners. Firstly, their listening skills can improve,

and secondly, learners will have an example to follow, of how to read or pronounce words

correctly, and most important of all a love for reading and a culture of reading will eventu

ally be developed in the home. Learners were also asked whether their grandparents read to

them. Their responses are shown below.

Do your grandparents read to you?

: 30.0%
::I
iii
> I

20.0%-

50.0% I

Rgure 61: Table reflecting when grandpmmls read to their grandchildren

Over 50 % (825) of the respondents showed that their grandparents never

read to them at all About 35 % (584) indicated that their grandparents read to them on

some days, and only about 10 % (173) stated that their grandparents read to them every

day. Grandparents can play an important role in assisting young ones to read since many

parents have to work due to the difficult economic situations that exists in many house

holds today. From the last four figures the researcher can deduce that the reading culture

in the homes of our learners is a matter of serious concem and needs to improve drasti-
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cally. Parents and guardians have to give more attention to not only setting a good ex

ample regarding proper reading habits, but they also need to read along with the child to

promote the culture of reading in the home. Reading activities must be pleasurable and

enjoyable experiences so that a love of reading can be developed in our cbildren.

In order to gain further insight into the reading culture of our learners, it is im

portant to examine what they are doing when they are not in schoo~ what extracurricular

activities they are involved in, and how much time do they allocate to such activities, and

what impact this has on the reading skills ofthe learners.

Count Col %
what do you like watching television 435 27.2%
doing best alter reading 200 12.5%
schoollwilh your playing games outside 261 16.3%
free lime every

playing computer games 105 6.6%weekday?
homework 236 14.8%
talking to neighbours 63 3.9%
something else 254 15.9%
spoilt response 19 1.2"A.
no response 2 .1%
personal study 25 1.6%

Total 1600 100.0%

Figure 62: Table reflecling !he activities learners engage in 00 week days

Figure 62 above provides responses to the question 'What do you like doing best af

ter school/with your free time every week day?' The respondents' were given a wide range

of activities to choose from so that they could reHect honestly how they spent their time.

Just over 27 % (435) of the respondents spent their time watching television. About 13 %

(200) of the respondents engaged in reading, just over 16 % (261) of them spent their time

playing outdoor games, and about 7 % (105) played computer games. From the given list of

activities most of the respondents watched television in their free time after school. Some

of the same activities were included as part of a list of activities to respond to the question,

'What do you like doing best with your free time during weekends? By comparing the re

sponses in figure 62 above and figure 63 below the researcher found that the number of re

spondents that spent their time watching television during the weekend dropped signifi

cantly to half the number, which is from just over 27 % to only 13 % (208). The number of
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respondents that engaged in activities such as reading, playing games outside, and playing of

computer games also dropped by more than half in all the cases examined.

Count Col %
what do you watching television 208 13.0%
like doing reading 105 6.6%
best with playing games outside 163 10.2%
your free
time dUring playing computer games 60 3.8%

weekends? going to the movies 125 7.8%
shopping 227 14.2%
spending time in the mall

158 9.9%with my friends
listening to the radio 100 6.3%
visiting friends or

280 17.5%relatives
something else 149 9.3%
spoilt response 20 1.3%
no response 5 .3%

Total 1600 100.0%

FlQUre 63: Table reflecting the activities leanersengage in during weekends

A fairly large number of learners spend their time On weekends shopping (227),

and visiting friends and relatives (280). The last two tables indicate that the learners as a

whole engage in a wide variety of activities in their free time after school each day and dur

ing the weekends. This is good since it promotes holistic development of the learners. Al

though the learners are involved in a variety of activities, they are not spending all their free

time engaging in them because the next table below provides evidence that majority of the

respondents are spending most of their free time watching television.

Count Col %
how long most of the day 312 19.5%
do you most of the
watch afternoons/evenings 598 37.4%
television some of the
each afternoons/evenings 616 38.5%
day?

not at all 63 3.9%
spoilt response 9 .6%
no response 2 .1%

Total 1600 100.0%

FlQUre 64: Table reflecting the time Ieaners spend watching television
each day
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Almost 20 % (312) of the learners watch television for most of the day. About 37

% (598) of the learners watch television for most of the afternoons and evenings each day.

By adding the two, that is those who watch television most of the day, and those who

watch television most of the afternoons and evenings, we arrive at almost 57 % of the re

spondents (910). Over 38 % (616) of the learners watch television on some of the after

noons and evenings. Only about 4 % (63) of the learners indicated that they do not watch

television at all. So it is dear that majority of the learners spend most of their time watching

television. Although there is nothing wrong with watching television, there has to be some

kind of balance in the way learners use their free time. The television, a technologically ad

vanced box can be a very useful learning and teaching tool in the home. Besides providing a

family with entertainment and a time for relaxation our learners can develop their general

knowledge and viewing, listening, reading and reasoning skills which are included as part of

the learning outcomes in the Revised National Curriculum, and have to be achieved at all

the different levels in the learners' school life. However proper supervision during television

watching and the selection ofthe type of programmes beingwatched can influence the kind

of benefits that can be derived from television viewing. Furthermore watching television

does not allow for any social interaction, and the statistics is dear that the learners are view

ing television most of the time. From this it can be deduced that there is very little emphasis

on actual reading in the home of the learners.

Correlation between demographic and perceptual profiles

Various aspects from the demographic profiles were correlated with aspects of the

perceptual profile of the respondents. The results are shown in the tables and graphs that

follow.
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How often do you read the newspaper at home?

Figure 65: Ba" graph reflecting the percentage of males and females that read
the newsp~ at home

The graph above reveals the number of females compared to the males that read

the newspaper at the various times in the week. From the above graph, it can be noted that

more than56 % (491) of the females read the newspaper on some days of the week while

almost 49% (354) of the males read the newspaper on some days of the week. Almost 26 %

(226) of the females and 30 % (217) of the males read the newspaper during the weekend.

About 17% (146) females and almost 20 % (143) of the males never read the newspaper at

alL So in total just over 18 % (290) never read the newspaper at home at all. The newspaper

is one of the most widely distnbuted sources of reading material available to the learners

both at school and at home. Learners have more free time available during the weekends,

and the above statistics reveal that fewer of the respondents that include both the males and

females read the newspaper during the weekend. When the respondents were asked

whether they read books at home, a similar pattern emerged regard to the reading habits of

females in comparison to the males. The results can be seen in the table below.
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aender of learner
female male sPOilt response no response

do you yes Count 767 569 1 2
read Col % 57.3% 425% .1% .1%
books at no Count 101 154home?

Col % 39.6% 60.4%
spoilt response Count 4

Col % 100.0%
no response Count 1 1

Col % 50.0% 50.0%
Total Count 873 724 1 2

Col % 54.6% 45.3% .1% .1%

Figure 66: Table reflecting the comparioon between males and females that read books at home

Just over 57 % (767) females 311d just over 42 % (569) males read books at home.

There are more males, (60% that is 154) th311 females (almost 40% that is 101) that do not

read books at home. By examining the statistics of the number of respondents who read the

newspaper 311d those who read books it C311 be stated that the female respondents read

more th311 the male respondents do. The table below also reveals that more females like to

read th311 males.
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Gender__Cot'llo

,_maleCot'llo

90.5'-

75.

III
~ 50.0-

~

25.0-

0.
yes

Do you like to read?

FIgUre 67: Ba- graph reflecting the percentage of males compa'ed to femaes that
like to reed

Over 90% of the female respondents indicated that they like to read, while only just

over 9 % of them stated that they did not like reading. Just over 77% of the males indicated

that they like to read, and over 22% of them stated that they do not like to read. Here again

there is a clear indication that females prefer to read more than the males. The learners were

asked to assess their own reading capabilities. The graph below gives us the results of their

responses by comparing the choices of males in comparison to the females.
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Figure 68: Ba graph rellecting self assessment of realing abitities of males
and females

Almost 70% of the females and almost 58 % of the males said that they were good

readers, while almost 28% of the females and 36 % of the males rated their reading as satis

factory. Just over 2% females and 5% males stated that their reading is poor. More females

than males claim that they are good readers. From these statistics it Can be deduced that the

females reflect a higher degree of self esteem and confidence in their reading capabilities

than their male counterparts. The male respondents are probably spending more of their

time by engaging in other activities. One such activity could include the use of a computer

as the graph below reveals that a higher percentage of males than females have access to a

computer at home.
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Figure 69: Ba" graph reflecting the percentage of females and males that have
computers

More than 42% (310) of the males have computers at home, and about 35 % (307)

of the females have computers at home. About 65 % (563) of the females do not have a

computer at home. Almost 57% (411) of the males do not have computers at home. So

more males respondents have access to computers at home than females. Engaging in ac

tivities on the computer does not necessarily mean'that the learners are not involved in

reading, because they have to read instructions and apply them to succeed in any given task

on the computer. TIlls is also required even when one is just playing a computer game. As

mentioned earlier on by e-xamining figure 64 it was noted majority of the learners spend

most of their time watching television. Leamers are occupied with technological products

such as computers and the television at home. This could be an indication that actual read

ing is not a priority in the homes of the learners. This conception can also be seen in the
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next figure where the learners were asked to respond to what they would like for a birthday

present. Their responses were correlated with the respondents' age.

what do VilU like best as abirthdav oresent from the followina?

a
computer something spoilt no

clothina a book came else resoonse resoonse
8 -10 yeCllS Count 177 112 184 87 1 1

Col %
31.5% 19.9% 32.7% 15.5% .2% .2%

11 -13 Count 171 49 102 90 4
years Col %

41.1% 11.8% 24.5% 21.6% 1.0%

14-16 Count 246 39 40 72 3 2
years Col %

61.2% 9.7% 10.0% 17.9% .7% .5%

17+ Count 149 9 21 37 1 1
Col %

68.3% 4.1% 9.6% 17.0% .5% .5%

no response Count 1 1
Col %

50.0% 50.0%

Count 744 210 347 286 9 4
Col % 46.5% 13.1% 21.7% 17.9% .6% .3%

F'9IJre: 70: A table reflecting what the respondents 6ked the best as abirthday present in correlation with
their age

In all age groups a book was the most unpopular choice as a birthday present. Almost

20% (112) of the 8 to 10 year old, almost 12 % (49) of the 11 to 13 year old, almost 10% (39) of

the 14 to 16 ye:u- old, and only 4% (9) of the respondents who were 17 years and older wanted a

book as a birthday present In total only 210 (13.1%) out of 1600 respondents preferred to have a

book as a birthday present. More than 46 % (744) of the respondents wanted clothing as a pre

sent and almost 22% of the respondents wanted computer games as a present. This indicates that

there is a great lack of the love of books in the learners, and thus majority of them would prefer

to engage in activities that would not include reading a book. The culture of reading must be in

culcated in our learners at a very early age by their parents at home so that the learners can love

and value reading. It is possible that parents feel that it is the responsibility of the teacher and the

school to teach the child to read, and they therefore neglect to instill good reading habits in their
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children at home. When learners were asked whether they had received a book as a present, this is

how they responded as shown in the table below.

have YOU eyer received a book as a lresent?

yes no sooilt resoonse no resoonse
age of 8 -10 years Count 322 235 3 2
learner Col % 57.3% 41.8% .5% .4%

11 -13 Count 266 150
years Col % 63.9% 36.1%
14-16 Count 161 239 2

years Col % 40.0% 59.5% .5%
17+ Count 113 105

Col % 51.8% 48.2%
no response Count 2

Col % 100.0%

Total Count 864 729 3 4
Col % 54.0% 45.8% .2% .3%

Rgure 71 : Table reflecting the number of lea"Tlers in the vaious age groups that received abook as
a present

The above table indicates that 54 % (864) of the learners did receive a book as a present at

some srnge of their lives, while over 46% \729) did not receive a book as a present at all. The

highest percenrnge of learners to receive books as a present was between the ages 11 and 13 years.

The next figure indicates at what part of the day parents read to their children. Their responses

were correlated with the grade level of the learners.

when does your mum or dad usuallY read to you?

no
at bed after alter spoilt respons
time school work never response e

grade 3fp Count 228 76 116 144 1 4
level Col % 40.1% 13.4% 20.4% 25.3% .2% .7%

6ip Count 118 51 127 110 3
Col % 28.9% 12.5% 31.1% 26.9% .7%

9sp Count 42 48 88 234 4
Col % 10.1% 11.5% 21.2% 56.3% 1.0%

12 fel Count 10 19 50 126 1
Col % 4.9% 9.2% 24.3% 61.2% .5%

Total Count 398 194 381 614 9 4
Col % 24.9% 12.1% 23.8% 38.4% .6% .3%

Rgure 72: Table reflecting when parents read to their children in each grade level
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The above table shows that some of the parents of learners from all the different grade

levels read to their children at bed time, after school or after work. About 40 % (228) of the

Foundation phase learners say that their parents read to them at bed time. As the learners advance

in grade level, the number ofparents that read to their children at bed time decreases drastically to

almost 29% (118) in the Intermediate phase, to about 10% (42) in the Senior phase, and eventu

ally to almost 5% (10) in the further Education and Training phase. It is alarming to note the

number of parents that never read to their children at all. Just over 25% (144) parents of learners

in the Foundation phase, almost 27% (110) parents of the learners in the Intermediate phase,

about 56% (234) parents of learners in the Senior phase, and just over 61% (126) parents of

learners in the Further Education and Training never read to their children at all In total more

than 38 'Yo (614) of the learners indicate that their parents do not read to them at any part of each

day. When examining the statistics with regard to the number of parents who do not read to their

children at all across the different grade levels, it can be noted that the percentage increases tre

mendously from just over 25% in the Foundation phase to over 61% in the Further Education

and Training phase. This could be an indication that parents may feel that it is not necessary to

take an interest in the reading activities of their children since the learners are older. Yet this is not

how the learners felt, because according to figure 60 mentioned earlier in this chapter 78 % of the

learners indicated that they would like their parents to read to them, showing that the learners

want their parents to interact with them when it comes to reading.

The graph below shows that majority of the learners in all the different age groups are not

actively involved in borrowing and reading books from the school libraries.
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Figure 73: Ba" graph reflecting the percentage of leaners in ea::h age group that
read books from the school library

Almost 47 % of the learners that are 8 to 10 years old (Foundation phase),

just over 27 % of the learners that are 11 to 13 years old (Intermediate phase), almost 71 % of the

learners that are 14 to 16 years old (Seniot" phase) and about 62 % of the learners that are 17 years

and older never borrow and read books from the school library. More learners from the Interme

diate phase than any other phase borrow and read books from the school library. More than 71 %

of the learners in the intermediate phase make use of the school library either often or at some

time. Learners that are 14 to 16 years old make the least use of the school library compared to

learners of the other age groups. Only about 5 % of the learners who are 14 to 16 years of age

borrow and read books from the school library often, and about over 26 % of them borrow and

read books from the school library sometimes. The learners from the higher age groups should by

this time period in their school life be used to a routine of visiting the school library regularly be-
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cause over the years they should have acquired this routine as an essential means of developing

their reading skills to become good and fluent readers. To the contrary the graph above does not

reveal this to be a reality in the schools, thus it could be stated that it is critical for all schools and

the KZN Department of Education to closely examine this aspect of the learning and teaching

component, since all schools involved in this survey do have library facilities.

Summary

In this chapter the researcher reported, analyzed, and interpreted the results of the re

search that was obtained via the questionnaires using the statistical program SPSS 11.5. The

demographic profile was reported, and then the perceptual profile was discussed. These were fol

lowed by a critical analysis of the comparison of various aspects from both the demographic and

perceptual profiles. The analysis of the results indicate that there is a lack of a culture of reading in

the home environment, and it is also alarming to see that the school environment is also doing

very little to promote and develop essential reading habits in our learners. Results also reveal that

learners would like adults to interact with them with regard to reading.
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Chapter 9

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Introduction

In the previous chapter the results were reported of the research that was obtained via the

questionnaires, analyzed, and interpreted, using the statistical program SPSS 11.5. In this chapter

the researcher will conclude by providing a prospective summary of the final chapter, followed by

a brief overview of the dissertation which will be discussed on the basis of the literature survey.

The researcher will then indicate to what extent she has been able to answer the critical questions

by means of her own empirical research. The researcher finally states various recommendations

that stem from this study for further research, and presents the final conclusion.

Prospective summary ofthe final chapter

In this, the final chapter of the dissertation the researcher concludes the study by provid

ing a brief overview of each chapter in the dissertation which was discussed on the basis 0 f the

literature survey. The researcher also indicates to what extent she was able to answer the critical

questions by means of her own empirical research, and she then finally stated a number of rec

ommendations that can be investigated for further research with regard to the reading skills of

South African learners. Reading between the lines became an essential part of analyzing and in

terpreting the results that the researcher documented in this study which is aptly entitled:

RRi\DING BETWEEN 1HE.LIN"ES

The conceptualbasis ofknowledge constmmon

A central aspect of this study is an in-depth analysis of the intimate relationship between

conceptualization, the production and decoding of speech sounds, and the relationship between

speech sounds and alphabetic symbols during the reading process - all ofwhich facilitate knowl

edge construction.
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A retrospective overview of the dissertation

In chapter one, the researcher set the scene for of the dissertation by stating the problems

regarding reading among learners in South African schools. Insight with regard to the research

design, the objectives and the research methodology implemented in conducting the study was

also provided. Information relating to the actual fieldwork and the protocols that were followed

was also stated The questionnaire design, data collection and processing was briefly outlined.

In chapter two the researcher discussed the key concepts relating to her research regarding

the conceptual basis of reading in knowledge construction that leads the way to the unfolding of

subsequent chapters so that the reader would have some sense of direction as to what to expect.

The key concepts defined were: reading and knowledge construction, conceptual blending, the

neurophysiology of reading, phonics and reading, and reading problems. The definition of key

concepts was followed by an extensive literature review from chapters' three to six in which the

researcher reviewed literature relating to specific aspects of the reading process as indicated be

low.

In chapter three the researcher discussed the cognitive basis of reading, which included an

explanation of the process of knowledge construction, conceptual blending, and conceptual cate

gorization in relation to the reading process.

In chapterjOur the researcher examined the neurophysiology of reading which provided in

sight for the interpretation of the empirical results that were resented in later in chapter 8. The

different components of the brain and their functions were discussed. The roles of the visual and

auditory inputs together with memory that make the process of reading possible were also ex

plained.

In chapterjive the relationship between speech sounds and the alphabets, as they are per

ceived by the brain, were examined, and how they impact on reading. The close relationship be

tween the complex reading process and writing was also discussed. The impact of phonology and

phonetics in reading was examined in great detail. Synthetic phonics, as an approach to harness

readers' subconscious knowledge of how speech sounds are combined to form words, and by

analogy, how letters are combined to form written words, was explained, revealing the valuable

contribution synthetic phonics could provide to accelerate the teaching of phonics and reading in
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the South African classrooms. A discussion of Labov's contribution to improve reading failure

using the IRM was included in this chapter.

In chapter six the researcher enumerated the various reading problems that are prevalent

among learners. An in-depth explanation of exactly what dyslexia, dyscalculia, apnOOa and scaf

folding are was given. The possible causes and symptoms of such reading problems were dis

cussed to assist teachers and other supervisors ofour learners reading capabilities to easily identifjr

such problems for intervention purposes to benefit the learners.

In chapter smm the critical questions that focus this study were posed, the research meth

odology and the fieldwork were explained. The organization and rationale behind the question

naire for grades 3, 6, 9, 12 learners and their parents, together with the procedure utilized in con

ducting the actual fieldwork was explained. The information received via the questionnaires was

captured to form a database using the computer programme SPSS 11.5. An explanation of how

the database was constructed and captured, and how the results were analyzed was also given in

this chapter.

In chapter eight the researcher reported, analyzed, and interpreted the results of the re

search that were obtained via the questionnaires and captured using the statistical computer pro

gram SPSS 11.5. The demographic and perceptual profiles were reported. This was followed by

an analysis of a comparison of the demographic results to the perceptual results that were re

ported. The results indicate that there is a lack of reading culture in the homes of the learners.

The role of the school in promoting reading skills was also ofgreat concern.

Finally, in the present chapter, chapter nine a retrospective overview of the dissertation is

given, it is shown to what extent the ernpirical results of the project enable the researcher to an

swer the critical questions that were posed in chapter seven, followed by the recommendations

that flow forth from this study .

Critical questions and answers

The critical questions addressed by this study are listed below. Answers with regard to the

extent to which this study was successful concerning these critical questions are also provided as

follows:
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Does a reading culture exist in the homes ofthe learners?

The research shows that a reading culture does not exist in majority of the homes of the learners.

Although a Iarge number of learners claim that they have access to books and read at home in

figure 55, an alarming number of learners do not borrow and read books from either the school

or public libraries. According to figure 71, a Iarge number of learners also have not received a

book as a gift at any time. So, if learners do not have books available, the majority of them cannot

be reading. According to figures 62 and 63, only about 12 % of learners indicated that they read in

their free time after school, and only just over 6% indicated that they read in their free time dur

ing the weekends. Therefore, it is clear that learners are not reading at home. The statistics also

indicate that parents and grandparents do not read to their children as often as they should, and a

large number ofparents do not read to their children at all. The learners on the other hand would

like their parents to read to them. There is a definitely a lack of a culture of reading in the home

environment of our learners. From the results summarized above, it is clear that the researcher

was able to answer the first critical question, as follows: "No, there is no culture of reading in the

homes of the children surveyed." To this could be added that due to the high number of com

pleted questionnaires - 1,600 when only 400 were required to obtain valid results - it is clear that

the answer "No, there is no culture of reading in the homes of the children surveyed." can with

safety be extrapolated from the sample population to all urban communities with a similar demo

graphic profile as the eThekwini sample.

W1latkind ofentertainment and exa:acurricuJaractivities are the learners involvedin?

According to the results obtained learners are participating in a variety of entertainment and ex

tracurricuIar activities, such as watching television, playing outdoor games, playing computer

games, going to movies, reading, shopping, talking to neighbors, spending time at the mall with

friends, listening to the radio, and visiting friends and relatives. The statistics derived from the

survey reveal that the most popular form of entertainment is watching television, because al

most 57% (910) of the respondents watch television most of the afternoons and evenings on

weekdays, and most of the day and evenings over weekends. Only about 16 % (261) of the

learners reported that they engage in outdoor games or activities in their free time afrer school,

while about 10% (163) reported participating in outdoor sports on weekends. Engaging it1

physical activities such as outdoor games and sports is vital for physical development, and is just
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as important as reading which promotes academic development in educating a learner holisti

c:illy to become a worthy and contributing citizen of the country. Learners are not participating

enough in physical activities as required by the human body for proper physical development,

and this will certainly affect the mental and emotional development, which will impact on scho

lastic and academic development, of reading is an integral part. According to figure 63 above

about 14% (227) of the respondents reported that they by preference spend their time free time

shopping, about 17% (285) that they visit friends and relatives during the weekend, almost 4%

(60) that they play computer games, almost 8% (125) that they like going to movies, almost 10%

(158) that they spend time with their friends at the mall, and only just over 6% (105) prefer to

read in their free time during the weekends. From the above results it is clear that the researcher

was able to provide a nuanced answer to the question: "What kind of entertainment and extra

curricular activities are the learners involved in?" The researcher was able to clearly answer the

critical question 'What kind of entertainment and extracurricular activities are the learners in

volved in?' by providing the above evidence from the results extracted from this survey.

What impacr does the entertainment and extracurricular activities chosen by the learners

have on theirreadingskills?

At phase value it seems as if the time spent watching television, playing computer games, and en

g:Jging in the various other activities is having a negative impact on the reading skills of children.

The previous evidence reported also establishes that there is no culture of reading in the homes of

the learners. It is therefore an open question whether this lack of a culture of reading is not a pri

mary factor, if not the primary factor that determines children's love of reading and consequently

the level of reading skills they attain. It has also been established that the attitude of parents con

ceming the value of reading play a major role in creating this lack of a culture of reading in the

homes of the learners and thus impacts on their reading skills.

Is Outcomes-basedEducation the cause ofthe serious readingproblems that exist today?

It is well-known that when Outcomes-based Education (OBE) was introduced in South

African schools in 1998 it was received with much negativity and antagonism by teachers as well

as the public at large because it required a paradigm shift in :ill aspects of the education. This was

also a result of a Jack of knowledge and understanding of Outcomes-based Education in :ill sec

tors and a lack of proper training of educators on the implementation of principles of Outcomes-
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based Education in the classroom. As a result Outcomes-based Education is also accused ofcaus

ing the serious reading problems that exist today. However it must be noted that the complex

reading problems go way beyond the introduction of OBE into South Africa. Large class sizes,

lack of proper updated training and resources for educators, and the drastic changes in family

structures, social and economic status, are contributing factors to the problems experienced in

reading.

The third learning outcome in the Languages Learning Area is entitled "Reading and Viewing"

and is stated as follows "the learner will be able to read and view for information and enjoyment,

and respond critically to the aesthetic, cultural and emotional values in texts." Department of

Education 2002 In order to achieve this outcome, there are various assessment criteria included

to guide the teacher in the lessons, and to assist in assessing the learners. The assessment criteria

change ·progressively to correspond with each grade level while the learning Outcome remains the

same for all grades an phases. In the Foundation phase the assessment criteria focuses on devel

oping phonic awareness, and using phonic knowledge and skills as part of the reading and writing

strategies to sound out words when reading and to spell words when writing. Although there is

no further provision for the continuation of the development in the curriculum for the phases

that follow, one assessment criteria does require learners to achieve a minimum requirement of

word vocabulary in each progressive grade. According to the Revised National Curriculum State

ment Policy learners in grade 3 must demonstrate a reading vocabulary of between 700 and 1500

common words, learners in grade 6 must demonstrate a reading vocabulary of between 3000 and

5000 common words, and learners in grade 9 must develop a reading vocabulary ofbetween 6000

and 7000 common words. So the Outcomes Based curriculum does make provision for learners

to specifically develop reading skills, and it not the total cause of the serious reading problems

that exist today.

Wbar role does intrape.tsonal and interpersonal coDHDunication play in the readingproc

ess?

The role of intrapersonal and interpersonal communication in the reading process cannot be un

dermined. The evidence throughout both the literature survey and the empirical research of this

study provide proof that intrapersonal and interpersonal communication plays a >ital role in the

reading process. The interaction within the human body of the mind and brain with the eyes, ears,
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vocal organs and the mouth cavity to interpret and sound out or read the written text shows that

intrapersonal communication is being eng:JgCd in by every human who is involved in the reading

process. Even when an individual is eng:lged in silent reading or reading aloud to oneself both

intrapersonal communication and interpersonal communication takes place because the individual

is communicating the messages from the written text to him or hersel£ Interpersonal communi

cation (the interpretation ofa written narrative) in the form ofa dialectic between the information

provided by the author, and the understanding provided by the mind of the reader requires that a

culture of reading must have been established in order for intrapersonal communication in the

form of silent reading can take place. From this it should be clear that if the culture of reading

exists in a household, a learner from such a household would experience difficulty to "negotiate

meaning" while interpreting written text. Having established empirically that there is no culture of

reading in the households in which the respondents live, it can be answered by inference that in

trapersonal communication (ability to understand what one reads) and interpersonal communica

tion (the ability of parents to foster culture of reading) play a minimal influence on the establish

ment of children's reading skills. Thus the question "What role does intrapersonal and interper

sonal communication play in the reading process?" has been clearly answered by the above evi

dence in this study.

W2lat major metolS contribute to South AfHcan learners experiencing problems with

spellingand therevfingofnon teclmicaJ to teclmicaJlevels ofcomplexity?

As indicated above the results of the empirical survey pointed to the lack of a culture of reading in

the households of the respondents, and it is this lack of a reading culture that leads to reading as

becoming a far less priority to the learners at home, and furthermore schools are not providing

the necessary motivation and resources to make the development of reading skills a priority.

There are also no outcomes in the Revised National Curriculum Statement Policy of South i\fiica

that caters for consolidation or further development of reading through phonic awareness in the

other phases. So if learners have not achieved the outcomes concerned with phonic awareness

and reading in the Foundation phase, there is no provision for development in this area again, and

thus learners move from one grade to another ",'ithout the basic grounding necessary for an indi

vidual to able to read. Teachers' abilities to teach phonics may also need attention. The above

major factors mentioned that contribute to South i\fiican learners experiencing problems ",ith

spelling and the reading of non technical to technical levels of complexity are only part of the
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contributing factors that revolve around the issue of spelling and reading problems that South

African learners experience.

Recommendations

Firstly, the school and the parents should fonn a partnership with a common goal of fo

cusing on the learner and his/her holistic development. After analyzing the results from the re

search it is clear that this is obviously not happening when it comes to reading. When Outcomes

based Education was introduced in 1998 such a partnership between the parents and the school

for the benefit of the learner was emphasized. The concept of learner-centered education was

brought to the fore to all who were linked with education. The results repotted in this study re

veals that parents seemingly have the attitude or belief that it is the responsibility of the school

only to teach and supervise reading of the learners, and that is why most parents probably do not

read to their children regardless of their age. There is a lack of a culture of reading in the homes

of our learners, and parents need to pay more attention to the cries of help from their children

who according to the survey indicate that they would like their parents to read to them and thus

show more interest in their reading capabilities.

Secondly, the issue of the impact of television watching on reading skills should be subject

to further research in which a group of households that must be identified where there is a

healthy culture of reading among parents as well as children, and for those households it must be

determined whether there are children and adolescence that are avid readers, as well as lovers of

watching television, movie attendance, and playing of computer games. These activities are not

mutually exclusive forms of story telling, but complementary ones, and that a love of reading is

primarily determined by the attitudes of adults in the households.

Thirdly, school libraries need to become more accessible to learners. Learners need to be

taught the value ofreading, and to inculcate the love and respect for books and other reading ma

terial. After analysis of the responses regarding the borrowing and reading of books from the

school library the researcher contacted personal from some of the schools that were selected to

participate in the research to enquire about the use of the school libraries. The researcher discov

ered that from the schools were contacted that although they do have libraries, the libraries were

not operational due to the shortage of personnel to oversee the operation of the library. The

schools' financial restraints did not allow for such personnel to be employed. One school only
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allowed the children into the library for only half an hour a week and the learners were not al

lowed to borrow or take any books out of the library. This procedure was followed because learn

ers who were allowed to borrow books previously, damaged the books so badly that they could

not be used again, and at most times the books that were borrowed were taken home and never

returned. In another school the library was always continuously locked due to the lack of staff.

Thus learners were not borrowing and reading books from the school libraries. Training learners

to from an early age to utilize the library will not only promote the development of reading skills,

but will also develop research and investigative skills that are required to achieve the outcomes set

out in the Revised National Curriculum Statement policy.

Fourthly, learners need to become aware and acquainted with the public libraries as a fa

cility to promote the culture ofreading in the home and in the communities at large.

Fifthly, it has been noted that although the teaching of phonic awareness is only done in

the Foundation phase in South African schools more emphasis must be given to phonics as a

means of teaching and improving reading skills, not only in the Foundation phase, but also in the

grades that follow. Teachers' abilities to teach phonics and monitor the consolidation of phonics

may also need further attention and research. \Vhen synthetic phonics is used as a means of

teaching reading, it is important to include the lexical and grammatical patterns involved the in

reading process, and to take into consideration the South African pronunciations, especially since

majority of our learners are second language learners.

Sixthly, teacher development and training programmes must include information on read

ing problems and the recognition of the symptoms of reading problems so that teachers regard

less of the grade or subject they are teaching can identifY reading difficulties in learners and either

provide the necessary assistance or refer the learner for assistance.

Seventhly, interpersonal communication is evident not only when teachers and learners read to

each other, but also when parents and children hear each other reading. The lack of the culture of

reading in the home of the learners indicate that interpersonal communication between learners

and their parents is an issue for further investigation and research since it impacts on the reading

development and the education of the learner.
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Finally, further research needs to be conducted whether a love of reading, a love of

watching television, a love ofgoing to the movies, and a love ofplaying computer games are mu

tually exclusive, mutually complementary forms of engaging in the interpretation of narratives. In

printed narratives the reader is a passive participant, often a companion of the fictional characters

of the process, but in computer games the player becomes the main character, not a passive com

paruon.

Final Conclusions

Major factors that contribute to South African learners experiencing problems with spell

ing and reading was examined by means of an empirical survey conducted with exit phase learn

ers, in grades 3, 6, 9, and 12 The empirical survey indicated that there existed a definite lack of a

culture of reading in the households of the respondents. The learners' choice of extracurricular

and entertainment activities, and how they impacted on their reading skills were examined in

depth. Learners engage in a wide variety of extracurricular activities and entertainment activities,

and spend most of their time engaging in these activities. As a result there is no priority given to

actual reading. Learners are deprived of the knowing and experiencing the value of reading which

an integral part of successful living today. It has also become evident that the attitude displayed by

parents concerning the value of reading affect the attitude of learners in the promotion and the

creation of this lack of a culture of reading in the homes of the learners which impacts on their

reading skills. The role of the school as a centre of motivation and development ofproper reading

habits and skills of learners cannot be minimized. The school libraries are not accessible in most

instances to the learners, and thus lacks in its purpose of providing the proper incentive and read

ing materials or resources to foster a culture ofreading to improve spelling and reading skills.

This study has also revealed that Outcomes-based Education methodologies cannot be

implicated totally for poor reading skills that exist among the learners of today. The existence of

other primary and contributing factors that were already discussed were identified for the lack of

spelling and reading skills. The actual Outcomes- based curriculum to a certain estent has out

comes that promote the development of phonological awareness and proper reading skills; how

ever the understanding of the principles and the application of them by educators ",'ith the focus

on the learner, and learner based education needs to be considered ",'ith regard to actual imple

mentation in the classroom. A learner based curriculum must be implemented under the appro

priate circumstances and environment to benefit the learners' needs, especially when it comes to
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reading because as individuals each learner needs to be guided by instruction to improve his/her

reading skills and spelling at the their own appropriate levels of development and performance.

The discussion in chapter 5 on Labov's contribution to improving reading skills in inner city

learners where individualized reading programs were implemented shows that the reading levels

of learners can improve with the appropriate instruction and resources. When teaching reading,

all domains, such as the lexical, the grammatical and the cognitive principles involving knowledge

construction must be taken into consideration. A holistic approach to reading will also emphasize

the importance of vocabulary building in scenarios directly involving the learner and his environ

ment so that conceptualization and knowledge construction as natural processes can continue

without any inhibition in reg=!. to reading. There is a cry for drastic measures of intervention that

need to be implemented both in the homes and in the schools to improve the reading culture, and

thus improve the spelling and reading skills of our learners in their quest for knowledge which is

constructed through conceptualization and cognition in every human brain.
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Addendum 1: Samples of learner Questionnaires: Grades 3, 6, 9 and 12
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FOR OFFICE USE ONL¥: Respondent Code: _

VOLUNTARY QUESTIONNAIRE FOR

GRADE 3 LEARNERS

How lM liU to pJUlf9lf!fm" tit .om.c
Researcher: Mrs. N.D. Govindsamy

Superviwr: Prot Rembnmdt KIopper
Departmeat ofCo_uaication Science

UDiversity ofZululaad
(Cell: 0S44466662, E-mail: rkIoppel".iiiafrica.com)

(vi)

(vii)

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

This is a voluntarv, anonymous and confidential survey.

We would like you to tell us what you like doing best during your free time at home

Your name will be kept confidential

Please feel free to give your true opinions.

Your participation is greatly appreciated.

Mark only one answer with a tick (,;j or a cross (J<) or fill in the required word or numbers.

Please read each question carefully and think about your answer before you make a tick (,()

or a cross (J<).

(,ill) Please use a pen to mark your answer by placing a clear ( ,;j or a ( J<) in the correct space.

(ix) Your answers will help me in my research.

(x) You will have to give us pennission to use your answers for our research.

Thank you very' much for filling in this questionnaire.



HERE ARE TWO PRACTICE QUESTIONS

Please markyour answer with a ,/or a x

I. How I feel about eating hotdogs:
Cl I love them

Cl I don't mind them

Cl I hate them

2. How often I eat hotdogs:
Cl Regularly

Cl Occasionally

Cl Never

PEIL"nssION TO USE ill" A.NSWERS FOR RESEARCH

I hereby give permission thar n{\" answers may he used. (Your name and lhe name (~/\ourschool will he
kept a secretj.

L My name is: _

2. I am in grade 3 __.

My surname is: _

3. The name ofmy school is: _

4. I am years old.

5. lama: Cl Girl Cl Boy

6. I have sisters and brothers

7. \Vho takes care ofyou? (pick one answer)

Cl My mother and futher

o My mother

Cl My futher

Cl My grandparents

Cl My sister / brother

Cl My aunt

Cl NeIghbours

2



8. Do you have a radio at home?

o Yes

o No

9. Do you have a computer at home?

o Yes

o No

10. Do you read story books at home?

OYes

o No

11 . How often do you read a newspaper at home?

o On some days during the week

o During the weekend

o Never

12. How often do you read a magazine at home')

o Never

o On some days during the week

o During the weekend

13. Ifyou had a newspaper while you were waiting for someone else, what would you read

first?

o The comic section

o News reports

o Reports about sports

o Reports about clothes and fashion

o Advertisements and sales

o Reports about music and pop stars

o Reports about film stars/ movie stars

o I would not read the newspaper while rm waiting

"



14. How often do you borrow and read books from the public library?

Q Often

Q Sometimes

Q Never

15. How often do you borrow and read books from the school library?

Q Often

Q Sometimes

Q Never

16. How long do you watch television each day"

Q Most of the day

Q Most of the afternoons/evenings

Q Some of the afternoons/evenings

Q Not at all

17. What do you like doing best after school every day" {pick one answer}

Q Watching television

Q Reading

Q Playing games outside

Q Playing games on the computer

Q Homework

Q Talking to neighbors

Q Something else:~_~~ ~_

18. What do you like doing best vvith your free time during weekends" (pick one answer)

Q Watching television

Q Reading

Q Playing games outside

Q Pla~ing games on the computer

Q Going to the mov-ies

Q Shopping

Q Spending time in the Mall with mv friends

Q Listening to the radio

Q Visiting friends or relatives

U Something else: ~~~~~~~~~~~



19. What would you like best as a birthday present from the following? (pick one answer)
a Clothing

a Abook

a A computer game

a Something else: _

20. Have you ever received a book as a present?

a Yes

a No

21. Ifyou got a book as a present for your next birthday, how much of it would you read?

a Read all of it.

a Read it until I get bored with it.

a I "'':ill not read it at all.

22. How would you feel if someone gave you a book as your next birthday present?

a Happy

a Sad

23. Do you like to read?

a Yes

o No

24. Does your mum or dad read stories to you?

a Yes

o No

25. How often does your mum or dad read a story to you?

o Everyday

o On some days

a Never

26. "''hen does your mum or dad usually read to you?

0 At bed time

a After school

a After work

a Never
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27. How often would you like your mum or dad to read a story to you?

o Everyday

o On some days

o Never

28. How often do you read a story or something to your mum or dad?

o Everyday

o On some days

o Never

29. With whom do you mostly watch television?

o .Alone

o .With my mum/dad

o With my brother or sister

o With friends

o With Others _

30. How often does your mum/dad read the newspaper at home?

o Everyday

o On some days

o Never

3 I. How often does your mum/dad read magazines at home?

o Everyday

o On some days

o Never

32. How often does your mum/dad read books at home?

o Everyday

o On some days

o Never
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33. What does your mum/dad like to read best?

0 The newspaper

0 Magazines

0 Books

0 Not at all

34. Do your grandparents read to you?

o Everyday

o On some days

o Never

35. Does your mum or dad encourage you to read daily"

o Everyday

o On some days

o Never

36. Do your mum and dad like reading?

OYes

o No

37. Tell me about your reading. Pick one.

o Good ©
o Satisfuetory g

o Poor (;)

38. How many books have you read on you mm for this year? (pick one answer)

0 More than 20 books

0 16 20 books

0 II 15 books

0 6 10 books

0 5 books

0 None

",



39. Does your mum go to work"

OYes

o No

40. Does your dad go to work?

o Yes

o No

41. How often does your teacher read to you"

o Everyday

o On some days

o Never

42. How often do you read to your teacher in the classroom"

o Everyday

o On some days

o Never

Thank you again for he/ping us with this survey!
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FOR OFFICE USE ONLY: Respondent Code: _

VOLUNTARY QUESTIONNAIRE FOR

GRADE 6 LEARNERS

How you like to spend fOUT free time lit home
Researcher: Mrs. N.D. Govindsamy

Supervisor: Prof. Rembrandt Klopper
Department ofCommunication Science

University of ZululaDd
(CeU: OSHt66662, E-mail: rkloDoer@iafrka.com)

(i) This is a voluotaJy, anonymous and confidential survey.

(ii) We would like you to tell us what you like doing best during your free time at home.

(m) Your DaIIle will be kept confidential

(iv) Please feel free to give your true opinions.

(v) Your participation is greatly appreciated.

(vi) Mark only one answer with a tick ( .r) or a cross ( ..., or fill in the required word or numbers.

(vii) Please read each question carefully and think about your answer before you make a tick (,()

or a cross (X).

(viii) Please use a pen to mark your answer by placing a clear (.r) or a (..., in the correct space.

(ix) Your answers will help me in my research.

(x) You will have to give us permission to use your answers for our research.

Thankyou very fIUlCh for jiOing in this questionnaire.



HERE ARE lWO PRACTICE QUESTIONS

Please markyour answer with a ,/or a x

I. How I feel about eating hotdogs:
Q Ilovethem

Q I don't mind them

Q lhatethem

2. How often I eat hotdogs:
Q Regularly

Q Occasionally

Q Never

I'EIOIISSION TO USE MY A.'iSWERS FOR RESEARCH

1 hereby give permission that my answers may be used (Your name and the name qfyour school will be
kept coTifidential).

I. My name is: _

2. I am in grade 6__

My surname is:

Q Boy

3. The name ofmy school is: _

4. I am years old.

5. I am a: Q Girl

6. I have sisters and brothers

7. Who takes care ofyou? (pick one answer)

Q My mother and father

Q Mymother

Q Myfather

Q My grandparents

Q My sister! brother

Q Myaunt

Q Neighbours
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8. Do you have a radio at home?

o Yes

o No

9. Do you have a computer at home?

o Yes

o No

10. Do you read books at home?

o Yes

o No

11. How often do you read a newspaper at home?

o On some days during the week

o During the weekend

o Never

12. How often do you read a magazine at home?

o Never

o On some days during the week

o During the weekend

13. If you had a newspaper while you were waiting for someone else, what would you read

first?

o The comic section

o News reports

o Reports about sports

o Reports about clothes and fashion

o Advertisements and sales

o Reports about music and pop stars

o Reports about film stars! movie stars

o I would not read the newspaper while I'm waiting

3



14. How often do you borrow and read books from the public library?

o Often

o Sometimes

o Never

15. How often do you borrow and read books from the school library?

o Often

o Sometimes

o Never

16. How long do you watch television each day?

o Most ofthe day

o Most ofthe afternoons/evenings

o Some ofthe afternoons/evenings

o Not at all

17. What do you like doing best after school every day? (pick one answer)

o Watching television

DReading

o Playing outdoor sport

o Playing games on the computer

o Homework

o Talking to neighbors

o Something else: _

18. What do you like doing best with your free time during weekends? (pick one answer)

o Watching television

DReading

o Playing outdoor sport

o Playing games on the computer

o Going to the movies

o Shopping

o Hanging out in the Mall with my friends.

o Listening to the radio

o Visiting friends or relatives

o Something else: _

4



19. What would you like best as a birthday present from the following? (pick one answer)
o Clothing

o Abook

o A computer game

o Something else: _

20. Have you ever received a book as a present before?

o Yes

o No

21. Ifyou got a book as a present for your next birthday, how much of it would you read?

o Read all of it.

o Read it until I get bored with it.

o I will not read it at all.

22. How would you feel if someone gave you a book as your next birthday present?

o Happy

o Disappointed

23. Do you like to read?

o Yes

o No

24. Does your mum or dad read to you?

o Yes

o No

25. How often does your mum or dad read to you?

o Everyday

o On some days

o Never

26. When does your mum or dad usually read to you?

o Atbedtime

o After school

o Afterwork

o Never
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27. How often would you like your mum or dad to read to you?

1:1 Every day

1:1 On some days

1:1 Never

28. How often do you read something to your mum or dad?

1:1 Every day

1:1 On some days

1:1 Never

29. With whom do you mostly watch television?

1:1. Alone

1:1 . With my mum/dad

1:1 With my brother or sister

1:1 With friends

1:1 With Others _

30. How often does your mum/dad read the newspaper at home?

1:1 Everyday

1:1 On some days

1:1 Never

31. How often does your mum/dad read magazines at home?

1:1 Everyday

1:1 On some days

1:1 Never

32. How often does your mum/dad read books at home?

1:1 Everyday

1:1 On some days

1:1 Never

6



16 20 books

11 15 books

6 10 books

I 5 books

None

33. What does your mum/dad like to read best?

o The newspaper

o Magazines

o Books

o Not at all

34. Do your grandparents read to you?

o Everyday

o On some days

o Never

35. Does your mum or dad encourage you to read daily?

o Everyday

o On some days

o Never

36. Do your mum and dad like reading?

o Yes

o No

37. How would you rate your reading ability?

o Good

o Satisfactory

o Poor

38. How many books have you read on you own for this year? (pick one answer)

o More than 20 books

o
o
o
o
o
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39. Does your mum go to work?

Q Yes

Q No

40. Does your dad go to work?

Q Yes

Q No

41. How often does your teacher read to you?

Q Everyday

Q On some days

Q Never

42. How often do you read to your teacher in the classroom?

Q Everyday

Q On some days

Q Never

Thturk you againfor helping us with this survey!
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FOR OFFICE USE ONLY: Respondent Code: _

VOLUNTARY QUESTIONNAIRE FOR

GRADE 9 LEARNERS

How mu like to spend YOUT free time at home
Researcher: Mrs. N.D. Govindsamy

Supervisor: Prof. Rembnmdt Klopper
Department ofCommunication Science

University of ZuJuland
(Cell: 0811466662, E-mail: rklopoeriiViafrica.com)

(i) This is a voluntary, anonymous and confidential survey.

(ii) We would like you to tell us what you like doing best during your free time at home.

(ill) Your name will be kept coufidentiaL

(iv) Please feel free to give your true opinions.

(v) Your participation is greatly appreciated.

(vi) Mark only one answer with a tick ( '1 or a cross ( .., or fill in the required word or numbers.

(vii) Please read each question carefully and think about your answer before you make a tick (.f) or

a cross (X).

(viii) Please use a pen to mark your answer by placing a clear (01) or a (.., in the correct space.

(ix) Your answers will help me in my research.

(x) You will have to give us permission to use your answers for our research.

©.
-©©© v ©©©-

Thank you very much for ftHing in this questionnaire.



HERE ARE TWO PRACflCE QUESTIONS

Please markyour answer with a ,/or a le

1. How I feel about eating hotdogs:
[J I love them

[J I don't mind them

[J I hate them

2. How often I eat hotdogs:
[J Regularly

[J Occasionally

[J Never

PERMISSION TO USE MY A.NSWERS FOR RESEARCH

I hoeby give permission that my answers may be used (Your name and the name ofyour school will be kept
confidential).

______ brothers

________________ My surname is: _1. My name is:

2. I am in grade 9 .

3. The name ofmy school is:

4. lam years old.

5. lama: 1:1 Girl 1:1 Boy

6. I have sisters and

7. Who takes care ofyou? (pick one answer)

[J My mother and father

[J Mymother

[J My father

[J My grandparents

[J My sister I brother

[J My aunt

[J Neighbours

2



8. Do you have a radio at home?

Q Yes

Q No

9. Do you have a computer at home?

Q Yes

Q No

10. Do you read books at home?

Q Yes

Q No

11. How often do you read a newspaper at home?

Q On some days during the week

Q During the weekend

Q Never

12. How often do you read a magazine at home?

Q Never

Q On some days during the week

Q During the weekend

13. lfyou had a newspaper while you were waiting for someone else, what would you read

first?

Q The comic section

Q News reports

Q Reports about sports

Q Reports about clothes and fashion

Q Advertisements and sales

Q Reports about music and pop stars

Q Reports about film stars! movie stars

Q I would not read the newspaper while I'm waiting

3



14. How often do you borrow and read books ftom the public library?

o Often

o Sometimes

o Never

15. How often do you borrow and read books ftom the school library?

o Often

o Sometimes

o Never

16. How long do you watch television each day?

o Most ofthe day

o Most ofthe afternoons/evenings

o Some ofthe afternoons/evenings

o Not at all

17. What do you like doing best after school every day? (pick one answer)

o Watching television

DReading

o Playing outdoor sport

o Playing games on the computer

o Homework

o TaJking to neighbors

o Something else: _

18. What do you like doing best with your free time during weekends? (pick one answer)

o Watching television

DReading

o Playing outdoor sport

o Playing games on the computer

o Going to the movies

o Shopping

o Hanging out in the Mall with my friends.

o Listening to the radio

o Visiting friends or relatives

o Something else: _
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19. What would you like best as a birthday present from the following? (pick one answer)
I:l Clothing

I:l A book

I:l A computer game

I:l Something else: _

20. Have you ever received a book as a present before?

I:l Yes

I:l No

21. Ifyou got a book as a present for your next birthday, how much of it would you read?

I:l Read all of it

I:l Read it until I get bored with it

I:l I will not read it at all.

22. How would you feel if someone gave you a book as your next birthday present?

I:l Happy

I:l Disappointed

23. Do you like to read?

I:l Yes

I:l No

24. Does your mum or dad read to you?

I:l Yes

I:l No

25. How often does your mum or dad read to you?"

I:l Everyday

I:l On some days

I:l Never

26. When does your mum or dad usually read to you?

I:l At bed time

I:l After school

I:l After work

I:l Never
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27. How often would you like your mum or dad to read to you?

o Everyday

o On some days

o Never

28. How often do you read something to your mum or dad?

o Everyday

o On some days

o Never

29. With whom do you mostly watch television?

o .Alone

o . With my mum/dad

o With my brother or sister

o With friends

o With Others _

30. How often does your mum/dad read the newspaper at home?

o Everyday

o On some days

o Never

31. How often does your mum/dad read magazines at home?

o Everyday

o On some days

o Never

32. How often does your mum/dad read books at home?

o Everyday

o On some days

o Never
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33. What does your mum/dad like to read best?

D The newspaper

D Magazines

D Books

D NotataII

34. Do your grandparents read to you?

D Everyday

D On some days

D Never

35. ))oes your mum or dad encourage you to read daily?

D Everyday

D On some days

D Never

36. Do your mum and dad like reading?

D Yes

D No

37. How would you rate your reading ability?

D Good

D Satisfactory

D Poor

38. How many books have you read on you own for this year? (pick one answer)

D More than 20 books

D 16 20 books

D 11 15 books

D 6 10 books

D 5 books

D None
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39. Does your mum go to work?

Q Yes

Q No

40. Does your dad go to work?

Q Yes

Q No

41. How often does your teacher read to you?

Q Everyday

Q On some days

Q Never

42. How often do you read to your teacher in the classroom?

Q Everyday

Q On some days

Q Never

Thank you again for helping us with this survey!
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FOR OFFICE USE ONL¥: Respondent Code: _

VOLUNTARY QUESTIONNAIRE FOR

GRADE 12 LEARNERS

How vou like to sp£nd your free time tit home
Researcher: Mrs. N.D. Govindsamy

Supervisor: Prof. Rembl'llDdt KJopper
Department of Communication Science

University of Zululand
(CeU: 0844466662, E-mail: rkloDDer@iafriea.com)

(i) This is a voluntary, anonymous and confidential survey.

(ii) We would like you to tell us what you like doing best during your free time at home.

(iii) Your name will be kept confidential.

(iv) Please feel free to give your true opinions.

(v) Your participation is greatly appreciated.

(vi) Mark only one answer with a tick (01) or a cross (--> or fill in the required word or numbers.

(vii) Please read each question carefully and think about your answer before you make a tick (,()

or a cross (").

(viii) Please use a pen to mark your answer by placing a clear ( 01) or a ( --> in the correct space.

(ix) Your answers will help me in my research.

(x) You will have to give us permission to use your answers for our research.

©.
-©©@vOO©-

Thank you very muehfor jiDing in this questionnaire..



HERE ARE lWO PRACflCE QUESTIONS

Please markyour answer with a ,/or a JC

1. How I feel about eating hotdogs:
a I love them

a I don't mind them

a lhatethem

2. How often I eat hotdogs:
a Regularly

a Occasionally

a Never

PERllflSSION TO USE MY .4NSWERS FOR RESEARCH

I hereby give permission that my answers may be used. (Your name andyour school name will be
kept cOrifidential).

1. My name is: _ My surname is:

_____ brothers

2. I am in grade 12 __.

~ The name of my school is:-'.

4. lam years old.

5. lama: a Girl a Boy

6. I have sisters and

7. With whom do you live? (tick the correct answer.)

a My mother and father

a Mymother

a My father

a My grandparents

a My sister I brother

a Myaunt

a Neighbours

2



8. Do you have a radio at home?

o Yes

o No

9. Do you have a computer at home?

o Yes

o No

10. Do you read books at home?

o Yes

o No

11. How often do you read a newspaper at home?

o On some days during the week

o During the weekend

o Never

12. How often do you read a magazine at home?

o Never

o On some days during the week

o During the weekend

D. Ifyou had a newspaper while you were waiting for someone else, what would you read

first?

o The comic section

o News reports

o Reports about sports

o Reports about clothes and fashion

o Advertisements and sales

o Reports about music and pop stars

o Reports about film stars! movie stars

o I would not read the newspaper while I'm waiting

3



14. How often do you borrow and read books from the public library?

o Often

o Sometimes

o Never

15. How often do you borrow and read books from the school library?

o Often

o Sometimes

o Never

16. How long do you watch television each day?

o Most ofthe day

o Most ofthe afternoons/evenings

o Some of the afternoons/evenings

o Not at all

17. What do you like doing best after school every day? (pick Q!lJ< answer)

o Watching television

DReading

o Playing outdoor sport

o Playing games on the computer

o Homework

o Talking to neighbors

o Something else; _

18. What do you like doing best with your free time during weekends? (pick Q!lJ< answer)

o Watching television

DReading

o Playing outdoor sport

o Playing games on the computer

o Going to the movies

o Shopping

o Hanging out in the Mall with my friends.

o Listening to the radio

o Visiting friends or relati ves

o Something else: _

4



19. What would you h1<e best as a birthday present from the following? (pick one answer)
a Clothing

a Abook

a A computer game

a Something else: _

20. Have you ever received a book as a present before?

a Yes

a No

21. Ifyou got a book as a present for your next birthday, how much of it would you read?

a Read all of it.

a Read it until I get bored with it.

a I will not read it at all.

22. How would you feel ifsomeone gave you a book as your next birthday present?

a Happy

a Disappointed

23. Do you like to read?

a Yes

o No

24. Does your mum or dad read to you?

a Yes

o No

25. How often does your mum or dad read to you?

o Everyday

a On some days

a Never

26. When does your mum or dad usually read to you?

o Atbedtime

o After school

o Afterwork

o Never

5



27. How often would you like your mum or dad to read to you?

Q Everyday

Q On some days

Q Never

28. How often do you read something to your mum or dad?

Q Everyday

Q On some days

Q Never

29. With whom do you mostly watch television?

Q . Alone

Q . With my mum/dad

Q With my brother or sister

Q With friends

Q With Others _

30. How often does your mum/dad read the newspaper at home?

Q Everyday

Q On some days

Q Never

31. How often does your mum/dad read magazines at home?

Q Everyday

Q On some days

Q Never

32. How often does your mum/dad read books at homery

Q Everyday

Q On some days

Q Never

6



33. What does your mum/dad like to read best?

Cl The newspaper

Cl Magazines

Cl Books

Cl Not at all

34. Do your grandparents read to you?

Cl Everyday

Cl On some days

Cl Never

35. Does your mum or dad encourage you to read daily?

Cl Everyday

Cl On some days

Cl Never

36. Do your mum and dad like reading?

Cl Yes

Cl No

37. Is your reading ability? Cl Good Cl Satisfactory Cl Poor

38. Have you read all your set works for this year~

39. Does your mum go to work?

Cl Yes

Cl No

40. Does your dad go to work?

Cl Yes

Cl No

Thank you againfor helping us with this survey!
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FOR OFFICE USE ONLY: Respondent Code: _

VOLUNTARY QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PARENTS

How you preW to spend fOUl' free dIM lit hOlM
Researcher: Mrs. N.D. Govindsamy

Supel"Visor: Prof. Rembl'lllldt KIopper
Department ofCommllDkation Science

University of ZuIulaDd
(Cell: 0844466662, E-mail: rkIopper@iafrica.com)

Dear Parents/Guardian

Just a decade ago South Africa changed to a democracy. It has become necessary to do research

about how children are experiencing the new democratic South Afiica, and how they are coping with

major changes to our education system. Research has shown that children model their behavior on

the example set by their parents. The KZN Department of Education has given me permission to do

research about how learners and their parents prefer to spend their free time at home. Although this is

a voluntary survey, we would greatly appreciate your assistance to enable us to use actual research,

so that the education system can be upgraded to prepare and benefit our children for the future.

(i) This is a voluntary, anonymous and confidential survey.

(ii) We would like you to tell us what you like doing best during your free time at home.

(iii) Your penooal particulars will be kept confidential.

(iv) Please feel free to give your true opinions.

(v) Your participation is greatly appreciated.

(vi) Use a pen and mark only one answer with a cross ( X) or fill in the required word or numbers.

(vii) Please read each question carefully and think about your answer before you make a

cross (X).

(viii) You will have to give us permission to use your answers for our research.

ThaIfk you very nuu:h for filling in this questionnaire.



IIERE ARE lWO PRACTICE QUESTIONS

Please markyour answer with a x

1. How I feel about eating hotdogs:
a I love them

a I don't mind them

a Ihatethem

2. How often I eat hotdogs:
a Regularly

a Occasionally

a Never

My-ehildlward's general particulars:

1. My child/ward's name is "

2. My child/ward above is in grade "

3. The name of the school he/she is attending is: _

4. Slhe is years old.

5. My child/ward is a a Female a Male

6. I have boys and girls.

7. Who takes care ofand provides for all the basic needs of this learner?

a Mother and Father

a Mother

a Father

a Grandparents

a Sister / Brother

a Aunt

a Neighbours



8. Do you have a radio at home?

Cl Yes

Cl No

9. Do you have a computer at home?

Cl Yes

Cl No

10. Do you read books at home?

Cl Yes

Cl No

11. How often do you read a newspaper at home?

Cl On some days during the week

Cl During the weekend

Cl Never

12. How often do you read a magazine at home?

Cl Never

Cl On some days during the week

Cl During the weekend

13. Ifyou had a newspaper while you were waiting for someone else, what would you read

first? (Cross only one)

Cl The comic section

Cl News reports

Cl Reports about sports

Cl Reports about clothes and fashion

Cl Advertisements and sales

Cl Reports about music and pop stars

Cl Reports about film / movie stars

Cl 1would not read a newspaper while I'm waiting

3



14. How often do you borrow and read books from the public library?

!J Often

!J Sometimes

!J Never

15. How often do you read the books your child/ward borrows from the school library?

!J Often

!J Sometimes

!J Never

16. How long do you watch television each day?

!J Most ofthe day

!J Most ofthe afternoons/evenings

!J Some of the afternoons/evenings

!J Not at all

17. What do you like doing best in your free time every week day? (Cross only one)

!J Watching television

!J Reading

!J Playing outdoor games/sports

!J Playing garoes on the computer

!J Personal study

!J TaIkingto neighbors

IJ Something else: _

18. What do you like doing best with your free time during weekends? (Cross only one)

!J Watching television

IJ Reading

!J Playing outdoor games/sports

!J Playing garoes on the computer

!J Going to the movies

!J Shopping

IJ Visiting the Mall with friends.

IJ Listening to the radio

!J Visiting friends or relatives

IJ Something else: _

4



19. What would you prefer to give your child/ward as a birthday present? (Cross only one)
1:1 Clothing

1:1 A book

1:1 A computer game

1:1 Something else: _

20. Have you ever given a book as a present to your child/ward before?
1:1 Yes

1:1 No

21. If you did give your child/ward a book as a present, how much of it did slhe read?

1:1 Read all of it.

1:1 Read it until he/she got bored with it.

l:! Sh/e did not read it at all.

22. How would your child/ward feel if he/she received a book as a birthday gift?

1:1 Happy

1:1 Disappointed

23. Do you like to read?

1:1 Yes

1:1 No

24. Do you read to your child/ward?

1:1 Yes

1:1 No

25. How often do you read a story/something else to your child/ward?

1:1 Everyday

1:1 On some days

1:1 Never

26. When do you usually read to your child/ward?

1:1 At bed time

l:! After school

1:1 After work

1:1 Never

5



27. How often would you like to read to your child/ward?

o Everyday

o On some days

o Never

28. How often does your childlward read a story or something else to you?

o Everyday

o On some days

o Never

29. With whom do you mostly watch television?

o Alone

o With my spouse

o With my child/ward

o With friends

o Withothers _

30. How often does your child/ward read the newspaper at home?

o Everyday

o On some days

o Never

31. How often does your child/ward read magazines at home?

o Everyday

o On some days

o Never

32. How often does your child/ward read bookS at home?

o Everyday

o On some days

o Never

6



33. What does your child!ward like to read best?

Cl ]be newspaper

Cl Magazines

Cl Books

Cl Not at all

34. How often did your parents read to you when you were young?

Cl Everyday

Cl On some days

Cl Never

35. How often do you encourage your child/ward to read daily?

Cl Everyday

(J On some days

Cl Never

36. Does your child/ward like reading?

Cl Yes

Cl No

37. How would you rate your child/ward's reading ability?
Cl Good

Cl Satisfactory

Cl Poor

38. How many books have yOUT cmld/ward read on their own for this year only?

Cl More than 20 books

Cl 16 20 books

Cl 11 15 books

Cl 6 10 books

Cl I 5 books

Cl None

Cl 1am not sure

7



39. Tell me about your work status. (Cross only one)
Cl Employed full time

Cl Employed part time

Cl Selfemployed

Cl Unemployed

Cl Home executiveIHousewife

Cl Pensioner

40. Tell me about the work status ofyour spouse. (pick Q!!S; answer)
Cl Employed full time

Cl Employed part time

Cl Selfemployed

Cl Unemployed

Cl Home executiveIHousewife

Cl Pensioner

PER.'I,fISSION TO L'SE MY A"ISWERS FOR RESEAROJ

I IIenby give permission that my answers may be used. (Your personal details and the name
ofthe school will be kept confidential).

41. My name and surname is: _

42. I am ~years old.

43. How are you (the person filling in this questionnaire) related to the learner?

Cl Mother

Cl Father

Cl Guardianfcaregiver

44. The total mnnber ofpersons in my household is .

8



45. Are you a single parent?

[J Yes

[J No

46. With whom do you spend most ofyour free time?
[J Only with my children

[J With my entire family

[J Only with my spouse

[J Alone

[J None ofthe above

Thank you ogoinfoT helping us with Ihis suney!

-©©©©©©©-
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care of Department of Infonnalion Systems and Technology
University of KwaZulu-Nalal

Private Bag X54001
Durban

4000

University Of Zululand
Department Of Communication SCience (Durban Campus)
Unit for Poslgiadualle Studies in Cognition, Language Learning & Communication

TeI 0844 466662
Fax (031) 260-7251
E-Mail rlcQI1P....@n!czn3C.Z3orrldopper@iafrica.com

Tuesday, September 28, 2004
Attention:
Director. Research Strategy Development and ECMIS
KwaZulu-Natal Department ofEducation
Private Bag X05
ROSSBURGH 4072

Dear Mr. Alwar
PERMIsSION SOUGHT TO USE PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOL LEARNERS IN THE ETHEKWlNI
REGION AS lEST SUBJECTS FOR EMPIRICAL RESEARCH ABOUT THE READING SKILLS OF LEARNERS IN
ALL FOUR EXITLEVELS

One of my doctoral students, Mrs. N.D. Govindsarny (versal number 15791939), is doing an
empirical study on the topic above, for which she has to use about 500 learners as respondents. She
is an educator at Ferndale Combined School in Phoenix.

I am hereby applying for permission in principle for her to contact principals in your
jurisdiction for the purposes ofsuch research.
) Participation will be on a voluntary and anonymous basis.
) The survey will be ofa constructive nature.
) The questionnaire is appended for your information.
) After obtaining permission in principle from you the principals of about six or seven schools

will be approached to fill in the accompanying questionnaire, emphasizing the anonymous and
voluntary nature oftheir participation.

) The researcher will conduct the surveys herselfduring special leave.
) The KZN Department ofEducation will be acknowledged in the thesis, of which a copy will be

provided upon completion- •
Kind regards

/Y~#"--
Pro£ R M Kfl)ppei
HOD: Communication Science (Durban)
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PROVINCE OF KWAZULU-NATAL
ISIFUNDAZWE SAKWAZULU-NATAL
PROVlNSIE KWAZULU·NATAL

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
UMNYANGO WEMFUNDO
DEPARTEMENT VAN ONDERWYS

HEAD OFFICE iNHLOKC "HOVISI -iOOi=KANTOOR

ADDRESS: EX-DURBAN COUEGE OF EDUCATION PRNATEBAG: X05 TEJ..EPHONe
IKHEU: CNR. NICHOlSON ROAD AND QUEEN ISIKHWPJM ROSSBURGH UONGO: 0312744919
ADRES: SEPOSI: TELEFOON:

MARYAVENUE PRNAATSAK: 4072
UMBIlO FAX; 0312744922

CeI' 083 3371324

ENQUIRIES:
REFERENCE,

DATE:
IMIBUZQ: S.R.AIwar lNKOMBA: ~R-m USUKU: 18 October 2004
NAVRAE:

VERWYSING: DATUM:

RE: PERMISSION TO CONDUCT RESEARCH

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

This is to serve as a notice that Mrs. N. D. Govindsamy has been granted permission to conduct research with the
following terms and conditions:

• That as a researcher, sheJhe must present a copy of the written approval from the Department to the Head of
the Institution concerned before any research may be undertaken at a departmental institution.

• Attached is the list of schools sheJhe has been granted permission to conduct research in. however, it must be
noted that the schools are not obligated to participate in the research if it is not a KZNDEC project

• Mrs. N. D. Govindsamy has been granted special permission to conduct herlhis research during official contact
times, as it is believed that herlhis presence would not interrupt education programmes. Should education
programmes be interrupted, sheJhe must, therefore, conduct his/her research during nonofficial contact times.

• No school is expected to participate in the research during the fourth school term, as this is the critical period for
schools to focus on their exams.

Comments:

Zungu
Dep*Il~octolr: Research, Strategy and Policy Development

Comments: _

~-r~~.J
B HMthabela
Director: Research, Strategy Development and ECMIS
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